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Abstract
Recently, mobile-to-mobile (M2M) communications have received much attention due
to several emerging applications, such as wireless mobile ad hoc networks, relay-based
cellular networks, and dedicated short range communications (DSRC) for intelligent
transportation systems (e.g., IEEE 802.11p standard). Different from conventional
fixed-to-mobile (F2M) cellular systems, in M2M systems both the transmitter (Tx)
and receiver (Rx) are in motion and often equipped with low elevation antennas.
Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technologies, employing multiple antennas
at both the Tx and Rx, have widely been adopted for the third generation (3G) and
beyond-3G (B3G) F2M cellular systems due to their potential benefits of improving
coverage, link reliability, and overall system capacity. More recently, MIMO has been
receiving more and more attention for M2M systems as well.
Reliable knowledge of the propagation channel obtained from channel measurements
and corresponding channel models serve as the enabling foundation for the design
and analysis of MIMO F2M and M2M systems. Furthermore, the development of
accurate MIMO F2M and M2M channel simulation models plays a major role in the
practical simulation and performance evaluation of these systems. These form the
primary motivation behind our research on MIMO channel modelling and simulation
for F2M cellular and M2M communication systems.
In this thesis, we first propose a new wideband theoretical multiple-ring based MIMO
regular-shaped geometry-based stochastic model (RS-GBSM) for non-isotropic scat-
tering F2M macro-cell scenarios and then derive a generic space-time-frequency (STF)
correlation function (CF). The proposed theoretical reference wideband model can be
reduced to a narrowband one-ring model, a new closed-form STF CF of which is de-
rived as well. Narrowband and wideband sum-of-sinusoids (SoS) simulation models
are then developed, demonstrating a good agreement with the corresponding reference
models in terms of correlation functions.
Secondly, based on a well-known narrowband two-ring single-input single-output (SISO)
M2M channel reference model, we propose new deterministic and stochastic SoS sim-
ulation models for non-isotropic scattering environments. The proposed deterministic
simulator is the first SISO M2M deterministic simulator with good performance, while
the proposed stochastic simulator outperforms the existing one in terms of fitting the
desired statistical properties of the corresponding reference model.
Thirdly, a new adaptive narrowband MIMO M2M RS-GBSM is proposed for non-
isotropic scattering environments. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed M2M
model is the first RS-GBSM that has the ability to study the impact of the vehic-
ular traffic density on channel statistics. From the proposed theoretical reference
model, we comprehensively investigate some important M2M channel statistics in-
cluding the STF CF, space-Doppler-frequency power spectral density, envelope level
crossing rate, and average fade duration. A close agreement between some chan-
nel statistics obtained from the proposed reference model and measurement data is
observed, confirming the utility of our model.
Finally, we extend the above narrowband model to a new wideband MIMO M2M RS-
GBSM with respect to the frequency-selectivity. The proposed wideband reference
model is validated by observing a good match between some statistical properties of
the theoretical model and available measurement data. From the wideband reference
model, we further design new wideband deterministic and stochastic SoS simulation
models. The proposed wideband simulators can be easily reduced to narrowband
ones. The utilities of the newly derived narrowband and wideband simulation models
are validated by comparing their statistical properties with those of the corresponding
reference models.
The proposed channel reference models and simulators are expected to be useful for
the design, testing, and performance evaluation of future MIMO cellular and M2M
communication systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Cellular technology has revolutionarily changed the manner that people communicate
with each other. A typical cellular network connects different mobile users to one
another through a fixed (stationary) based station (BS). In this sense, cellular radio
links are mobile at one end (user end) only, while the service provider end is stationary
[1, 2]. Therefore, cellular communication systems are normally referred to as fixed-
to-mobile (F2M) cellular systems.
Recently, the increasing demand for better quality of service (QoS) and increased
mobility support leads to some new applications, where mobile users can communicate
directly with each other. The conventional F2M cellular system cannot support such
new applications, thus driving the emergence of a new communication architecture:
mobile-to-mobile (M2M) communication system, where both the transmitter (Tx) and
receiver (Rx) are in motion and equipped with low elevation antennas. The potential
applications of M2M systems include mobile ad-hoc wireless networks [3], intelligent
transportation systems[4], and future cellular systems employing cooperative diversity
technologies [5].
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One of the most promising technologies in mobile radio communications is multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO), in which multiple antennas are deployed at both the
Tx and Rx [6, 7]. Information theory has shown that the capacity of a wireless
channel can be increased significantly if the spatial domain of multipath propagation
is properly exploited by using MIMO technologies [8, 9]. Considering the demand for
high-speed wireless services, MIMO technologies have widely been adopted for the
third generation (3G) and beyond-3G (B3G) F2M cellular systems and have been
receiving more and more attention for M2M systems as well.
Reliable knowledge of the propagation channel obtained from channel measurements
and corresponding channel models serve as the enabling foundation for the design
and analysis of any wireless communication system. Furthermore, the development of
accurate channel simulation models plays a major role in the practical simulation and
performance evaluation of a wireless communication system. This philosophy has been
the driving force behind more than four decades of research into wireless channels and
also forms the primary motivation behind our research on MIMO channel modelling
and simulation for F2M cellular and M2M communication systems.
MIMO F2M (cellular) channel modelling and simulation have generated consider-
able interests among the researchers and thus have been extensively investigated
[10, 11, 12, 13] in the past decade. These researches have led to standardized channel
models for MIMO F2M cellular systems, such as European Cooperation in Science
and Technolgy (COST) 259 [14, 15, 16], COST 273 [17], Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) Spatial Channel Model (SCM) [18, 19, 20], and Wireless World
Initiative New Radio (WINNER) [21] channel models. Among numerous MIMO F2M
channel models, the one-ring model [22, 23] has been widely used to model narrow-
band MIMO F2M channels in a macro-cell scenario due to its close agreement with the
measured data [24] and its mathematical tractability. Due to the increasing demand
for high-speed wireless services, future communication systems tend to be wideband.
Therefore, it is desirable to extend the traditional narrowband one-ring model to
wideband applications. The first part of this thesis is to propose a new wideband
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MIMO F2M mathematical reference model and its corresponding simulation model
for macro-cell scenarios.
Unlike a rich and fascinating history of the research in F2M channels, the inves-
tigation of M2M channel modelling and simulation is still in its infancy. Up till
now, only few theoretical research have focused on the M2M channels as described in
[25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], and even fewer measurement campaigns have been conducted
to investigate these channels as provided in [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Moreover, stan-
dardized M2M channel models or methods to simulate them are yet to be developed.
Therefore, the second part of this thesis, also the main part of this thesis, focuses on
the investigation of M2M channel modelling and simulation for non-isotropic scatter-
ing environments. Taking a two-ring M2M theoretical model [36] as a mathematical
reference model, we propose new deterministic and stochastic sum-of-sinusoids (SoS)
simulation models for narrowband single-input single-output (SISO) M2M channels
under a more realistic scenario of non-isotropic scattering. In order to further improve
this traditional two-ring M2M theoretical model [36], some works have been done in
the M2M channel modelling [28, 29, 30, 37] and simulation [27, 28, 30, 38, 39, 40].
However, it can be observed that there are still some flaws in the previously reported
models. This motivated us to propose new M2M mathematical reference models for
non-isotropic scattering narrowband and wideband MIMO Ricean fading channels and
the corresponding simulation models.
1.2 Contributions of the thesis
The key contributions of the thesis are summarised as follows:
• Propose a new wideband multiple-ring based MIMO channel mathematical ref-
erence model for macro-cell scenarios. From the proposed model, we derive
the generic space-time-frequency (STF) correlation function (CF), which can be
reduced to a compact closed-form expression for narrowband MIMO channels
by removing the frequency-selectivity. Based on the proposed mathematical
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reference model, a deterministic SoS simulation model is then developed. Sim-
ilarly, a corresponding narrowband simulation model can be obtained from the
developed wideband simulator by removing the frequency-selectivity.
• Review the state-of-the-art in M2M channel measurements and modelling. Some
important M2M channel measurement campaigns and models are briefly de-
scribed and classified.
• Propose novel deterministic and stochastic SoS simulation models for non-isotropic
scattering SISO M2M Rayleigh fading channels by taking a narrowband two-ring
M2M regular-shaped geometry-based stochastic model (RS-GBSM) as a math-
ematical reference model. The proposed simulation models extensively consider
the distributions of the angle of arrival (AoA) and angle of departure (AoD),
and thus provide a good approximation to the desired statistical properties of
the mathematical reference model.
• Propose a generic and adaptive RS-GBSM for non-isotropic scattering narrow-
band MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. The proposed model is sufficiently
generic and adaptable to a variety of M2M scenarios (macro-, micro-, and pico-
cells). More importantly, our model is the first RS-GBSM that has the ability
to study the impact of the vehicular traffic density (VTD) on channel statistics.
From this model, the STF CF and the corresponding space-Doppler-frequency
(SDF) power spectral density (PSD) are derived.
• Derive the envelope level crossing rate (LCR) and average fade duration (AFD)
for non-isotropic scattering M2M Ricean fading channels. From the derived
LCR and AFD, we investigate for the first time the impact of the VTD on the
LCR and AFD.
• Propose a novel RS-GBSM for non-isotropic scattering wideband MIMO M2M
Ricean fading channels according to the tapped delay line (TDL) structure. The
proposed wideband model can easily match any specified power delay profile
(PDP) and is the first RS-GBSM that has the ability to study the impact of
the VTD on channel statistics for different time delays, i.e., for every tap in our
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model. From the proposed mathematical reference model, the space-time (ST)
CF, space-Doppler (SD) PSD, frequency CF, and PDP are derived.
• Propose new deterministic and stochastic SoS simulation models for MIMO
M2M Ricean fading channels under the condition of non-isotropic scattering
by taking the proposed narrowband and wideband RS-GBSM as mathematical
reference models. The developed wideband simulation models can be easily
reduced to narrowband simulation models by removing the frequency-selectivity.
1.3 Organisation of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 covers the background related to the propagation channel modelling and
reviews existing important methods for channel modelling and simulation of MIMO
F2M channels and M2M channels.
Chapter 3 presents a new wideband multiple-ring based MIMO channel mathemati-
cal reference model for macro-cell scenarios, which is an extension of the traditional
narrowband on-ring model. Closed-form expressions of the STF CFs are derived for
both non-isotropic scattering narrowband and wideband MIMO channels. Moreover,
a wideband deterministic SoS simulation model is derived, which can be reduced to a
narrowband simulator by removing the frequency-selectivity.
Chapter 4 proposes novel deterministic and stochastic SoS simulation models using
a non-isotropic scattering narrowband two-ring SISO M2M Rayleigh fading channel
model as a mathematical reference model. Closed-form expressions of the time CF
for both the proposed deterministic and stochastic simulation models are derived.
Chapter 5 proposes a generic and adaptive RS-GBSM for non-isotropic scattering
narrowband MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. From the proposed model, we
further investigate the important channel statistics, including the STF CF, SDF PSD,
envelope LCR, and AFD.
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Chapter 6 describes a novel wideband MIMO M2M RS-GBSM for non-isotropic scat-
tering Ricean fading channels, which is an extension of our narrowband MIMO M2M
model in Chapter 5 to wideband applications. From the proposed wideband model,
some important channel statistics are derived, such as ST CF, SD PSD, frequency
CF, and PDP. In addition, corresponding wideband simulation models are developed,
which can be easily reduced to narrowband simulators by removing the frequency-
selectivity.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising our key findings and addressing open
directions of research in wireless channel modelling and simulation.
1.4 Original publications
The work presented in this thesis includes the following original publications:
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1. X. Cheng, C.-X. Wang, D. I. Laurenson, and A. V. Vasilakos, “An investigation
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to-mobile Ricean fading channels,“ IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology,
to be submitted.
2. X. Cheng, C.-X. Wang, and D. I. Laurenson, “Modeling and simulation of
wideband MIMO mobile-to-mobile channels,” IEEE Transactions on Vehicular
Technology, submitted for publication.
3. X. Cheng, C.-X. Wang, D. I. Laurenson, S. Salous, and A. V. Vasilakos,
“New deterministic and stochastic simulation models for non-isotropic scatter-
ing mobile-to-mobile Rayleigh fading channels,“ Wireless Communications and
Mobile Computing, John Wiley and Sons, accepted for publication.
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munication Magazine, vol. 47, no. 11, Nov. 2009.
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pp. 4824–4835, Sept. 2009.
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agation Conference (LAPC’09), Loughborough, UK, 16 - 17 Nov. 2009, accepted
for publication (invited paper).
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Wireless Propagation Channel
Modelling and Simulation
Successful design of wireless communication systems requires a detailed understand-
ing of the multipath propagation environment. This underlines the importance of
developing physically meaningful yet easy-to-use methods to model and simulate the
wireless channels. Moreover, in order to design highly reliable and high-speed wireless
communication systems with limited bandwidth, MIMO technologies that efficiently
exploit the spatial domain of propagation channels have become the most promising
candidates. This chapter provides a brief overview of some important concepts of
propagation modelling (e.g., path loss, shadowing, multipath fading) and describes
existing important methods for the modelling and simulation of MIMO F2M channels
and M2M channels.
2.1 Propagation Channel Modelling
Fading refers to the time variation of the received signal power induced by changes
in the transmission medium or path. Generally speaking, fading can be categorised
as large-scale fading and small-scale fading. Path loss and shadowing belong to large-
scale fading since they are dominant when the mobile station moves over distances of
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several tens of wavelengths. Large-scale fading is very important for the system design
at the network level. For example, the cell coverage area, outage, and handoffs are
influenced by these effects. On the other hand, small-scale fading appears due to the
multipath propagation. Small-scale fading plays an important role in determining the
link level performance according to bit error rates, average fade durations, etc. It must
be noted that throughout this thesis, we constrain our interests in the investigation
of small-scale fading for different types of channels, e.g., F2M channels and M2M
channels.
2.1.1 Path Loss and Shadowing
Path loss is the attenuation in the transmitted signal while propagating from the Tx
and Rx. This attenuation is caused by the effects such as free-space loss, refraction,
diffraction, and reflection. Significant variations in the path loss are observed over
distance of several hundred or thousand wavelengths.
The simplest path loss model corresponds to a propagation in free space, i.e., line-of-
sight (LoS) link between the Tx and Rx. In this case, the received signal power can
be expressed as [41]
PR = PTGTGR
λ2
4πD2
(2.1)
where PT is the transmitted power, GT and GR are the transmit and receive antenna
gains, respectively, λ is the carrier wavelength, and D is the distance between the Tx
and Rx. Note that the path loss exponents (i.e., the power of the distance dependence
D) are 2 for free-space propagation. Therefore, the received power decreases with a
factor of distance-squared under free-space propagation. (2.1) also shows the path
loss dependency on the carrier wavelength λ. Shorter the wavelength, higher the path
loss.
However, in a real environment, the wireless signals seldom experience the free-space
propagation. Therefore, several different models such as the Okumura-Hata [42, 43],
Lee [44], Walfish-Ikegami [45], etc., have been proposed to model path loss in different
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propagation environments such as urban, rural, and indoor areas. Experiments show
that the actual path loss exponents are around 3 – 8, suggesting higher attenuation
than free-space propagation conditions. A detailed description of different path loss
models can be found in [41].
The aforementioned path loss models assume that the path loss is constant at a given
distance. However, the presence of obstacles, e.g., buildings and trees, leads to random
variations of the received power at a given distance. This effects is termed shadowing
(shadow fading).
Experiments illustrate that shadowing can be modeled as a log-normal random vari-
able. Thus, the shadowing distribution is given by [41]
fΩp(x) =
10
xσΩp
√
2π ln 10
exp
[
−
(
10 log10 x− µΩp(dBm)
)2
2σ2Ωp
]
(2.2)
where Ωp denotes the mean squared envelope level, µΩp designates the area mean
expressed in dBm, and σΩp is the standard deviation of the shadowing. Typical
values of σΩp range from 5 to 10 dB. Detailed discussions of shadowing can be found
in [41].
2.1.2 Multipath Fading
Multipath propagation is the propagation mechanism manifested when the transmit-
ted signal reaches the Rx by two or more paths. The presence of local scatterers,
e.g., mountains and buildings, often obstructs a direct wave path between the Tx
and Rx (i.e., the LoS). Therefore, a non-LoS (NLoS) propagation path will appear
between the Tx and Rx. Consequently, the waves must propagate through reflection,
diffraction, and scattering. This results in the received waves from various directions
with different delays. The multiple waves combine vectorially at the receiver antenna
(a phenomenon called multipath fading) to produce a composite received signal.
As mentioned above, the presence of local scatterers gives rise to NLoS scenarios,
where Rayleigh distribution is the most popular distribution used to describe the
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fading envelope. Some types of scattering environments have a specular component,
i.e., LoS or a strong reflected path. These scattering environments are called LoS
scenarios, where Ricean distribution is used to describe the fading envelope.
A non-directional channel can be characterised by one of the four system functions also
termed as the first set of Bello’s functions [46]. Whereas for a directional channel, eight
system functions [47], which are extended from the traditional four system functions
by incorporating another two terms (direction and space), can be used. Consider-
ing that the system functions of directional channels include those of non-directional
channels as special cases and directional channel description (strictly speaking, double-
directional channel description) is very useful for MIMO systems, here we give a brief
overview of directional channels and invite interested readers to refer to [47, 48]. The
eight system functions of directional channels are the
• Time-variant direction-spread impulse response (channel impulse response) h(t, τ ′,Ω)
• Time- and space-variant impulse response s(t, τ ′, x)
• Direction-Doppler-spread transfer function H(fD, fc,Ω)
• Doppler-spread space-variant transfer function T (fD, fc, x)
• Doppler-direction-spread impulse response (spread function) g(fD, τ ′,Ω)
• Doppler-spread space-variant impulse response m(fD, τ ′, x)
• Time-variant direction-spread transfer function M(t, fc,Ω)
• Time-space-variant transfer function G(t, fc, x)
where t denotes the time, τ ′ designates the time delay, fc and fD are the carrier
frequency and Doppler shift, respectively, x denotes the location of an antenna element
in the antenna array in the Tx/Rx, and Ω is the direction of a antenna element in the
antenna array in the Tx/Rx including both azimuth angle φ and elevation angle θ.
The Fourier relationship between the system functions is shown in Figure 2.1. These
system functions lay emphasis upon different aspects of the channels. For example, the
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Figure 2.1: Fourier relationship between the system functions of directional chan-
nels.
channel impulse response h(t, τ ′,Ω) focuses on the description of channels in the time-
direction domain, while the time-space-variant transfer function G(t, fc, x) describes
the channels in the frequency-space domain. However, since the channel impulse
response h(t, τ ′,Ω) can directly relate the multipath components, it is the most often-
used system function and thus will be used throughout this thesis. The channel
impulse response h(t, τ ′,Ω) is given by
h(t, τ ′,Ω) =
L∑
l=1
hl(t)δ(τ
′ − τ ′l )δ(Ω− Ωl) (2.3)
where L is the total number of resolvable multipath components, hl(t) is the time-
variant complex fading envelope associated with the lth resolvable multipath com-
ponent arriving with an average time delay τ ′l and an average direction Ωl. Each
time-variant complex fading envelope hl(t) is either Rayleigh or Ricean faded.
Selectivity and dispersion are basic and important properties in radio channels. More-
over, they have the so-called dual relationship, which means that they allow one to
investigate the channels from different domains [49]. Time-selectivity refers to the
property that the channel changes over time due to the motion of the Tx, the Rx,
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and/or the scatterers. When viewed in the frequency domain, time-selectivity ap-
pears as Doppler shifts in the transmitted signal, resulting in a broadening of the
transmitted signal spectrum. This effect is termed frequency-dispersion. Therefore,
time-selectivity and frequency-dispersion are one type of selectivity-dispersion duality.
Normally, coherence time Tc and its approximate reciprocal, Doppler spread σfD , are
used to measure the time-selectivity and frequency-dispersion, respectively. When the
Doppler spread σfD is sufficiently large to result in the coherence time Tc being smaller
than the transmitted symbol duration Ts, the channel changes within the transmitted
symbol duration Ts. This kind of channel is named fast fading channel. Otherwise,
if the Doppler spread σfD is sufficiently small to lead to the coherence time Tc being
larger than the transmitted frame duration Tf , the channel is approximately constant
within the transmitted frame duration Tf . In this case, the channel is termed slow
fading channel.
Frequency-selectivity refers to the property that the channel changes over frequency.
Multipath components that arrive with different time delays results in this frequency-
selectivity. From the time domain, multipath components with different time delays
lead to the spread of the transmitted signal. This effect is called time-dispersion.
Therefore, frequency-selectivity and time-dispersion are another type of selectivity-
dispersion duality. To measure the frequency-selectivity and time-dispersion, we use
the coherence bandwidth Bc and its reciprocal, delay spread στ ′ , respectively. When
the delay spread στ ′ is larger than the symbol duration Ts, which corresponds to the
coherence bandwidth Bc being smaller than the signal bandwidth Bs, the transmitted
frequencies experience different amplitude and phase changes, the channel is termed
frequency-selective (or wideband) channel. On the other hand, if the delay spread στ ′
is smaller than the symbol duration Ts, i.e., the coherence bandwidth Bc is larger than
the signal bandwidth Bs, the transmitted frequencies undergo approximately identi-
cal amplitude and phase changes, the channel is called frequency flat (narrowband)
channel.
Space-selectivity refers to the fluctuations of the channel that result because the waves
interfere successively in a destructive and constructive fashion as location changes.
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When viewed in the direction domain, these space-variant fluctuations are caused by
multipath components with different directions over the location. This effect is termed
direction-dispersion. Therefore, space-selectivity and direction-dispersion are another
type of selectivity-dispersion duality. Similar to the above mentioned two dualities,
the space-selectivity and direction-dispersion are measured by the coherence distance
Dc and its reciprocal, direction spread σΩ, respectively. When the direction spread
σΩ is sufficiently large to result in the coherence distance Dc being smaller than the
space separation between any two antenna elements As, the antennas are uncorrelated.
This kind of channel is named space-uncorrelated channel. Otherwise, if the direction
spread σΩ is sufficiently small to lead to the coherence space Dc being larger than the
space separation between any two antenna elements As, the antennas are correlated.
In this case, the channel is termed space-correlated channel.
In context with mobile radio channels usually wide sense stationary uncorrelated scat-
tering (WSSUS) is assumed. WSSUS has originally been defined for non-directional
(SISO) channels, where it means that wide sense stationary (WSS) property with
respect to both time t and frequency f when regarding the properties of time-variant
transfer function G′(t, f) [2, 46]. When regarding the complex channel impulse re-
sponse for non-directional channels h′(t, τ ′), the WSSUS assumption represents WSS
with respect to time t and uncorrelated scattering (US) with respect to the time de-
lay τ ′. This leads to the designation “WSSUS” since this describes the properties
of a WSSUS channel completely in the time domain. From the duality between the
time-Doppler relation, the frequency-delay relation, and the distance-direction rela-
tion described before, the aforementioned WSSUS concept for non-directional chan-
nels can be extended straightforwardly for directional channels [47, 48]. In this case,
a directional WSSUS channel shows US with respect to not only the time delay τ ′ and
Doppler shift fD but also the direction Ω. Since US with respect to the time delay
τ ′ is equivalent to WSS property with respect to the carrier frequency fc, US with
respect to the direction Ω will result in WSS property with respect to the distance x.
WSSUS, in a strict sense, is never fulfilled since it requires the channel statistics to
stay constant for infinite time. However, the WSSUS assumption is fulfilled for many
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channels over short periods of time or distance (e.g., in the order of tens of wave-
lengths) [41]. Therefore, to significantly simplify the modelling complexity, WSSUS
assumption is widely used to model many radio channels [1, 2, 41].
2.2 MIMO Cellular Channel Modelling
Throughout this thesis, our investigations on MIMO F2M cellular channels focus
on macro-cell scenarios, while the MIMO F2M channels for other scenarios, e.g.,
micro-cell or pico-cell, are out of the scope of this thesis. A MIMO F2M cellular
channel for macro-cell scenarios is a channel between a BS with multiple antennas,
which is stationary, elevated, and relatively free of local scattering, and a mobile
station (MS) with multiple antennas that is mobile, low elevated, and surrounded by
local scatterers, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In the past roughly ten years, several
modelling and simulation approaches for MIMO F2M cellular channels have been
proposed.
Within the past decade, MIMO F2M cellular channel modelling has been received ex-
tremely high attention and thus many different types of MIMO F2M channel models
have been proposed. These different types of MIMO channel models can be classi-
fied in many different manners, such as wideband models vs. narrowband models,
time-variant models vs. time-invariant models, 2-dimensional (2D) propagation envi-
ronment models vs. 3-dimensional (3D) propagation environment models, stationary
models vs. non-stationary models, etc. Recently, another very popular manner to
classify the MIMO F2M channel models was described in [11], where the models are
categorised as physical models vs. analytical models based on the modelling approach
taken. Physical models are independent of antenna configurations (antenna pattern,
number of antenna elements, array geometry, polarisation) and system bandwidth,
while analytical models characterise the channel impulse response between individual
transmit and receive antennas in a mathematical way without explicitly accounting
for wave propagation. In general, physical models are suitable for an accurate repro-
duction of radio propagation, while analytical models are preferable for synthesising
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MIMO matrix in the context of system and algorithm (e.g., space-time codes) design
and verification [11].
Physical MIMO F2M channel models can further be classified as deterministic mod-
els, geometry-based stochastic models (GBSMs), and non-geometric stochastic models
[11]. In deterministic models, the environment (positions of Tx, Rx and scatterers) is
prescribed in a completely fixed (deterministic) manner. In a GBSM, the location of
the scatterers is chosen stochastically assuming a certain probability density function
(PDF) and the model is derived from the position of the scatterers by applying the fun-
damental laws of reflection, diffraction and scattering. The non-geometric stochastic
models describe paths from Tx to Rx by statistical parameters only, without reference
to the geometry of the physical environment. In the following of this section, we only
give a brief introduction of the widely used one-ring MIMO F2M GBSM and invite
interested readers to refer to [11, 50, 51, 52].
A one-ring narrowband MIMO F2M GBSM was first proposed in [23] and further
developed in [22]. The one-ring model has been widely used for narrowband MIMO
F2M channels under the condition of the scenario as presented in Figure 2.2 (i.e.,
macro-cell scenario) due to its close agreement with the measured data [24] and math-
ematical tractability. Let us consider a one-ring narrowband MIMO channel model
shown in Figure 2.3, where the effective scatterers are located on a ring surrounding
the MS with radius R. Here the effective scatterers, which is the terminology first
proposed in Lee’s model [53], are used to represent the effect of many scatterers with
similar spatial location. The BS and MS have MT and MR omni-directional antenna
elements in the horizontal plane, respectively. Without loss of generality, we consider
uniform linear antenna arrays with MT = MR = 2 (a 2 × 2 MIMO channel). The
antenna element spacing at the BS and MS are designated by δT and δR, respectively.
It is usually assumed that the radius R is much smaller than D, denoting the distance
between the BS and MS. Furthermore, it is assumed that both R and D are much
larger than the antenna element spacing δT and δR, i.e., D≫R≫max {δT , δR}. The
multi-element antenna array angles are denoted by βT and βR. The MS moves with a
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BS
MS
Local scatterers
Figure 2.2: A typical F2M cellular propagation environment for macro-cell sce-
narios.
speed in the direction determined by the angle of motion γ. The angle spread seen at
the BS is denoted by Θ, which is related to R and D by Θ ≈ arctan (R/D) ≈ R/D.
The MIMO fading channel can be described by a matrix H (t) = [hoq (t)]MR×MT of
size MR ×MT . Without a LoS component, the sub-channel complex fading envelope
between the oth (o = 1, ...,MT ) BS and the qth (q = 1, ...,MR) MS at the carrier
frequency fc can be expressed as
hoq (t)= lim
N→∞
1√
N
N∑
n=1
exp
{
j
[
ψn−2πfcτoq,n + 2πfDt cos
(
φRn − γ
)]}
(2.4)
with τoq,n=(εon+εnq)/c, where τoq,n is the travel time of the wave through the link
To − Sn − Rq scattered by the nth scatterer Sn and c is the speed of light. The AoA
of the wave travelling from the nth scatterer towards the MS is denoted by φRn , while
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Figure 2.3: Geometrical configuration of a narrowband one-ring channel model
with local scatters around the mobile user.
εon and εnq can be expressed as the function of φ
R
n as
εon ≈ ξn−δT [cos(βT )+Θ sin(βT ) sin(φRn )]/2 (2.5a)
εno ≈ R−δR cos(φRn−βR)/2 (2.5b)
where ξn≈D+R cos(φRn ). The phases ψn are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables with uniform distributions over [0, 2π), fD is the maximum
Doppler frequency, and N is the number of independent effective scatterers Sn around
the MS.
The above described one-ring model is a narrowband MIMO F2M cellular channel
model. To reach the high demand for high-speed communications, wideband MIMO
cellular systems have been suggested in many communication standards, leading to the
increasing requirement for wideband MIMO F2M channel models. However, the one-
ring model that assumes effective scatterers located on a one-ring is overly simplistic
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and thus unrealistic for modeling wideband channels [54]. How to properly extend
the narrowband one-ring model to wideband applications is still an open problem.
2.3 Mobile-to-Mobile Channel Measurements and
Modelling
In contrast to conventional F2M cellular channels, in M2M channels, both the Tx and
Rx are in motion and equipped with low elevation antennas, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Therefore, M2M channels have characteristics that are widely different from F2M
cellular channels. The first detailed description of M2M channels can be obtained
from [25] and [26], where the authors presented that the received signal envelope of
M2M channels is Rayleigh fading under NLoS conditions, but the statistical properties
differ from F2M channels.
2.3.1 Recent Advances in Mobile-to-Mobile Channel Mea-
surements
Knowledge of the M2M propagation channel for different scenarios is of great impor-
tance for the design and analysis of M2M systems. However, due to the large dif-
ference between the F2M and M2M channels, the channel knowledge obtained from
conventional F2M cellular systems cannot be directly used for M2M systems. So far,
some measurement campaigns have been conducted and others are ongoing to investi-
gate the M2M propagation channels for different application scenarios. Here, we will
briefly review and classify some recent typical measurement campaigns according to
carrier frequencies, frequency-selectivity, antennas, environments, Tx/Rx direction of
motion, and channel statistics, as shown in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.4: A typical M2M environment and the corresponding geometrical de-
scription of the geometry-based deterministic model.
• Carrier Frequencies
The IEEE 802.11p standard is proposed as part of the intelligent transportation sys-
tem for dedicated short range communications (DSRC) in the USA [5]. The IEEE
802.11p radio technology is directly derived from IEEE 802.11a with some modifica-
tions to adapt to vehicular environments. It occupies 75 MHz of the licensed spectrum,
from 5.85 to 5.925 GHz. Before the IEEE 802.11p standard was proposed, some mea-
surement campaigns were conducted at carrier frequencies outside the 5.9 GHz DSRC
band. In [33, 55], M2M measurements were carried out at 2.4 GHz, i.e., the IEEE
802.11b/g band. Some measurements were done around the IEEE 802.11a frequency
band, e.g., at 5 GHz in [32] and at 5.2 GHz in [34]. Measurements at 5.9 GHz were pre-
sented in [31, 35] for narrowband and wideband M2M channels, respectively. Based
on the aforementioned measurement campaigns, we can observe that propagation
phenomenon in similar environment with different frequencies can vary significantly.
Therefore, more measurement campaigns are expected to be conducted at 5.9 GHz for
the better design of safety applications for M2M systems following the IEEE 802.11p
standard. On the other hand, for improved design of non-safety applications for M2M
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Measurements Carrier Antenna Frequency- Tx/Rx Direction Environments Channel
Frequency Selectivity of Motion Statistics
Ref. [33] 2.4 GHz SISO wideband same SS/EW (Pico), PDP,
LVTD DD power profile
Ref. [55] 2.4 GHz MIMO wideband same UC/EW (Pico), STF CF, LCR,
LVTD SDF PSD
Ref. [32] 5 GHz SISO wideband same UC/SS/EW, amplitude PDF,
(Micro/Pico), frequency CF,
H(L)VTD PDP
Ref. [34] 5.2 GHz MIMO wideband opposite EW (Pico), PL, PDP,
LVTD DD power profile
Ref. [35] 5.9 GHz SISO narrowband same SS, PL, CT,
(Micro/Pico) amplitude CDF,
LVTD Doppler PSD
Ref. [31] 5.9 GHz SISO wideband same+ UC/SS/EW, amplitude PDF,
opposite (Micro/Pico) DD power profile
LVTD
SS: suburban street; EW: expressway; UC: urban canyon; Micro: Micro-cell; Pico: Pico-cell; H(L)VTD: high (low)
vehicular traffic density; PDP: power delay profile; DD: Doppler-delay; PSD: power spectrum density; STF:
space-time-frequency; CF: correlation function; LCR: level crossing rate; SDF: space-Doppler-frequency; PDF:
probability density function; PL: path loss; CDF: cumulative distribution function; CT: coherence time.
Table 2.1: Important M2M channel measurements.
systems, measurement campaigns performed at other frequency bands, e.g., 2.4 GHz
or 5.2 GHz, are still required.
• Frequency-Selectivity and Antennas
In 1999, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) allocated 75 MHz of licensed
spectrum, including seven channels, each with approximately 10 MHz instantaneous
bandwidth, for DSRC in the USA. Such M2M channels are often frequency-selective
(wideband) channels. A narrowband fading channel characterisation based on mea-
surement results, e.g., in [35], is not sufficient for such M2M DSRC applications.
Wideband measurement campaigns, e.g., in [31, 32, 33, 34, 55], are therefore essen-
tial for understanding the frequency-selectivity features of M2M channels and further
designing high-performance M2M systems.
Most M2M measurement campaigns so far have focused on single-antenna applica-
tions, resulting in SISO systems, e.g., in [31, 32, 33, 35]. MIMO systems, with multiple
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antennas at both ends, are very promising candidates for future communication sys-
tems and are gaining more importance in IEEE 802.11 standards. Moreover, MIMO
technology becomes more attractive for M2M systems since multiple antenna elements
can be easily placed on large vehicle surfaces. However, until now only a few measure-
ment campaigns, e.g., in [34, 55], were conducted for MIMO M2M channels. Hence,
more MIMO M2M wideband measurement campaigns are needed for future M2M
system developments.
• Environments and Tx/Rx Direction of Motion
Similar to conventional F2M cellular systems, M2M scenarios can be classified as
macro-cell, micro-cell, and pico-cell according to the Tx–Rx distance. For macro-cell
scenarios or micro-cell scenarios, where the Tx–Rx distance is normally larger than
1 km or ranges from 300 meters to 1 km, M2M systems are mainly used for broadcast-
ing or geocasting, i.e., geographic broadcasting [56]. Whereas for pico-cell scenarios,
where the Tx–Rx distance is usually smaller than 300 meters, the applications of M2M
systems can be broadcasting, geocasting, or unicasting. Since most M2M applications
fall into micro-cell or pico-cell scenarios, these two scenarios are currently receiving
more and more attention with several current measurement campaigns taking place,
e.g., in [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 55]. However, there are still a few applications that need
communications between two vehicles separated by large distances (larger than 1 km,
i.e., macro-cell scenarios), e.g., M2M decentralised environmental notification, which
means that vehicles or drivers in a certain area share information with each other
about observed events or roadway features. These applications have not gained much
attention and thus no measurement results are available that explore M2M channels
for macro-cell scenarios.
M2M scenarios can also be categorised as urban canyon, suburban street, and express-
way in terms of roadside environments, i.e., buildings, bridges, trees, parked cars, etc.,
located on the roadside. Many measurement campaigns, e.g., in [31, 32, 33, 55], were
conducted to study the channel statistics for various types of roadside environments.
Due to the unique feature of M2M environments, the VTD also significantly affects
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the channel statistics, especially for micro-cell and pico-cell scenarios. In general, the
smaller Tx–Rx distance, the larger impact of the VTD. Note that M2M channels usu-
ally exhibit non-isotropic scattering except in cases of high VTD. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, only one measurement campaign [32] was carried out to study
the impact of the VTD for expressway micro-cell and pico-cell scenarios.
Directions of motion of the Tx and Rx also affect channel statistics, e.g., Doppler
effects. Many measurement campaigns e.g., [32, 33, 35, 55], have focused on studying
channel characteristics when the Tx and Rx are moving in the same direction. Few
M2M measurement campaigns, e.g., in [31, 34], have investigated channel character-
istics when the Tx and Rx are moving in opposite directions.
In summary, it is desirable to conduct more measurement campaigns for micro-cell and
pico-cell scenarios with various VTDs when the Tx and Rx move in opposite directions.
In addition, measurement campaigns for macro-cell scenarios are indispensable for
some M2M applications that need communications between two vehicles with a large
distance.
• Channel Statistics
Knowledge of channel statistics is essential for the analysis and design of a com-
munication system. As shown in Table 2.1, many different M2M channel statistics
have been studied in recent measurement campaigns [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 55]. Here,
we only concentrate on two important statistics, amplitude distribution and Doppler
PSD. Analysis of amplitude distributions has been reported in [31, 32, 35]. In [31],
the authors modeled the amplitude PDF of the received signal as either Rayleigh or
Ricean. In [35], it was observed that the received amplitude distribution in a dedicated
M2M system with a carrier frequency of 5.9 GHz gradually transits from near-Ricean
to Rayleigh as the vehicle separation increases. When the LoS component is inter-
mittently lost at large distances, the channel fading can become more severe than
Rayleigh. A similar conclusion has been drawn in [32], where the amplitude PDF is
modeled as Weibull distribution and this “worse than Rayleigh” fading is called se-
vere fading. The reason behind the severe fading is the rapid transitions of multipath
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components induced by the higher velocity and lower height of the Tx/Rx and the
faster moving scatterers [57].
The Doppler PSD has been investigated in [31, 33, 34, 35, 55]. Joint Doppler-delay
PSD measurements for wideband M2M channels at 2.4 GHz, 5.2 GHz, and 5.9 GHz
were reported in [33], [34], and [31], respectively. It was demonstrated that Doppler
PSDs can vary significantly with different time delays in a wideband M2M channel. In
[35], the authors analyzed the Doppler spread and coherence time of narrowband M2M
channels and presented their dependence on both velocity and vehicle separation.
Recently, the SD PSD, which is the Fourier transform of the ST CF in terms of
time, was investigated in [34, 55]. It is worth noting that for isotropic scattering
environments the Doppler PSD for M2M channels is completely different from the
traditional U -shaped Doppler PSD for F2M channels.
2.3.2 Recent Advances in Mobile-to-Mobile Channel Mod-
elling
In this subsection, we will give a brief overview of recent advances of M2M channel
models. Table 2.2 lists some recent important M2M channel models. In terms of the
modeling approach, these models can be categorized as geometry-based deterministic
models (GBDMs) [58] and stochastic models, while the latter can be further classified
as non-geometrical stochastic models (NGSMs) [31, 32] and GBSMs [25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 55, 59]. In the following, we will first present a general expression of the
complex impulse response for M2M channels and then analyse each category of M2M
models in more detail.
Based on the expression in (2.3), the double-directional time-variant complex impulse
response of a M2M channel can be modeled as the superposition of L resolvable paths
or taps
h (t, τ ′,ΩT ,ΩR) =
L∑
l=1
hl (t) δ (τ
′ − τ ′l (t)) δ (ΩT − ΩT,l (t)) δ (ΩR − ΩR,l (t)) (2.6)
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Channel Antenna Stationarity Impact Per-tap Scatterer region/ Scattering Applicable
Model and FS of VTD CS Distribution Assumptions Scenarios
Ref. [58] MIMO non- yes no 3D non-isotropic SB+MB site-
GBDM wideband stationary (deterministic) specific
Ref. [31] SISO stationary no yes 2D non-isotropic N/A Micro
NGSM wideband (N/A) Pico
Ref. [32] SISO non- yes yes 2D non-isotropic N/A Micro
NGSM wideband stationary (N/A) Pico
Ref. [25] SISO stationary no no 2D isotropic DB Macro
RS-GBSM narrowband (two-ring)
Ref. [27] MIMO stationary no no 2D non-isotropic DB Marco
RS-GBSM narrowband (two-ring) Micro
Ref. [28] MIMO stationary no no 2D non-isotropic SB+DB Macro
RS-GBSM narrowband (two-ring) Micro
Ref. [29] MIMO stationary no no 3D non-isotropic SB+DB Macro
RS-GBSM narrowband (two-cylinder) Micro
Ref. [30, 55] MIMO stationary no no 3D non-isotropic SB+DB Macro
RS-GBSM wideband (two concentric- Micro
cylinder)
Ref. [59] MIMO non- yes no 2D non-isotropic SB Micro
IS-GBSM wideband stationary (randomly) Pico
FS: frequency-selectivity; CS: channel statistics; SB: single-bounced; MB: multiple-bounced; DB: double-bounced;
Macro: Macro-cell; Micro: Micro-cell; Pico: Pico-cell; N/A: not-applicable.
Table 2.2: Important M2M channel models.
where τ ′l (t), ΩT,l (t), and ΩR,l (t) represent the excess delay, direction of departure
(DoD), and direction of arrival (DoA) of the lth resolved path at time t, respectively,
and δ (·) denotes Dirac delta function, and hl (t) denotes the complex fading envelope
of the lth (l = 1, . . . , L) resolved path and can be expressed as
hl (t) =
N∑
n=1
al,n (t) e
j2πfD,l,n(t)tej
~k(θT,l,n(t))~dT ej
~k(θR,l,n(t))~dR . (2.7)
From (2.7), it is clear that each resolvable path hl (t) also consists of multiple unre-
solvable subpaths with complex amplitudes represented by al,n (t) (n = 1, 2, ..., N).
Here, fD,l,n (t) = v(t)fc cos βl,n(t)/c is the Doppler frequency of the nth unresolv-
able subpath within the lth resolvable path at time t induced by the motion of
both the Tx and Rx, v(t) denotes the relative velocity, fc is the carrier frequency,
βl,n(t) is the aggregate phase angle of the nth subpath, and c is the speed of light.
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The terms ej
~k(θT,l,n(t))~dT and ej
~k(θR,l,n(t))~dR are the corresponding distance-induced
phase shifts, where θT,l,n (t) and θR,l,n (t) denote the DoD and DoA of the nth sub-
path within the lth path at time t, respectively, ~dT and ~dR are the vectors of the
chosen element position measured from an arbitrary but fixed reference points on
the corresponding arrays, and ~k is the wave vector so that ~k
(
θT (R),l,n (t)
)
~dT (R) =
2π
λ
(
x cosϕT (R)(t) cosφT (R)(t)+y cosϕT (R)(t) sinφT (R)(t) + z sinϕT (R)(t)
)
, where ϕT (R)
and φT (R) denote elevation and azimuth angles, respectively.
• Geometry-Based Deterministic Models
GBDMs characterise M2M physical channel parameters in a completely deterministic
manner. A GBDM based on the ray-tracing method for M2M channels was proposed
in [58]. It aims at reproducing the actual physical radio propagation process for a given
environment. As illustrated in Figure 2.4, the representation of the real environment
duplication includes two major parts: the modeling of the dynamic road traffic (e.g.,
moving cars, vans, trucks, etc.) and the modeling of the roadside environments (e.g.,
buildings, packed cars, road signs, trees, etc.). Then, an accurate modeling of the
wave propagation in the aforementioned real environment is implemented by generat-
ing possible paths (rays) from the Tx to the Rx according to geometric considerations
and the rules of geometrical optics. In [58], a 3D ray-tracing approach was used in
a wave propagation model. The resulting complex impulse response incorporates the
complete channel information, e.g., the statistical non-stationarity of the channel, the
impact of the VTD on channel statistics, and the impact of the elevation angle on
channel statistics, and thus agrees very well with measurements. However, GBDM
require a detailed and time-consuming description of site-specific propagation envi-
ronments and consequently cannot be easily generalised to a wide class of scenarios.
• Non-Geometrical Stochastic Models
A NGSM determines physical parameters of a M2M channel in a completely stochastic
manner without presuming any underlying geometry. The SISO NGSM proposed in
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[31] is the origin of the M2M channel model standardized by IEEE 802.11p. The com-
plex impulse response of the SISO M2M channels in [31] can be modeled from (2.6)
and (2.7) by removing the terms δ(ΩT−ΩT,l(t)), δ(ΩR−ΩR,l(t)) and the corresponding
distance-induced phase shift ej
~k(θT,l,n(t))~dT and ej
~k(θR,l,n(t))~dR while the aggregate phase
angle βl,n(t) is placed in a 2D plane, i.e., has zero elevation. Based on the TDL struc-
ture, this model consists of L taps, with tap amplitude PDF being either Ricean or
Rayleigh, and thus has the ability to study per-tap channel statistics. Furthermore,
each tap contains N unresolvable subpaths that have different types of Doppler spec-
tra, e.g., flat shape, round shape, classic 3 dB shape, and classic 6 dB shape. This
allows the synthesis of almost arbitrary Doppler spectra for each tap. However, this
NGSM is still based on the WSSUS assumption and has not investigated the impact
of the VTD on channel statistics.
Recently, a SISO NGSM was proposed in [32] which takes into account the non-
stationarity of the channel by modelling multipath component persistence via Markov
chains. Moreover, in this study, the impact of the VTD on channel statistics was in-
vestigated. The complex impulse response of the SISO M2M channels in [32] can be
obtained from the complex impulse response in [31] by adding an additional term,
named as the persistence process, zl(t), which accounts for the finite lifetime of the
lth resolvable path. The NGSM in [32] can easily capture the effect of a sudden
disappearance of strong multipaths, mainly caused by rapid blockage or obstruction
from another vehicle or other obstacles. However, the model did not consider the
drift of scatterers into different delay bins (resolvable paths) and therefore the tran-
sitional probabilities of the Markov model for the persistence processes may not be
accurate. This may reduce the ability of the NGSM [32] to accurately capture the
non-stationarity of real M2M channels and thus deserves more investigations.
• Geometry-Based Stochastic Models
A GBSM is derived from a predefined stochastic distribution of effective scatterers
by applying the fundamental laws of wave propagation. Such models can be easily
adapted to different scenarios by changing the shape of the scattering region and/or
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Figure 2.5: The geometrical description of the RS-GBSM according to the typical
M2M environment in Figure 2.4. SB: single-bounced; DB: double-bounced.
the PDF of the location of the scatterers. GBSMs can be further classified as regular-
shaped GBSMs (RS-GBSMs) and irregular-shaped GBSMs (IS-GBSMs) depending on
whether effective scatterers are placed on regular shapes (e.g., one/two-ring, ellipse,
etc.) or irregular shapes (randomly). Therefore, the one-ring MIMO F2M channel
model described in Section 2.2 actually belongs to RS-GBSMs.
In general, RS-GBSMs are used for the theoretical analysis of channel statistics and
theoretical design and comparison of communication systems. Therefore, to preserve
the mathematical tractability, RS-GBSMs assume all effective scatterers are located
on a regular shape. Akki and Haber [25, 26] were the first to propose a 2D two-ring
RS-GBSM with only double-bounced rays for narrowband isotropic scattering SISO
M2M Rayleigh fading channels in macro-cell scenarios. In [27], a two-ring RS-GBSM
considering only double-bounce rays was presented for non-isotropic scattering MIMO
M2M Rayleigh fading channels in macro-cell scenarios. In [28], the authors proposed
a general 2D two-ring RS-GBSM with both single- and double-bounced rays for non-
isotropic scattering MIMO M2M Ricean channels in both macro-cell and micro-cell
scenarios. The 2D two-ring narrowband model in [28] was further extended to a 3D
two-cylinder narrowband model in [29] and a 3D two-concentric-cylinder wideband
model in [30, 55]. Based on the real M2M environment in Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5
shows the geometrical description of the 3D two-concentric-cylinder wideband model
that consists of LoS, single-, and double-bounced rays. The complex impulse response
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Figure 2.6: The geometrical description of the IS-GBSM according to the typical
M2M environment in Figure 2.4.
of this wideband model can be easily obtained from (2.6) and (2.7). In agreement with
real M2M environments, the authors in [30, 55] divide the complex impulse response
into three parts: 1) the LoS component; 2) the single-bounced rays generated from
the effective scatterers located on either of the two cylinders; and 3) the double-
bounced rays produced from the effective scatterers located on both cylinders, as
illustrated in Figure 2.5. However, all the aforementioned RS-GBSMs cannot study
the impact of the VTD on channel statistics and investigate per-tap channel statistics
in wideband cases. Furthermore, a RS-GBSM does not have the ability to study the
non-stationarity due to the static nature of the geometry in RS-GBSMs.
Unlike RS-GBSMs, IS-GBSMs intend to reproduce the physical reality and thus need
to modify the location and properties of the effective scatterers of RS-GBSMs. IS-
GBSMs place the effective scatterers with specified properties at random locations
with certain statistical distributions. The signal contributions of the effective scatter-
ers are determined from a greatly-simplified ray-tracing method and finally the total
signal is summed up to obtain the complex impulse response, which can be expressed
as (2.6) and (2.7) with the assumption of the elevation angle ϕT (R)=0. In [59], to
provide better agreement with the measurement results presented in [34], the impulse
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response is further divided into four parts: 1) the LoS component; 2) discrete compo-
nents from reflections of mobile scatterers (e.g., moving cars); 3) discrete components
from reflections of significant (strong) static scatterers (e.g., building and road signs
located on the roadside); and 4) diffuse components from reflections of weak static
scatterers located on the roadside, as depicted in Figure 2.6. Therefore, IS-GBSMs
are actually a greatly-simplified version of GBDMs while suitable for a wide variety
of M2M scenarios by properly adjusting the statistical distributions of the location
of the effective scatterers. With the ray-tracing approach, the IS-GBSM in [59] can
easily handle the non-stationarity of M2M channels by prescribing the motion of the
Tx, Rx, and mobile scatterers. Note that only single-bounced rays are considered in
this IS-GBSM due to the fairly low VTD of the measurements in [34]. For a high
VTD environment, it is possible that double-bounced rays should be considered as
well. Compared to the NGSM in [32], the IS-GBSM in [59] can easily handle the drift
of scatterers into different delay bins but with relatively higher complexity.
2.4 Simulation Models for Fading Channels
As mentioned in Chapter 1, accurate simulation models play an important role in the
practical simulation and performance evaluation of a wireless communication system.
Simulation of fading channels is commonly used as opposed to field trials, because it
allows for less expensive and more reproducible system tests and evaluations. In con-
trast to the so-called mathematical reference model [13] that assumes an infinite num-
ber of effective scatterers (i.e., has an infinite complexity) and thus cannot be directly
implemented in practice, a simulation model has a finite complexity and thereby is re-
alisable in practice. Note that the previously described narrowband one-ring MIMO
F2M RS-GBSM and M2M RS-GBSMs are actually mathematical reference models
since they assume an infinite number of effective scatterers, as shown in (2.4) where
the number of effective scatterers N tends to be infinite. As mentioned in [41], a math-
ematical reference model can be used for theoretical analysis and design of a wireless
communication system, and also is a starting point to design a realisable simulation
model that has the reasonable complexity, i.e., finite numbers of effective scatterers.
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Therefore, the development of a simulation model aims to design a simulator with
a reasonable complexity while representing the desired statistical properties of the
mathematical reference model as faithfully as possible.
There are several different methods for simulating fading channels. The most ac-
cepted methods are filter methods [3, 60, 61, 62, 63] and SoS methods [13, 36, 39,
64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. The filter methods filter Gaussian noise through prop-
erly designed filters to generate the channel waveform with the desired Doppler PSD.
The main limitation of this approach is that only the waveform with rational forms
of the Doppler PSD can be produced exactly. However, as mentioned in [41], the
non-rational Doppler PSD is the typical form of Doppler PSD in reality. In order
to approximate the waveform with the non-rational Doppler PSD, the filter models
have to include high-order filters, which lead to this approach being significantly com-
plicated and time-consuming. Moreover, the Doppler PSD obtained by using this
approach is not band-limited since it is difficult to implement the filters with sharp
stop-bands in practice. On the other hand, the SoS methods generate the channel
waveform by superimposing a finite number of properly designed sinusoids. In contrast
to filter simulation models, SoS simulation models have low complexity and produce
channel waveforms with high accuracy and a perfectly band-limited Doppler PSD.
Furthermore, it is easy to extend the SoS models to develop ST correlated simulators
for MIMO systems. Due to the aforementioned advantages, our research focuses on
SoS simulation models.
A SoS simulation model can be either deterministic or stochastic in terms of the un-
derlying parameters (gains, frequencies, and phases) [70]. For a deterministic model,
all the parameters are fixed for all simulation trials. In contrast, a stochastic model
has at least one parameter (gains, frequencies, or phases) as a random variable which
varies for each simulation trial. Therefore, the relevant statistical properties of a
stochastic model vary for each simulation trial but converge to the desired ones when
averaged over a sufficient number of trials. It is worth noting that a stochastic model
with only phases as random variables is actually an ergodic process. Due to the ergod-
icity, such a stochastic simulation model needs only one simulation trial to converge
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to the desired statistical properties.
2.4.1 Sum-of-Sinusoids Simulation Models for Cellular Chan-
nels
Many approaches have been suggested for SoS simulation of SISO F2M Rayleigh
fading channels. Jakes [65] was among the first to propose a deterministic simulation
model for SISO F2M Rayleigh fading channels. However, Jakes’ model does not
satisfy most of the statistical properties of Rayleigh fading channels [71] and it is
not WSS [66]. Therefore, various modifications of Jakes’ model have been proposed
in the literature [13, 66, 70]. Pop and Beaulieu have proposed a new deterministic
simulation model [66] to solve the non-stationarity of Jakes’ model. However, this
model still cannot satisfy most of the other statistical properties of Rayleigh fading
channels. Pa¨tzold and his co-workers have developed several deterministic simulation
models with different parameter computation methods [72, 73, 74, 75]. The method of
equal area (MEA) [72, 73] is characterised by the fact that the area under the Doppler
PSD between two neighbouring discrete frequencies are equal area. This parameter
computation method presents acceptable performance with low complexity. A quasi-
optimal procedure is the method of exact Doppler spread (MEDS) [74, 75]. This
method outperforms the MEA and even shows the very similar performance to the
optimisation method (i.e., Lp-norm method) [74, 75]. Compared to the MEA and
MEDS, the arising numerical complexity of the optimisation method is comparatively
high, so that the simulation of such isotropic scattering Rayleigh fading channels is
often not worth the effort [13]. More recently, the drawback of the MEDS in generating
multiple uncorrelated Rayleigh fading waveforms has been resolved by Wang and his
co-workers in [70, 76].
In order to satisfy more statistical properties and/or match the desired properties over
longer time delays, Zheng and Xiao have proposed several new stochastic simulation
models [67, 68, 77]. By allowing all three parameters (gains, frequencies, and phases)
to be random variables, Zheng and Xiao’s model obtain the statistical properties
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similar to the ones of Rayleigh fading channels. Since the models are no longer
ergodic process, the statistical properties of these models vary for each simulation
trial, but they converge to the desired properties over sufficient number of simulation
trials (normally 50 to 100). A detailed comparison of the statistical properties for
Zheng and Xiao’s models is presented in [78].
However, all the aforementioned deterministic and stochastic simulation models are
limited to isotropic scattering SISO F2M Rayleigh fading channels, while simulation
models for MIMO F2M channels under a more realistic scenario of non-isotropic scat-
tering are scarce in the current literature. In [79], a narrowband MIMO F2M deter-
ministic simulation was proposed for macro-cell scenarios. In [80], new deterministic
simulation models were developed for both narrowband and wideband MIMO F2M
channels of micro-cell scenarios. Up to now, only one wideband MIMO F2M determin-
istic simulation model was proposed in [81] for macro-cell scenarios. However, since
the mathematical reference model based on which the wideband simulation model
[81] was proposed has several drawbacks (see Chapter 3 for more details), the pro-
posed simulation cannot capture the statistical properties of real wideband MIMO
F2M channels for macro-cell scenarios.
2.4.2 Sum-of-Sinusoids Simulation Models for Mobile-to-Mobile
Channels
Several methods for the simulation of M2M channels have been proposed in the current
literature. Among them, Patel et al. [36] were the first to propose new SoS simulation
models for SISO M2M Rayleigh fading channels. They first modified the MEDS
proposed in [74, 75] for F2M channels and propose a new deterministic simulation
model. However, the proposed deterministic model matches the desired statistical
properties of the mathematical reference model only for a small range of normalised
time delays. Therefore, Patel et al. also modified a stochastic model developed
in [67] for F2M channels and propose a new stochastic simulation model for M2M
channels. This stochastic model can match the desired statistical properties over a
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large range of normalised time delays at the expense of simulation complexity (need
50 simulation trials). The stochastic model in [36] was further improved in [39] by
choosing orthogonal functions for in-phase and quadrature components of the complex
fading envelope. More recently, in [40] the Rayleigh M2M stochastic simulation model
in [36] was extended to include a LoS component, i.e., for Ricean fading channels.
However, it is worth noting that all the aforementioned simulation models limit their
applications to isotropic scattering environments. So far, only one stochastic simula-
tion model [82] has been proposed for the simulation of non-isotropic scattering M2M
Rayleigh fading channels. However, this model has a notable difficulty in reproducing
the desired statistical properties of the mathematical reference model and a compar-
atively high computational complexity, which is brought forward in detail in Chapter
4. Furthermore, accurate deterministic simulation models for non-isotropic scattering
M2M Rayleigh fading channels are not available in the current literature.
Regarding the simulation of MIMO M2M channels, Pa¨tzold et al. [38] proposed a new
deterministic SoS simulation model under the condition of isotropic scattering. This
model was further improved and extended to include a LoS component in [28]. To
simulate MIMO M2M channels under a more realistic scenario of non-isotropic scat-
tering, in [27] the authors modified the narrowband deterministic simulation model
in [38] for isotropic scattering environments and proposed a new parameter compu-
tation method. This new parameter computation method is termed modified MEA
(MMEA) since it is originated from the MEA in [72, 73] for isotropic scattering F2M
channels. In [29], new deterministic and stochastic simulation models were developed
for non-isotropic scattering narrowband MIMO M2M channels. More recently, the
authors in [30] developed a new wideband deterministic simulation model for MIMO
M2M channels under non-isotropic scattering conditions. However, all the previously
reported non-isotropic scattering MIMO M2M deterministic simulation models have
several flaws in reproducing properly the statistical properties of the mathematical
reference model, which is detailed in Chapter 6. Moreover, stochastic simulation
models for non-isotropic scattering wideband MIMO M2M channels are surprisingly
unavailable in the current literature.
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MIMO Cellular Channels for
Macro-Cell Scenarios: Modelling
and Simulation
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 briefly described the well-known one-ring MIMO F2M RS-GBSM [22],
which is widely used for the analysis and design of narrowband MIMO cellular sys-
tems for macro-cell scenarios. To reach the high demand for high-speed communica-
tions, wideband MIMO cellular systems have been suggested in many communication
standards, leading to the increasing requirement for wideband MIMO F2M channel
models.
However, the one-ring structure that assumes effective scatterers located on a one-ring
is overly simplistic and thus unrealistic for modeling wideband channels [54]. There-
fore, in [54] the authors for the first time extended the narrowband one-ring model
to a wideband model by extending the location of effective scatterers on a one-ring
to a circular-ring. However, it is not trivial to use this model to match any given
or measured PDP since many parameters need adjustments via a complicated ap-
proach. In addition, the integral expressions of the derived STF CFs based on this
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model can only be numerically evaluated as no closed-form expressions were found.
In contrast to [54], in [81] the one-ring model was extended to a wideband appli-
cation by dividing the one-ring into several segments in terms of different time of
arrivals (ToAs). This makes the model easier to match any specific PDPs due to
the TDL structure. However, the one-ring structure was still applied in this model,
which causes this model to exhibit an unrealistic structure in that certain ToAs (or
propagation delays) are always related to a certain proportion of AoAs. To obtain
closed-form expressions of STF CFs, the model in [81] further applied an unrealistic
assumption that the mean AoA and the corresponding angle spread are exactly the
same for all the scatterers in different segments. Moreover, neither of the two models
considered the interaction of the AoA, AoD, and ToA, the importance of which was
described in [83]. More importantly, frequency correlation of sub-channels with dif-
ferent carrier frequencies, studied in [69] for SISO channels, has not been investigated
yet for MIMO channels. Chapter 2 showed that the frequency correlation appears
when the coherence bandwidth Bc is larger than the frequency separation of different
sub-channels. This frequency-correlated MIMO channel is commonly encountered in
frequency-diversity MIMO communication systems, such as frequency-hopping MIMO
systems and MIMO-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) sys-
tems. For convenience, researchers investigating these systems have typically assumed
that different frequency-separated channels are uncorrelated [65], which leads to pos-
itively biased performance results for the investigated systems. Therefore, accurate
theoretical analysis and simulations of frequency-correlated MIMO channels are of
great importance in investigating the impact of the frequency correlation on the per-
formance of real frequency-diversity MIMO systems.
The goals of this chapter are three-fold. First, we propose a new wideband MIMO
F2M RS-GBSM that represents a reasonable compromise between physical reality and
analytical tractability. The proposed model uses a concentric multiple-ring instead of
one-ring around the MS to avoid the one-ring structure. Also, to easily match any
specified or measured PDP, the model utilises a virtual confocal multiple-ellipse to
construct a TDL structure. Moreover, this model has the ability to consider the inter-
action of the AoA, AoD, and ToA. Secondly, from the proposed model, a closed-form
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expression of the STF CF between any two sub-channels with different carrier fre-
quencies for each time-bin signal is derived. For simplicity, the spatial and frequency
correlations were assumed to be independent in [54, 81]. On the contrary, in this
chapter we derive the STF CF by taking into account the dependency between them,
which is a unique characteristic of frequency-correlated MIMO channels [84]. There-
fore, the derived STF CF can explicitly relate the frequency correlation to various
environment parameters (e.g., mean AoA and angle spread of the AoA). Moreover,
based on the derived CF, we reveal the inherent frequency correlation within the
spatial correlation, which is important for the design of frequency-diversity MIMO
systems [85, 86]. In addition, the proposed wideband model can be reduced to the
traditional one-ring model by removing the frequency-selectivity. In this case, the de-
rived STF CF shows a compact closed-form expression that is a generalisation of many
existing CFs [22, 23, 24, 65, 87, 88]. Since the proposed wideband RS-GBSM is a
mathematical reference model that assumes an infinite number of effective scatterers,
it cannot be implemented directly in practice. Therefore, the third goal of this chapter
is to derive a wideband deterministic SoS simulation model based on the proposed
mathematical reference model. Closed-form expressions are provided for the STF CF
of the simulation model. Similarly, the corresponding narrowband simulation model
can be obtained by removing the frequency-selectivity from the wideband simulation
model. The statistical properties of our simulation models are verified by comparing
with the corresponding statistical properties of the mathematical reference models.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the new wide-
band multiple-ring based MIMO F2M channel mathematical reference model for non-
isotropic scattering macro-cell scenarios. In Section 3.3, based on the proposed new
model, the generic STF CF is derived, which can be reduced to a compact closed-form
expression for narrowband MIMO channels by removing the frequency-selectivity. Sec-
tion 3.4 details the proposed deterministic SoS simulation models. Numerical results
and analysis are given in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 summarises this chapter.
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3.2 A New Wideband Multiple-ring Based MIMO
Channel Mathematical Reference Model
A narrowband one-ring MIMO model is suitable for describing a narrowband channel
in macro-cell scenarios, where the BS is elevated and unobstructed, while the MS
is surrounded by a large number of local scatterers as shown in Figure 2.2. For
narrowband systems, since the propagation delays τ ′n of allN (N→∞) incoming waves
are much smaller than the transmitted symbol duration Ts, i.e., τ
′
max=max {τ ′n}Nn=1≪
Ts, the delay differences caused by different local scatterers randomly around the MS
can be neglected in comparison to Ts. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the effective
scatterers located on a one-ring instead of the real local scatterers to construct the low
complexity one-ring model at the minor expense of accuracy [24]. However, in high
data rate wideband systems, Ts is much smaller than that in narrowband systems. In
this case, the propagation delay differences cannot be neglected and thus the channel
becomes a wideband channel. Therefore, the one-ring structure violates the basic
characteristics of wideband channels as mentioned in [54].
To extend the one-ring model to wideband applications in macro-cell scenarios, the
primary task is to modify the oversimple one-ring structure. To this end, we replace
the one ring of effective scatterers by concentric multiple rings of effective scatterers
around the MS to capture the basic characteristics of wideband channels. To make
our model easier to match any specified or measured PDP, we utilise the confocal
multiple virtual ellipses with the BS and MS located at the foci to represent the
TDL structure, where different delays correspond to different virtual confocal ellipses
(i.e., taps). Note that the total number of virtual confocal ellipses L and the values of
major axes al of different ellipses are determined according to the specified or measured
PDP. The newly developed structure is shown in Figure 3.1. For clarity, Figure 3.1
only presents the effective scatterers from three concentric rings (the total number of
concentric rings in the lth tap is Λl) belong to the lth tap (l=1, 2, ..., L). Notice that
the total number and radii of the concentric multiple rings for different taps (i.e., Λl
and Rl,i) can be different in terms of different propagation environments for different
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Figure 3.1: A new wideband multiple-ring based MIMO F2M channel model.
delays. Therefore, the new wideband model with the appropriate number and major
axes of virtual confocal multiple ellipses (i.e., L and al), and the appropriate number
and radii of concentric multiple rings (i.e., Λl and Rl,i) should be suitable for any
macro-cell scenario. We assume that uniform linear antenna arrays are used with
MT=MR=2 antennas. The symbols δT and δR designate the antenna element spacing
at the BS and MS, respectively, and D denotes the distance between the BS and MS.
The effective scatterers are located on
∑L
l=1 Λl rings with radii Rl,i (i=0, 1, ...,Λl−1).
It is usually assumed that the assumption D≫Rl,i≫max {δT , δR} is fulfilled. The
multi-element antenna array angles are denoted by βT and βR. The MS moves with
speed in the direction determined by the angle of motion γ. The angle spread seen at
the BS is denoted by Θl.i, which is related to Rl,i and D by Θl,i ≈ arctan(Rl,i/D) ≈
Rl,i/D.
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The received complex impulse response at the carrier frequency fc for the link To−Rq
can be expressed as
hoq (t, τ
′) =
L∑
l=1
hl,oq (t)×δ (τ ′ − τ ′l ) (3.1)
with o = 1, 2, ...,MT and q = 1, 2, ...,MR, where hl,oq(t) and τ
′
l denote the complex
time-variant tap coefficient and the discrete propagation delay of the lth tap, respec-
tively. Similar to the concept of effective scatterers in the narrowband one-ring model,
the concept of an effective cluster is introduced in the new wideband multiple-ring
model. From Figure 3.1, it is obvious that the position of the effective cluster Sl,i is
identified by the intersection of the virtual ellipses and multiple rings, and the lth tap
includes 2Λl effective clusters. The mean angle of the effective cluster in each tap is
µl,i,r (r=1, 2) and the corresponding angle spread is ∆µl,i as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Therefore, the effective cluster can be completely determined by µl,i,r and ∆µl,i. Note
that the angular range of µl,i,r in each tap is over [0, 2π), which means the effective
cluster can be located around the MS over [0, 2π) for each tap. The setting of these
two parameters follows a fixed rule. To establish this rule, firstly, we need to define
the propagation delay subintervals Gl. The propagation delay interval G = [0, τ
′
max]
is partitioned into L mutually disjoint sub-intervals Gl. Here, we utilise the definition
of subintervals as [69]
Gl=


[
0,∆τ ′l+1
/
2
)
,[
τ ′l −∆τ ′l/2, τ ′l +∆τ ′l+1
/
2
)
,
[τ ′l −∆τ ′l/2, τ ′max] ,
l=1
l=2, 3, ..., L− 1
l=L
(3.2)
where ∆τ ′l =τ
′
l−τ ′l−1 and τ ′max=2RL−1,ΛL−1−1
/
c (c is the speed of light). The propa-
gation delay τ ′l of the lth tap can be expressed according to the corresponding AoA
φRl,i,r (r = 1, 2) as τ
′
l ≈ τ ′max(1+cosφRl,i,r)/2 [81]. Solving this equation for φRl,i,r gives
φRl,i,r =± arccos (2τ ′l/τ ′max − 1). According to (3.2), the expression of φRl,i,r, and the
geometrical relationship in Figure 3.1, the expression of the mean angle µl,i,r and
the corresponding angle spread ∆µl,i of the effective cluster in the lth tap are given
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as
µl,i,r =
(
φRl,i−1,r+2φ
R
l,i,r+φ
R
l,i+1,r
)/
4=±[arccos (2τ ′l−1/τ ′max−1)
+2arccos (2τ ′l/τ
′
max−1)+arccos
(
2τ ′l+1
/
τ ′max−1
)]/
4 (3.3)
∆µl,i =
∣∣(φRl,i−1,r − φRl,i+1,r)/4∣∣
=
[
arccos
(
2τ ′l−1
/
τ ′max−1
)−arccos (2τ ′l+1/τ ′max−1)]/4. (3.4)
Following the definition of the subintervals Gl and some geometrical relationship
shown in Figure 3.1, we can determine the effective cluster in each tap according to
the propagation delay τ ′l . The time-variant tap coefficient at the carrier frequency fc
of lth tap can be expressed as
hl,oq (t)= lim
N→∞
1√
N
Λl−1∑
i=0
Rc∑
r=1
N∑
n=1
exp
{
j
[
ψl,i,n−2πfcτl,i,oq,n + 2πfDt cos
(
φRl,i,r,n−γ
)]}
(3.5)
with τl,i,oq,n=(εl,i,on+εl,i,nq) /c. Here, τl,i.oq,n is the travel time of the wave through the
link To−Sl,i,n−Rq scattered by the nth scatterer, Sl,i,n, Rc is the number of effective
cluster for one ring in each tap (here Rc=2), andN is the number of effective scatterers
Sl,i,n in the effective cluster Sl,i. The AoA of the wave traveling from the nth scatterer
in the effective cluster Sl,i towards the MS is denoted by φ
R
l,i,r,n. The phases ψl,i,n are
i.i.d. random variables with uniform distributions over [0, 2π) and fD is the maximum
Doppler frequency. As shown in [22], the distance εl,i,on and εl,i,nq can be expressed
as the function of φRl,i,r,n as
εl,i,on ≈ ξl,i,n−δT [cos(βT )+Θl,i sin(βT ) sin(φRl,i,r,n)]/2 (3.6a)
εl,i,nq ≈ Rl,i−δR cos(φRl,i,r,n−βR)/2 (3.6b)
respectively, where ξl,i,n≈D+Rl,i cos(φRl,i,r,n).
Since we assume that the number of effective scatterers in one effective cluster in this
mathematical reference model tends to infinite (as shown in (3.5)), the discrete AoA
φRl,i,r,n can be replaced by the continuous expressions φ
R
l,i,r. In the literature, many
different scatterer distributions have been proposed to characterise the AoA φRl,i,r,
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such as the uniform [89], Gaussian [90], wrapped Gaussian [91], and cardioid PDFs
[92]. In this chapter, the von Mises PDF [24] is used, which can approximate all the
above mentioned PDFs. The von Mises PDF is defined as
f (φ)
∆
=exp [k cos (φ−µ)] /2πI0 (k) (3.7)
where φ ∈ [−π, π), I0 (·) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind,
µ ∈ [−π, π) accounts for the mean value of the angle φ, and k (k ≥ 0) is a real-
valued parameter that controls the angle spread of the angle φ. For k=0 (isotropic
scattering), the von Mises PDF reduces to the uniform distribution, while for k>0
(non-isotropic scattering), the von Mises PDF approximates different distributions
based on the values of k [22]. To better characterise the AoA in one effective cluster
Sl,i, we further modify the general expression of von Mises PDF as
fc
(
φRl,i,r
)
=Ql,i,r exp
[
kl,i,r cos
(
φRl,i,r−µl,i,r
)]
/2πI0 (kl,i,r) (3.8)
where φRl,i,r∈[µl,i,r−∆µl,i, µl,i,r+∆µl,i) and Ql,i,r is the normalisation coefficient. Here
we name the PDF in (3.8) the truncated von Mises PDF. Here, truncated means that
the range of AoA in this PDF is only defined within a limited interval [µl,i,r−∆µl,i, µl,i,r
+∆µl,i). Therefore, the expression of the ‘tapped’ PDF of AoA in the lth tap of the
proposed wideband multiple-ring channel model is given by
fg
(
φRl,i,r
)
=
Λl−1∑
i=0
Rc∑
r=1
Ql,i,r exp[kl,i,r cos(φRl,i,r−µl,i,r)]
2πI0(kl,i,r)
w
(
φRl,i,r, µl,i,r −∆µl,i, µl,i,r +∆µl,i
)
where w (φ, φl, φu) =

 1,0,
if φl < φ < φu
otherwise.
(3.9)
Here, Ql,i,r are computed in such a way that the ’tapped’ PDF fg(φ
R
l,i,r) is equal to 1,
i.e.,
∫ π
−π fg(φ
R
l,i,r)dφ
R
l,i,r=1.
Note that the proposed wideband model allows one to consider the interaction of
AoA, AoD, and ToA in a sensible manner. The interaction between the AoA and
AoD is obtained in terms of the exact geometrical relationship, while the interaction
between the AoA/AoD and ToA is calculated according to the TDL structure that
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allows one to investigate the correlation properties in each tap. Therefore, inspired
by [83], the interaction between the AoA/AoD and ToA can be considered via setting
the appropriate parameter kl,i,r for the PDF of AoA/AoD in each tap according to
the PDF of ToA.
3.3 New Generic Space-Time-Frequency Correla-
tion Function
In this section, from the proposed model we first derive a new generic STF CF for
wideband MIMO channels. As shown at the end of this section, the derived STF CF
can be reduced to a compact closed-form STF CF for narrowband MIMO channels
by removing the frequency-selectivity, which includes many existing CFs as special
cases.
3.3.1 Space-Time-Frequency Correlation Function for Wide-
band MIMO Channels
From the proposed wideband model, we derive the STF CF for each tap. The correla-
tion properties of two arbitrary links hoq(t, τ
′) and h′o′q′(t, τ
′) at different frequency fc
and f ′c of a MIMO channel are completely determined by the correlation properties of
hoq(t) and h
′
o′q′(t) in each tap since we assume that no correlations exist between the
underlying processes in different taps. Therefore, we can restrict our investigations to
the following STF CF
ρl,oq;l,o′q′(τ, χ):=E[hl,oq(t)h
′∗
l,o′q′(t− τ)] (3.10)
where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation and E[·] designates the statistical
expectation operator. Note that the above defined CF is a function of the time
separation τ , space separation δT and δR, and frequency separation χ= f
′
c−fc. As
shown in Appendix A, the closed-form expression of STF CF ρl,oq;l,o′q′(τ, χ) can be
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presented as
ρl,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ) =
2
πI0(k)
Λl−1∑
i=0
Rc∑
r=1
Ql,i,re
jCl,i {∆µl,iI0 (Al,i,r) I0 (Bl,i,r)/2 + I0 (Bl,i,r)
∞∑
ℓ=1
×Iℓ (Al,i,r) sin (ℓ∆µl,i) cos (ℓµl,i,r)/ℓ+ I0 (Al,i,r)
∞∑
ℓ′=1
(−1)ℓ′ Iℓ′ (Bl,i,r) sin (ℓ′∆µl,i)
×cos (ℓ′µl,i,r + ℓ′π/2)/ℓ′ +
∞∑
ℓ=1
(−1)ℓ Iℓ (Al,i,r) Iℓ (Bl,i,r) [∆µl,i cos (ℓπ/2) + sin (2ℓ∆µl,i)
×cos (2ℓµl,i,r + ℓπ/2)/2ℓ] +
∞∑
ℓ=1
∞∑
q=1
(ℓ6=q)
(−1)ℓ′ Iℓ (Al,i,r) Iℓ′ (Bl,i,r) [sin [(ℓ+ ℓ′)∆µl,i]
× cos [(ℓ+ℓ
′)µl,i,r+ℓ′π/2]
ℓ+ℓ′ +
sin[(ℓ−ℓ′)∆µl,i] cos [(ℓ−ℓ′)µl,i,r−ℓ′π/2]
ℓ−ℓ′
]}
(3.11)
where
Al,i,r = al,i,r+j(XUl,i+y cos βR+x cos γ) (3.12a)
Bl,i,r = bl,i,r+j(XVl,i+y sin βR+zΘl,i sin βT+x sin γ) (3.12b)
Cl.i = z cos βT+XTl.i (3.12c)
with x=2πfDτ , y=2πfcδR/c, z=2πfcδT/c, X= 2πχ/c, al,i,r = kl,i,r cosµl,i,r, bl,i,r =
kl,i,r sinµl,i,r, Tl,i=(δT/2) cos βT+D+Rl,i, Ul,i=Rl,i+(δR/2) cos βR, and Vl,i=(δT/2)Θl,i sin βT
+(δR/2) sin βR. Consequently, the STF CF between hoq(t, τ
′) and h′o′q′(t, τ
′) can be
shown as
ρoq,o′q′ (τ, χ) =
1
L
L∑
l=1
ρl,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ). (3.13)
Note that (3.11) and (3.13) are the generic expressions which apply to the STF CF
and the subsequently two-variable or one-variable CFs (e.g., ST CF, frequency CF,
etc.) differ only in values of Al,i,r, Bl,i,r, and Cl,i. The corresponding expressions of
these three parameters for the two-variable or one-variable CFs can be easily obtained
by setting relevant terms (τ , δT and δT , and χ) to zero.
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3.3.2 Space-Time-Frequency Correlation Function for Nar-
rowband MIMO Channels
A special case of the proposed model described by (3.1) is given when L=1 and Λl=1.
Consequently, we have hoq (t, τ
′)=hoq (t) δ (τ ′), which is the complex fading envelope
of the narrowband one-ring channel model. To make this evident, we express the
complex fading envelop hoq (t) similarly to (3.5) by removing the subscripts (·)l, (·)i,
and (·)r, i.e.,
hoq (t)= lim
N→∞
1√
N
N∑
n=1
exp
{
j
[
ψn−2πfcτoq,n + 2πfDt cos
(
φRn − γ
)]}
(3.14)
with τoq,n=(εon+εnq)/c, where εon and εnq can be expressed as the function of φ
R
n as
εon ≈ ξn−δT [cos(βT )+Θ sin(βT ) sin(φRn )]/2 (3.15a)
εnq ≈ R−δR cos(φRn−βR)/2 (3.15b)
where ξn≈D+R cos(φRn ). In order to consistent with the proposed wideband model,
the von Mises PDF (3.7) is employed to characterise the AoA φRn of the narrowband
model. In such a case, the angle spread ∆µl,i=π, which means the AoA range is over
[0, 2π). As shown in Appendix B, the STF CF of the narrowband one-ring model can
be obtained from (3.11) after some manipulation
ρoq,o′q′ (τ, χ)=e
jCI0
[(
A2+B2
)1/2]/
I0 (k) (3.16)
where
A = a+j(XU+y cos βR+x cos γ) (3.17a)
B = b+j(XV+y sin βR+zΘsin βT+x sin γ) (3.17b)
C = z cos βT+XT (3.17c)
with a = k cosµ, b = k sinµ, T = (δT/2) cos βT +D+R, U = R+(δR/2) cos βR, and
V = (δT/2)Θ sinβT +(δR/2) sin βR. The parameters x, y, z, and X are the same as
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defined in (3.11). It is worth stressing that (3.16) is the generic expressions which
applies to the STF CF and the subsequently two-variable or one-variable CFs with
the difference only in values of A, B, and C. The corresponding expressions of A, B,
and C for the two-variable or one-variable CFs can be easily obtained from (3.17) by
setting relevant terms to zero.
The derived generic STF CF (3.16) includes many existing CFs as special cases. For a
SISO case, the time CF given in [24] is obtained by setting δT = δR = 0 and χ = 0 in
(3.16) with k 6= 0. If further setting k = 0 (isotropic scattering) in (3.16), the Clarke’s
time CF in [65] is obtained. For a SIMO case, the Lee’s ST CF in [88] is obtained by
substituting δT = 0, χ = 0, βR = 0, and k = 0 into (3.16). For a MISO case, the ST
CF in [23] is obtained by substituting δR = 0, χ = 0, and k = 0 into (3.16). If further
substituting fD = 0 into (3.16), the space CF given in [87] is obtained. For a MIMO
case, the ST CF shown in [22] is obtained by setting χ = 0 in (3.16) with k 6= 0.
3.4 MIMO Simulation Models
In this section, based on the proposed wideband MIMO channel mathematical refer-
ence model, we propose an efficient deterministic SoS simulation model for wideband
MIMO channels. The proposed wideband simulation model can be further reduced
to a narrowband one by removing the frequency-selectivity.
3.4.1 A Deterministic Simulation Model for WidebandMIMO
Channels
The wideband deterministic simulation model is proposed also based on the TDL
structure. The impulse response of the simulation model at the carrier frequency fc
for the To−Rq link are again composed of L discrete taps according to
h˜oq (t, τ
′) =
L∑
l=1
h˜l,oq (t)×δ (τ ′ − τ ′l ) . (3.18)
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In (3.18), the complex fading envelope h˜l,oq (t) is modeled by utilising only a finite
number of scatterers N and keeping all the model parameters fixed as
h˜l,oq (t)=
1√
N
Λl−1∑
i=0
Rc∑
r=1
N∑
n=1
exp
{
j
[
ψ˜l,i,n−2πfcτl,i,oq,n +2πfDt cos
(
φ˜Rl,i,r,n − γ
)]}
(3.19)
where the phases ψ˜l,i,n are simply the outcomes of a random generator uniformly dis-
tributed over [0, 2π), the discrete AoAs φ˜Rl,i,r,n will be kept constant during simulation,
and the other symbol definitions are the same as those in (3.5). Therefore, we can
analyse the properties of the deterministic channel simulator by time averages instead
of statistical averages. The STF CF is defined as
ρ˜l,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ):=
〈
h˜l,oq (t) h˜
′∗
l,o′q′ (t− τ)
〉
(3.20)
where 〈·〉 denotes the time average operator. Substituting (3.19) into (3.20), we can
get the closed-form STF CF as
ρ˜l,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ) =
1
N
Λl−1∑
i=0
Rc∑
r=1
N∑
n=1
ej(Cl,i+Pl,i cos φ˜
R
l,i,r,n+Jl,i sin φ˜
R
l,i,r,n) (3.21)
with
Pl,i = XUl,i+y cos βR+x cos γ (3.22a)
Jl,i = XVl,i+y sin βR+z∆sin βT+x sin γ (3.22b)
where Cl,i, x, y, z, X, Ul,i, and Vl,i are the same as defined in (3.11). By analogy to
(3.13), we can further get the STF CF between h˜oq (t, τ
′) and h˜′o′q′ (t, τ
′) as
ρ˜oq,o′q′ (τ, χ) =
1
L
L∑
l=1
ρ˜l,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ). (3.23)
Similar to (3.11) and (3.13), (3.21) and (3.23) are the generic expressions which apply
to all the CFs of the deterministic simulation model with different Cl,i, Pl,i, and Jl,i.
Comparing the expressions of Al,i,r and Bl,i,r with Pl,i and Jl,i, respectively, we have
Al,i,r=al,i,r+jPl,i and Bl,i,r=bl,i,r+jJl,i. From (3.21) and (3.23), it is obvious that only
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{φ˜Rl,i,r,n}Nn=1 needs to be determined for this deterministic simulation model.
As addressed in Chapter 2, the MEA and MEDS have been widely used to compute
the important parameters of deterministic simulation models for isotropic scattering
environments. However, these two methods fail to reproduce the desired statistical
properties of the mathematical reference model under the condition of non-isotropic
scattering [80, 81]. Therefore, the optimisation method (i.e., Lp-norm method) [13]
is utilised here to calculate the model parameters {φ˜Rl,i,r,n}Nn=1 of the deterministic
simulation model based on corresponding properties of the mathematical reference
model. The time CF ρl,oq;l,oq(τ), frequency CF ρl,oq;l,oq(χ), and space CF ρl,oq;l,o′q′ are
identified as key properties. Then the optimisation method requires the numerical
minimization of the following three Lp-norms
E
(p)
1,l :=
{∫ τmax
0
|ρl,oq;l,oq (τ)−ρ˜l,oq;l,oq (τ)|p dτ/τmax
}1/p
(3.24)
E
(p)
2,l :=
{∫ χmax
0
|ρl,oq;l,oq(χ)−ρ˜l,oq;l,oq(χ)|p dχ/χmax
}1/p
(3.25)
E
(p)
3,l :=
{∫ δmaxT
0
∫ δmaxR
0
|ρl,oq;l,o′q′−ρ˜l,oq;l,o′q′ |p dδTdδR/(δmaxT δmaxR )
}
1/p (3.26)
where p = 1, 2, ... Note that τmax, χmax, δ
max
T , and δ
max
R define the upper limits of the
ranges over which the approximations ρ˜l,oq;l,oq (τ)≈ρl,oq;l,oq (τ), ρ˜l,oq;l,oq (χ)≈ρl,oq;l,oq (χ),
and ρ˜l,oq;l,o′q′≈ρl,oq;l,o′q′ are of interest. For ρ˜l,oq;l,oq (χ) and ρ˜l,oq;l,o′q′ , if we replace φ˜Rl,i,r,n
by φ˜′Rl,i,r,n and φ˜
′′R
l,i,r,n, respectively, the three error norms E
(p)
1,l , E
(p)
2,l , and E
(p)
3,l can be
minimized independently.
3.4.2 A Deterministic Simulation Model for NarrowbandMIMO
Channels
Analogous to Section 3.3.2, if we impose L=1 and Λl=1 on the wideband simulation
model in (3.18), it reduces to a narrowband MIMO channel simulator. It follows that
h˜oq (t, τ
′)=h˜oq (t) δ (τ ′) holds. The complex fading envelope h˜oq (t) of the deterministic
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simulation model is then given by
h˜oq (t) =
1√
N
N∑
n=1
exp
{
j
[
ψ˜n − 2πfcτn+2πfDt cos
(
φ˜Rn − γ
)]}
(3.27)
where the phases ψ˜n are simply the outcomes of a random generator uniformly dis-
tributed over [0, 2π), the discrete AoAs φ˜Rn will be kept constant during simulation,
and the other symbol definitions are the same as those in (3.14). The correlation
properties of this narrowband simulation model can be obtained from (3.21) by sim-
ply neglecting the subscripts (·)l, (·)i, and (·)r in all the affected symbols. Thus
ρ˜oq;o′q′ (τ, χ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
ej(C+P cos φ˜
R
n+J sin φ˜
R
n ) (3.28)
with
P = XU+y cos βR+x cos γ (3.29a)
J = XV+y sin βR+z∆sin βT+x sin γ (3.29b)
where other parameters are the same as defined in (3.16). Similar to the wideband
simulation model, we have A=a+jP and B=b+jJ . From (3.28), it is clear that only
{φ˜Rn}Nn=1 needs to be determined for this deterministic simulation model. The model
parameters {φ˜Rn}Nn=1 can be calculated by using the same optimisation method as the
wideband simulation model. Therefore, by removing the subscript (·)l in (3.24)–(3.26),
the model parameters can be obtained as follows
E
(p)
1 :=
{∫ τmax
0
|ρoq;oq (τ)−ρ˜oq;oq (τ)|p dτ/τmax
}1/p
(3.30)
E
(p)
2 :=
{∫ χmax
0
|ρoq;oq(χ)−ρ˜oq;oq(χ)|p dχ/χmax
}1/p
(3.31)
E
(p)
3 :=
{∫ δmaxT
0
∫ δmaxR
0
|ρoq;o′q′−ρ˜oq;o′q′|p dδTdδR/(δmaxT δmaxR )
}
1/p. (3.32)
Similarly, for ρ˜oq;oq (χ) and ρ˜oq;o′q′ , if we replace φ˜
R
n by φ˜
′R
n and φ˜
′′R
n , respectively, the
three error norms E
(p)
1 , E
(p)
2 , and E
(p)
3 can be minimized independently.
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3.5 Numerical Results and Analysis
In this section, based on the derived STF CFs for wideband and narrowband MIMO
channels in Section 3.3, the two-variable or one-variable CFs are numerically analysed
in detail. In addition, verification of the proposed wideband and narrowband deter-
ministic SoS simulation models is carried out by comparing the correlation properties
of the simulation models with those of the corresponding mathematical reference mod-
els. All the results presented in this section are obtained using the following basic
parameters: fc=5 GHz, fD=463 Hz, D=2000 m, βT=π/6, βR=π/3, and γ=7π/12.
3.5.1 Correlation Properties of Wideband MIMO Channel
Models
Without loss of any generality, we constrain our investigation on the correlation prop-
erties of the second tap (l = 2) with Λ2=4 and {R2,i}3i=0={50, 100, 400, 750}m based
on (3.11). The discrete COST 207 TU channel model with {τ ′l}5l=0={0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.6, 2.3,
5}µs will be applied. For simplicity, we assume that kl,i,r=k for all effective clusters
in the tap.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the resulting frequency CF and space-frequency (SF) CF
with δT = 0, respectively. As a good trade off between the complexity and performance
of the wideband simulation model, the number of effective scatterers N = 45 and the
parameter of Lp-norm p = 2 are used in both figures. Moreover, the parameter of
Lp-norm χmax = 10 MHz is used in Figure 3.2, while the parameter of Lp-norm
δmaxR = 3λ is applied in Figure 3.3. From Figure 3.2, it is clear that the trend of
frequency CFs decreases with the increase of the frequency separation χ. Figure 3.2
also illustrates that the frequency correlations vary according to the environment
parameter k that controls the angle spread of the AoA. It can be observed that the
frequency correlations increase with the increase of k (i.e., with the decrease of angle
spread of AoA).
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Figure 3.2: The frequency CFs |ρl,oq;l,oq (χ)| (mathematical reference model) and
|ρ˜l,oq;l,oq (χ)| (simulation model, N = 45) for different values of the parameter k.
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Figure 3.3: The SF CFs
∣∣ρl,oq;l,o′q′∣∣ (mathematical reference model) and ∣∣ρ˜l,oq;l,o′q′∣∣
(simulation model, N = 45) for different values of the parameter k.
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Figure 3.3 shows that the trend of SF CFs decreases with the increase of the space
separation δR. Figure 3.3 also depicts the impact of the environment parameter k on
the SF correlations. It is obvious that the SF correlations increase with the increase
of k. From Figure 3.3, we can also observe the impact of frequency separation on
spatial correlations. It is clear that the frequency separation decreases the spatial
correlation. Therefore, we can conclude that in such a case, the resulting correlation
is jointly contributed to by the actual spatial correlation (i.e., due to the spatial
distance/geometry of arrays only) and inherent frequency correlation. Note that this
resulting correlation is important for the appropriate design of STF coded MIMO-
OFDM systems [85] and is also useful for the sensible utilisation of the SF diversity
[86].
In addition, we depict in both Figures 3.2 and 3.3 the CFs of the mathematical
reference model with both the closed-form expression and the numerical integration
method, and the simulation model. Clearly, all these results match very well, demon-
strating the validity of our derivation and excellent performance of our simulation
model.
3.5.2 Correlation Properties of Narrowband MIMO Channel
Models
In this subsection, we will investigate the correlation properties for narrowband MIMO
channels based on (3.16) and evaluate the performance of the proposed narrowband
simulation model. All the results presented in this subsection are obtained by using
k = 3 and µ = π.
Figures 3.4 (a) and (b) illustrate the SF CFs against the frequency separation and
space separation at the BS and MS, respectively. Comparing them, we find that the
impact of the normalised antenna spacing at the MS is greater than the one at the BS.
This is because that the angular spread Θ at the BS is generally small for macro-cell
scenarios. Figures 3.4 (a) and (b) also show that the trend of relevant CFs decreases
with the increase of the frequency separation χ and space separation δT and δR.
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Figure 3.4: (a) The SF CF
∣∣ρoq;o′q′(χ)∣∣ versus the frequency separation χ and the
normalised antenna spacing at the MS δR with δT = 0; (b) the SF CF
∣∣ρoq;o′q′(χ)∣∣
versus the frequency separation χ and the normalised antenna spacing at the BS
δT with δR = 0.
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Figure 3.5: (a) The time CF |ρoq;oq(τ)| of the mathematical reference model and
the time CF |ρ˜oq;oq(τ)| of the corresponding simulation model with N = 30; (b)
the frequency CF |ρoq;oq(χ)| of the mathematical reference model and the time CF
|ρ˜oq;oq(χ)| of the corresponding simulation model with N = 30.
A plot of the time CF of the mathematical reference model is shown in Figure 3.5 (a).
This figure also depicts the resulting time CF of the simulation model designed with
the Lp-norm using p = 2 and τmax = 0.08 s, and the number of effective scatterers
N = 30. Figure 3.5 (b) illustrates the frequency CF of the mathematical reference
model and the one of the simulation model, when applying the Lp-norm with p = 2
and χmax = 8 MHz, and the number of effective scatterers N = 30. Figures 3.6 (a)
and (b) depict the space CF of the mathematical reference model and the one of
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Figure 3.6: (a) The space CF
∣∣ρoq;o′q′∣∣ of the mathematical reference model and
(b) the space CF
∣∣ρ˜oq;o′q′∣∣ of the corresponding simulation model with N = 30.
the simulation model with N = 30, respectively. The discrete AoAs φ˜′′Rn have been
obtained by using the Lp-norm with p = 2, δ
max
T = 30λ, and δ
max
R = 3λ. Figures 3.5
and 3.6 clearly demonstrate that the proposed deterministic simulation model can fit
the underlying mathematical reference model very well in terms of time, frequency,
and space correlation properties.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have extended the narrowband one-ring MIMO model to a new
wideband multi-ring based MIMO RS-GBSM. According to the TDL structure of our
model, the closed-formed expression of the STF CF for each tap has been derived.
We have demonstrated that the traditional narrowband one-ring model is actually a
special case of the proposed wideband model. Therefore, the derived generic STF
CF for wideband MIMO channels can be reduced to the STF CF with a compact
closed-from expression for narrowband MIMO channels by removing the frequency-
selectivity. From the proposed wideband multi-ring based MIMO mathematical ref-
erence model and the traditional narrowband one-ring MIMO mathematical reference
model, corresponding wideband and narrowband deterministic SoS simulation models
have been proposed. Numerical results have revealed the impact of the environment
parameter k on frequency correlations and the inherent frequency correlations within
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spatial correlations. Finally, the excellent agreement of correlation properties between
the mathematical reference models and simulation models has validated the utility of
the proposed deterministic simulation models. The proposed multi-ring based MIMO
mathematical reference model and deterministic simulation models are very useful for
the theoretical analysis and practical simulation, respectively, of frequency-correlated
MIMO channels, such as frequency-hopping MIMO and MIMO-OFDM channels.
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Chapter 4
Novel Simulation Models for Non-
Isotropic Scattering Narrowband
SISO Mobile-to-Mobile Rayleigh
Fading Channels
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter concentrated on the investigation of MIMO channel modelling
and simulation for cellular channels. From this chapter, we turn our attention to M2M
channels. As mentioned in Chapter 2, most available simulation models [3, 36, 39, 40]
for narrowband SISO M2M channels limit their applications to isotropic scattering en-
vironments. The simulation models for M2M Rayleigh fading channels under a more
realistic scenario of non-isotropic scattering are scarce in the current literature. So far,
only one stochastic SoS simulation model [82] has been proposed for the simulation
of non-isotropic scattering M2M Rayleigh fading channels. However, this model only
considered the symmetrical property of the distributions of the AoA and AoD and
was designed based on the acceptance rejection algorithm (ARA). This leads to the
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ARA model having a notable difficulty in reproducing the desired statistical prop-
erties of the mathematical reference model and a comparatively high computational
complexity. Moreover, as addressed in Chapter 2, no deterministic simulation models
for non-isotropic scattering M2M Rayleigh fading channels are available in the current
literature.
To fill the above gap, in this chapter, taking the traditional two-ring M2M RS-GBSM
[36] as a mathematical reference model, we first propose a new M2M deterministic
SoS based simulation model. By allowing at least one parameter (frequencies and/or
gains) to be a random variable, our deterministic model can be further modified to be a
stochastic model. It is worth noting that the proposed simulation models incorporate
the PDFs of the AoA and AoD, and thus can approximate the desired statistical
properties of the mathematical reference model for any non-isotropic scattering M2M
Rayleigh fading channel. Moreover, compared to the ARA stochastic model in [82],
our stochastic model presents better approximation to the desired properties of the
mathematical reference model with an even smaller number of harmonic functions.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 gives a brief description of the two-
ring mathematical reference model for non-isotropic scattering M2M Rayleigh fading
channels. In Section 4.3, we propose two new SoS simulation models (deterministic
and stochastic models). The performance evaluation of our models is presented in
Section 4.4. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section 4.5.
4.2 A Two-Ring SISO Mobile-to-Mobile Mathe-
matical Reference Model
Figure 4.1 shows the geometry of a two-ring SISO M2M RS-GBSM [36] that has two
rings of effective scatterers, one around the Tx and the other around the Rx. Based on
this two-ring model and considering the direction of movement of the Tx and Rx, we
can express the complex fading envelope of our mathematical reference model, under
a narrowband non-isotropic scattering M2M Rayleigh fading assumption, as
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R?T
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XT XR
Figure 4.1: Geometrical two-ring model for SISO M2M channels.
h(t) = hi(t) + jhq(t)
= lim
N,M→∞
1√
NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
ejψnmej[2πfTmax t cos(φ
m
T −γT )+2πfRmax t cos(φnR−γR)] (4.1)
where hi(t) and hq(t) are in-phase and quadrature components of the complex fading
envelope h(t), respectively, j =
√−1, N and M are the number of harmonic function
representing effective scatterers (propagation paths) located on the ring around the
Rx and Tx, respectively, fTmax and fRmax are the maximum Doppler frequency due
to the motion of the Tx and Rx, respectively. The Tx and Rx move in directions
determined by the angles of motion γT and γR, respectively. The random AoA and
AoD of the nth path are denoted by φnR and φ
m
T , respectively, and ψnm is the random
phase uniformly distributed on [−π, π). It is assumed that φnR, φmT , and ψnm are
mutually independent random variables.
Since the number N andM of effective scatterers in the mathematical reference model
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h(t) tends to infinity, the discrete expressions of the AoA φ
(n)
R and AoD φ
(m)
T can be
replaced by the continuous expressions φR and φT , respectively. Note that since h(t)
describes a non-isotropic scattering M2M Rayleigh fading channel, the AoA φR and
AoD φT exhibit nonuniform distributions. To characterise the AoA and AoD, we
use the von Mises PDF given in (3.7) due to its advantage addressed in Chapter 3.
Applying the von Mises PDF to the AoA φR and AoD φT , we obtain f(φR)
∆
=exp[kR
× cos(φR−µR)]/[2πI0 (kR)] and f(φT )∆=exp[kT cos(φT−µT )]/[2πI0 (kT )], respectively.
The autocorrelation function (ACF) of the mathematical reference model h(t) can be
expressed as
ρhh (τ) = E [h (t)h
∗ (t− τ)] = 1
I0(kT )I0(kR)
I0
[(
A2T +B
2
T
)1/2]
I0
[(
A2R +B
2
R
)1/2]
(4.2)
with
AT =kT cos(µT )+j2πτfTmax cos(γT ) (4.3a)
BT =kT sin(µT )+j2πτfTmax sin(γT ) (4.3b)
AR=kR cos(µR)+j2πτfRmax cos(γR) (4.3c)
BR=kR sin(µR)+j2πτfRmax sin(γR) (4.3d)
where τ is the time separation, (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation, and
E [·] is the statistical expectation operator.
4.3 New Simulation Models
In this section, based on the mathematical reference model introduced in Section 4.2,
we propose the corresponding deterministic and stochastic SoS simulation models.
4.3.1 A New Deterministic Simulation Model
Based on the two-ring mathematical reference model, we can then design a new deter-
ministic simulation model, which needs only one simulation trial to obtain the desired
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statistical properties, as
h˜(t)= h˜i(t)+ jh˜q(t) (4.4)
h˜i(t)=
1√
NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
cos
[
ψ˜nimi+2πfTmaxt cos(φ˜
mi
T −γT )+2πfRmaxt cos(φ˜niR − γR)
]
(4.5)
h˜q(t)=
1√
NqMq
Nq ,Mq∑
nq ,mq=1
sin
[
ψ˜nqmq+2πfTmaxt cos(φ˜
mq
T −γT )+2πfRmaxt cos(φ˜nqR − γR)
]
(4.6)
where h˜i(t) and h˜q(t) are in-phase and quadrature components of the complex fading
envelope h˜(t), respectively, Ni/q is the number of effective scatterers located on the ring
around the RX, Mi/q is the number of effective scatterers located on the ring around
the Tx, the AoA φ˜
ni/q
R and the AoD φ˜
mi/q
T are discrete realisations of the random
variables φR and φT , respectively, the phases ψ˜ni/qmi/q are the single outcomes of the
random phases ψnm in (4.1). It is assumed that φ˜
ni/q
R , φ˜
mi/q
T , and ψ˜ni/qmi/q are mutually
independent. Note that the AoA φ˜
(ni/q)
R and the AoD φ˜
(mi/q)
T remain constant for
different simulation trials due to the deterministic nature of the proposed simulation
model.
From the above proposed deterministic simulation model, it is obvious that the key
issue in designing a M2M deterministic simulation model is to find the sets of AoAs{
φ˜
ni/q
R
}Ni/q
ni/q=1
and AoDs
{
φ˜
mi/q
T
}Mi/q
mi/q=1
that make the simulation model reproduce
the desired statistical properties of the mathematical reference model as faithfully
as possible with reasonable complexity, i.e., with a finite number of Ni/q and Mi/q.
Under the condition of non-isotropic scattering environments, the PDFs of the AoA
φR and AoD φT should be used to design the sets of AoAs
{
φ˜
ni/q
R
}Ni/q
ni/q=1
and AoDs{
φ˜
mi/q
T
}Mi/q
mi/q=1
that guarantee the uniqueness of the sine and cosine functions related
to the AoA φ
(n)
R and AoD φ
(n)
T in the mathematical reference model (4.1). This means
that the design of the sets of AoAs and AoDs of the simulation model h˜(t) in (4.4)
should meet the following two conditions: 1) cos(φ˜
ni/q
R −γR) 6=cos(φ˜
n′
i/q
R −γR), ni/q 6=n′i/q;
and 2) cos(φ˜
mi/q
T −γT ) 6=cos(φ˜
m′
i/q
T −γT ), mi/q 6=m′i/q.
Considering the non-isotropic scattering M2M environments, we now design the sets
of AoAs and AoDs of our deterministic simulation model. Via extensive investigation
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of the PDFs of the AoA φR and AoD φT , we find that unlike isotropic scattering M2M
environments [36], it is difficult to obtain the sets of AoAs and AoDs that meet the two
conditions for all non-isotropic scattering M2M environments. Therefore, we divide
the non-isotropic scattering M2M environment into the following three categories in
terms of the mean AoA µR and mean AoD µT (i.e., the PDFs of the AoA and AoD),
and the angles of motion γR and γT , and then design the sets of AoAs and AoDs
separately for these three cases: 1) Case I : the main transmitted and received powers
come from the same direction as or opposite direction to the movements of the Tx and
Rx, respectively, i.e., |µT−γT |= |µR−γR|=0◦ or π; 3) Case II : the main transmitted
and received powers come from the directions that are perpendicular to those of the
movements of the Tx and Rx, respectively, i.e., |µT−γT | = |µR−γR| = 90◦; and 3)
Case III : different from Cases I and II.
For Case I, the in-phase component hi(t) and quadrature component hq(t) of the
mathematical reference model h(t) in (4.1) are correlated. Therefore, to meet this
correlation, we set Ni=Nq=N and Mi=Mq=M and thereby the AoA φ˜
ni/q
R and AoD
φ˜
mi/q
T can be replaced by the φ˜
n
R and φ˜
m
T , respectively. Inspired by the modified MEA
(MMEA) proposed in [93] for non-isotropic scattering F2M channels, we design the
AoA and AOD of our model as
n− 1/4
N
=
∫ φ˜nR
φ˜n−1R
f
(
φ˜nR
)
dφ˜nR, φ˜
n
R ∈ [−π, π) n = 1, 2, ..., N (4.7a)
m− 1/4
M
=
∫ φ˜mT
φ˜m−1T
f
(
φ˜mT
)
dφ˜mT , φ˜
m
T ∈ [−π, π) m = 1, 2, ...,M (4.7b)
where φ˜0R = −π and φ˜0T = −π, f
(
φ˜nR
)
and f
(
φ˜mT
)
denote the PDFs of the AoA
φ˜nR and the AoD φ˜
m
T , respectively. The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of
the AoA φ˜R and the AoD φ˜T are defined as FR(x) =
∫ x
−∞ f
(
φ˜nR
)
dφ˜nR and FT (x) =∫ x
−∞ f
(
φ˜mT
)
dφ˜mT , respectively. If the inverse functions F
−1
R (·) of FR(·) and F−1T (·) of
FT (·) exist, (4.7a) and (4.7b) become
φ˜nR = F
−1
R
(
n− 1/4
N
)
(4.8a)
φ˜mT = F
−1
T
(
m− 1/4
M
)
. (4.8b)
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Note that the value of 1/4 used in (4.8a) and (4.8b) guarantees that the designed sets
of AoAs and AoDs can meet the aforementioned two conditions (φ˜nR 6=−φ˜(n
′)
R +2γR,
n 6=n′ and φ˜mT 6=−φ˜m′T +2γT , m 6=m′) for Case I. The proof of the above statement is
omitted here since one can easily prove it by following the procedure provided in [93].
The performance of this design will be validated in Section 4.4.
Under the condition of Case II, the cross-correlation between the in-phase component
hi(t) and quadrature component hq(t) of the complex fading envelope h(t) in (4.1) is
equal to zero. Therefore, by setting Ni 6=Nq and Mi 6=Mq in this case, we can directly
use the expression of our simulation model itself to guarantee the aforementioned
cross-correlation is equal to zero rather than through the design of the AoAs and
AoDs. This makes for a more efficient use of the number of harmonic functions and
thus results in better performance of the model. Following the similar parameter
computation method of Case I, we design the AoA and AoD of our model as
φ˜
ni/q
R = F
−1
R
(
ni/q − 1/2
Ni/q
)
, φ˜
ni/q
R ∈ [−π, π) ni/q = 1, 2, ..., Ni/q (4.9a)
φ˜
mi/q
T = F
−1
T
(
mi/q − 1/2
Mi/q
)
, φ˜
mi/q
T ∈ [−π, π) mi/q = 1, 2, ...,Mi/q.(4.9b)
Note that the value of 1/2 is applied in (4.9a) and (4.9b) instead of the value of 1/4 in
(4.8a) and (4.8b). The reason is that unlike Case I, for Case II it is difficult to design
the sets of AoAs and AoDs that meet the two conditions. Although it is difficult
to find one value that can guarantee the designed sets of AoAs and AoDs have the
best approximation to the two conditions. Based on simulations and motivated by the
modified MEDS in (37) and (38) in [36] for the simulation of isotropic scattering M2M
channels, we found that with the value of 1/2, the proposed simulation model presents
better performance than the one with other values, e.g., 1/4. The performance of this
design will be validated in Section 4.4.
For Case III, since the in-phase and quadrature components of the mathematical
reference model h(t) in (4.1) are correlated (similarly to Case I ) we set Ni=Nq=N
and Mi=Mq=M as well and thus the AoA φ˜
ni/q
R and AoD φ˜
mi/q
T can be replaced by
the φ˜nR and φ˜
m
T , respectively. Following the similar parameter computation method of
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Case I, we design the AoA and AoD of our model as
φ˜nR = F
−1
R
(
n− 1/2
N
)
, φ˜nR ∈ [−π, π) n = 1, 2, ..., N (4.10a)
φ˜mT = F
−1
T
(
m− 1/2
M
)
, φ˜mT ∈ [−π, π) m = 1, 2, ...,M. (4.10b)
Note that the value of 1/2 is used in (4.10a) and (4.10b) due to the same reason as
Case II.
The correlation properties of the proposed deterministic simulation model must be
analysed by using time average rather than statistical average. The time-average
ACF of the proposed simulation model h˜ (t) is defined as
ρ˜h˜h˜ (τ) =
〈
h˜ (t) h˜∗ (t− τ)
〉
(4.11)
where 〈·〉 denotes the time average operator. Substituting (4.4) into (4.11), we have
ρ˜h˜h˜ (τ) = 2ρ˜h˜ih˜i (τ)− 2jρ˜h˜ih˜q (τ) (4.12)
where
ρ˜h˜ih˜i (τ)=
1
2NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
cos
[
2πfTmaxτ cos(φ˜
mi
T −γT ) + 2πfRmaxτ cos(φ˜niR − γR)
]
(4.13a)
ρ˜h˜ih˜q (τ)=


− 1
2NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
sin
[
2πfTmaxτ cos(φ˜
m
T −γT ) + 2πfRmaxτ cos(φ˜nR − γR)
]
,
Ni=Nq=NandMi=Mq=M (Case I and III)
0 , Ni 6=Nq andMi 6=Mq (Case II).
(4.13b)
In Appendix C, we give a brief outline of the derivations of (4.13a) and (4.13b).
From (4.13b), and based on the corresponding derivation in Appendix C, it is clear
that by setting Ni 6= Nq and Mi 6=Mq, the cross-correlation between the in-phase
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component h˜i(t) and quadrature component h˜q(t) of the proposed simulation model
h˜(t) is equal to zero no matter how the sets of AoAs and AoDs are designed. When
N (Ni) and M (Mi) tend to infinity, it is straightforward that the time-average ACF
in (4.12) matches the ensemble average ACF in (4.2). This allows us to conclude
that for {N(Ni),M(Mi)} → ∞, our deterministic simulation model can represent the
correlation properties of the mathematical reference model.
4.3.2 A New Stochastic Simulation Model
Our deterministic model can be further modified to a stochastic simulation model
by allowing both the phases and frequencies to be random variables. Unlike the
deterministic model, the properties of the stochastic model vary for each simulation
trial, but will converge to the desired ones when averaged over a sufficient number of
simulation trials. A hat is used to distinguish this model from the deterministic one,
thus
hˆ(t)= hˆi(t)+ jhˆq(t) (4.14)
hˆi(t)=
1√
NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
cos
[
ψˆnimi+2πfTmaxt cos(φˆ
mi
T −γT )+2πfRmaxt cos(φˆniR − γR)
]
(4.15)
hˆq(t)=
1√
NqMq
Nq ,Mq∑
nq ,mq=1
sin
[
ψˆnqmq+2πfTmaxt cos(φˆ
mq
T −γT )+2πfRmaxt cos(φˆnqR −γR)
]
(4.16)
where hˆi(t) and hˆq(t) are in-phase and quadrature components of the complex fading
envelope hˆ(t), respectively, φˆ
ni/q
R and φˆ
mi/q
T denote the AoA and AoD of our stochastic
simulation model, respectively, and the phases ψˆni/qmi/q are random variables uni-
formly distributed on the interval [−π, π). Parameters φˆni/qR , φˆ
mi/q
T , and ψˆni/qmi/q are
independent of each other. Note that unlike the AoA and AoD in a deterministic
simulation model, the AoA φˆ
ni/q
R and AoD φˆ
mi/q
T are random variables and thus vary
for different simulation trials. The fundamental issue for the design of the sets of
AoAs
{
φˆ
ni/q
R
}Ni/q
ni/q=1
and AoDs
{
φˆ
mi/q
T
}Mi/q
mi/q=1
is how to incorporate a random term
into the AoA and AoD. In this chapter, to deal with this fundamental issue, we apply
the method proposed in [67] for the simulation of isotropic scattering F2M channels.
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According to the comparative analysis in [78], we can conclude that the smaller (but
sufficient) range on which the AoA φˆ
ni/q
R and AoD φˆ
mi/q
T are designed, the better
performance the stochastic model that will be obtained. Based on the extensive in-
vestigation of the PDFs of the AoA φR and AoD φT , we find that unlike isotropic
scattering M2M environments [36], the appropriate range on which the AoA and AoD
are designed varies for different non-isotropic scattering M2M environments. There-
fore, similarly to our deterministic model, we design the sets of AoAs and AoDs of our
stochastic model separately for the following three cases: 1) Case I : the main trans-
mitted and received powers come from the same direction as the movements of the
Tx and Rx that is along x axis, i.e., µT=γT=µR=γR=0
◦ or π; 2) Case II : the main
transmitted and received powers come from the directions that are perpendicular to
those of the movements of the Tx and Rx, respectively, i.e., |µT−γT |=|µR−γR|=90◦;
and 3) Case III : different from Cases I and II.
For Case I, due to the same reason as the design of our deterministic model for Case I
we have Ni=Nq=N and Mi=Mq=M and thus the AoA φˆ
ni/q
R and AoD φˆ
mi/q
T can be
replaced by the φˆnR and φˆ
m
T , respectively. In this case, we found that the PDFs of the
AoA and AoD are symmetric with respect to the origin. Therefore, the appropriate
ranges for the design of both AoA and AoD are from 0 to π because the rest of the
range is redundant (i.e., the range [−π, 0) provides us with the same infomation as
[0, π)). Inspired by the method in [67] for isotropic scattering F2M channels, we design
the AoA and AoD of our model as
φˆnR = F
−1
R
(
n− 1/2 + θR
N
)
, φˆnR ∈ [0, π) n = 1, 2, ..., N (4.17a)
φˆmT = F
−1
T
(
m− 1/2 + θT
M
)
, φˆmT ∈ [0, π) m = 1, 2, ...,M (4.17b)
where θR and θT are random variables uniformly distributed on the interval [−1/2, 1/2)
and are independent to each other. It is worth stressing that the interval [−1/2, 1/2)
and the constant value of 1/2 are chosen to guarantee that the design of the AoA
and AoD is based on the desired range (here is [0, π)). This indicates that any in-
terval and the corresponding constant value can be chosen only if they can fulfill the
aforementioned guarantee (e.g., the interval is [0, 1) and constant value is 1). Note
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that the introduction of the random terms θR and θT in the AoA φˆ
n
R and AoD φˆ
m
T ,
respectively, leads to the AoA and AoD being random variables and thus varying for
different simulation trials.
For Case II, analogous to our deterministic model for Case II, we impose Ni 6=Nq
and Mi 6=Mq in our stochastic model to guarantee the cross-correlation between the
in-phase component hˆi(t) and quadrature component hˆq(t) of the proposed stochastic
model hˆ(t) for one simulation trial is equal to zero. In this case, since the PDFs of
the AoA and AoD are asymmetric with respect to the origin, the full range (i.e., from
−π to π) is needed for the design of the AoA and AoD. Therefore, we can express the
AoA and AoD as
φˆ
ni/q
R = F
−1
R
(
ni/q − 1/2 + θR
Ni/q
)
, φˆ
ni/q
R ∈[−π, π) ni/q=1, 2, ..., Ni/q (4.18a)
φˆ
mi/q
T = F
−1
T
(
mi/q − 1/2 + θT
Mi/q
)
, φˆ
mi/q
T ∈[−π, π) mi/q=1, 2, ...,Mi/q.(4.18b)
For Case III, due to the same reason as Case I we have Ni=Nq=N and Mi=Mq=M
and thus the AoA φˆ
ni/q
R and AoD φˆ
mi/q
T can be replaced by the φˆ
n
R and φˆ
m
T , respectively.
In this case, analogous to Case II, we know that the full range (i.e., from −π to π) is
necessary for the design of the AoA and AoD. Therefore, the AoA and AoD can be
designed as
φˆnR = F
−1
R
(
n− 1/2 + θR
N
)
, φˆnR ∈ [−π, π) n = 1, 2, ..., N (4.19a)
φˆmT = F
−1
T
(
m− 1/2 + θT
M
)
, φˆmT ∈ [−π, π) m = 1, 2, ...,M. (4.19b)
Unlike our deterministic simulation model, the time ACF of our stochastic simulation
model should be computed according to ρˆhˆhˆ(τ)=E
[
hˆ (t) hˆ∗(t− τ)
]
. It can be shown
that our stochastic model exhibits correlation properties of the mathematical reference
model irrespective of the values of Ni/q andMi/q, i.e., for any Ni/q andMi/q. Appendix
D outlines the derivation of the ACF ρˆhˆhˆ (τ) for the model hˆ(t).
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the proposed stochastic model and the ARA
stochastic model.
It is worth noting that the proposed stochastic model shows better performance and
has lower complexity than the ARA model [82]. Since in [82] the authors did not
give the detailed explanation on how to generate the AoAs and AoDs for their model
by using the ARA, it is impossible to reproduce this model. Therefore, to validate
the above statement, in Figure 4.2 we compare the ACF of the real part of the
ARA model obtained from Figure 5 in [82] with the one of our model. For a fair
comparison, the same parameters as those used in Figure 5 in [82] are used, namely
fTmax=100 Hz, fRmax=50 Hz, µT=π/4, µR=−π/4, kT=kR=3, γT=γR=0◦, and the
number of simulation trials Nstat=10. Note that the number of harmonic functions
used in the ARA model is NARA = 144, while in our model is Ni =Mi = 10. From
Figure 4.2, it is obvious that our model outperforms the ARA model with an even
smaller number of harmonic functions, i.e., Ni ×Mi=100<NARA.
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4.4 Numerical Results and Analysis
In this section, we first validate the newly proposed deterministic model by using the
squared error between the correlation properties of the simulation model and those
of the mathematical reference model. Then the validation of the proposed stochastic
simulation model is performed by utilising the difference in the time average properties
of a single simulation trial for the stochastic model from the desired ensemble average
properties. Furthermore, the performance evaluation of the proposed models is carried
out by comparing the correlation properties of the proposed simulation models with
those of the mathematical reference model. Unless otherwise specified, all the results
presented here are obtained using fTmax=fRmax=100 Hz, Ni=Mi=Nq=Mq=20 for
Cases I, III and Ni=Mi=20, Nq=Mq=21 for Case II of the deterministic model,
Ni=Mi=Nq=Mq=10 for Cases I, III and Ni=Mi=10, Nq=Mq=11 for Case II of
the stochastic model, and the normalised sampling period fTmaxTs = 0.005 (Ts is the
sampling period).
To validate our deterministic model, in Figure 4.3 we compare the difference in the
ACF ρ˜h˜h˜ (τ) from the desired ρhh (τ) using the squared error |ρ˜h˜h˜ (τ)− ρhh (τ)|2 for
different non-isotropic M2M scenarios. Similarly, to validate our stochastic model,
Figure 4.4 compares the difference in the time averaged ACF of a single simulation
trial ρ˘hh(τ) from the desired ACF ρhh (τ) as E
[|ρ˘hh(τ)− ρhh(τ)|2] for different non-
isotropic M2M scenarios. As pointed out in [78], this provides a measure of the
utility of the stochastic model in simulating the desired channel waveform using a
finite harmonic functions Ni/q and Mi/q. The results in Figure 4.4 are obtained by
averaging over 104 simulation trials for each value of time delay τ . Note that for
the sake of the readability of figures, the difference of our models for Case II is only
shown in Figures 4.3 (a) and 4.4 (a) since it is extremely large for other cases. In
addition, for longer time delays, the deviation of our simulation model for all cases
become extremely large due to the insufficient number of harmonic functions. To
maintain readability of the figures, we have removed the longer time delays and only
presented shorter time delays, which is typically of interest for most communication
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Figure 4.3: Squared error in the CF of the proposed deterministic simulation
model with k=1 for different non-isotropic scattering M2M Rayleigh fading chan-
nels: (a) µT=µR=110
◦ and γT=γR=20◦; (b) µT=µR=γT=γR=0◦; (c) µT=30◦,
µR=160
◦, γT=10◦, and γR=20◦.
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Figure 4.4: Mean squared error in the CF of the proposed stochastic simulation
model with k=5 for different non-isotropic scattering M2M Rayleigh fading chan-
nels: (a) µT=µR=110
◦ and γT=γR=20◦; (b) µT=µR=γT=γR=0◦; (c) µT=20◦,
µR=10
◦, γT=10◦, and γR=20◦.
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systems [36]. From Figures 4.3 and 4.4, it is clear that due to the impact of non-
isotropic scattering, no one parameter computation method in our models consistently
outperforms others for all non-isotropic M2M scenarios. This, hence, validates the
utility of our models that include three different sets of model parameters rather than
only one.
To evaluate the performance of our simulation models, in Figures 4.5–4.7 we give a
comparison between the ACF of the mathematical reference model and the one of our
simulation models for various values of kT , kR, µT , and µR. The results obtained for
the stochastic model are averaged over Nstat = 10 simulation trials. It is obvious that
the deterministic model provides a fairly good approximation to the ACF of the math-
ematical reference model in a shorter normalised time-delay range, while the stochastic
model presents much better approximation even with a smaller number of harmonic
functions Ni/q and Mi/q. Compared to our deterministic model, our stochastic model
has a higher complexity since it requires several simulation trials to achieve the de-
sired properties. Notice that the quality of the approximation between the ACFs of
our deterministic model and the mathematical reference model can be improved by
increasing the values of Ni/q andMi/q, while the quality of the approximation between
the ACF of our stochastic model and the one of the mathematical reference model
can be improved by increasing the values of Ni/q and Mi/q, and/or the value of Nstat.
More interestingly, from Figure 4.5, we observe that the increase of the values of
|µT − γT | and |µR − γR| decreases the difficulty of our simulation model in approx-
imating the correlation properties of the mathematical reference model. Similarly,
Figure 4.6 shows that the difficulty of our simulation model in approximating the
correlation properties of the mathematical reference model increases with the increase
of the values of kT and kR. More importantly, Figures 4.5–4.7 show that when the
values of |µT − γT | and |µR − γR| are small and/or the values of kT and kR are large,
the proposed deterministic simulation model cannot even approximate the correlation
properties of the mathematical reference model for short time-delays. In the afore-
mentioned situations, to obtain an acceptable approximation between the correlation
properties of our deterministic model and the ones of the mathematical reference
model, a large number of harmonic functions (here Ni=Mi=Nq=Mq=60 as depicted
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in Figure 4.7) is necessary. This allows us to conclude that the stochastic simulation
model is more suitable than the deterministic model for such a non-isotropic scatter-
ing M2M scenario where the differences between the angles of motion γT and γR, and
the mean AoA µT and AoD µR are small (i.e., the value of |µT − γT | and |µR − γR|
are small) and/or the received powers are more concentrated in one direction (i.e.,
the value of kT and kR are large).
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, based on the traditional two-ring SISO M2M mathematical reference
model and the comprehensive analysis of the PDFs of the AoA and AoD, new deter-
ministic and stochastic SoS simulation models have been proposed for non-isotropic
scattering M2M Rayleigh fading channels. The performance of the proposed simula-
tion models has been verified in terms of the CF through the theoretical and simulation
results. Results have shown that compared to the proposed deterministic model, the
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proposed stochastic model provides better approximation to the mathematical ref-
erence model with an even smaller number of harmonic functions. Moreover, our
analysis has revealed that the proposed stochastic model performs better than the
ARA stochastic model. Finally, either the proposed deterministic (lower complexity)
model or stochastic (higher accuracy) model can be used for the simulation of M2M
systems.
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Chapter 5
A New Narrowband MIMO
Mobile-to-Mobile Channel
Mathematical Reference Model
5.1 Introduction
The mathematical reference model applied in Chapter 4 (i.e., the two-ring RS-GBSM)
is over-simple and thus cannot capture some important features of M2M channels.
Therefore, as reviewed in Chapter 2, several important RS-GBSMs for narrowband
MIMO M2M channels have been provided in [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. However, none
of the previously reported RS-GBSMs is sufficiently general to characterise a wide
variety of M2M scenarios, especially for pico-cell scenarios, and has the ability to take
the impact of the VTD on channel statistics into account. Although the Doppler
PSD, envelope LCR, and AFD are the most important statistics that significantly
distinguish M2M channels from F2M channels, more detailed investigations of these
statistics in non-isotropic scattering environments are surprisingly lacking in the open
literature. Moreover, frequency correlations of sub-channels with different carrier
frequencies, studied in Chapter 3 for F2M channels, in M2M communications have
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not been studied so far, although OFDM has already been suggested for use in IEEE
802.11p.
Motivated by the above gaps, in this chapter we propose a new narrowband RS-GBSM
that addresses all the aforementioned shortcomings of the existing RS-GBSMs. Based
on the proposed model, some important channel statistics, such as the STF CF, SDF
PSD, envelope LCR, and AFD, are derived. The contributions and novelties of this
chapter are summarised as follows.
1) We propose a generic RS-GBSM for narrowband non-isotropic scattering MIMO
M2M Ricean fading channels. The proposed model can be adapted to a wide
variety of scenarios, e.g., macro-, micro-, and pico-cell scenarios, by adjusting
some model parameters.
2) By distinguishing between the moving cars and the stationary roadside envi-
ronment in micro- and pico-cell scenarios, our model is the first RS-GBSM to
consider the impact of the VTD on M2M channel characteristics.
3) We propose a new general method to derive the exact relationship between the
AoA and AoD for any known shapes of the scattering region, e.g., one-ring,
two-ring, or ellipse, in a wide variety of scenarios.
4) We point out that the widely used CF definition in [22, 27, 28, 29] is incorrect
and is actually the complex conjugate of the correct CF definition as given in
Stochastic Processes [94].
5) From the proposed model, we derive the STF CF and the corresponding SDF
PSD, which are sufficiently general and can be reduced to many existing CFs
and PSDs, respectively, e.g., those in [22, 25, 27, 28]. In addition, our analysis
shows that the SD PSD of a single-bounce two-ring model for non-isotropic
scattering MIMO M2M fading channels derived in [28] is incorrect.
6) Considering the simplified version (SISO) of our proposed MIMO model, we
derive the envelope LCR and AFD, which include many existing LCRs and
AFDs as special cases, e.g., those in [24, 26, 41, 95]. Our analysis shows several
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flaws in the derivation and investigation of the LCR and AFD in [96] and [55],
revealing some easily neglected but important issues.
7) Based on the derived STF CF, SDF PSD, envelope LCR, and AFD, we study in
more detail these channel statistics in terms of some important parameters and
thus obtain some interesting observations. These observations and conclusions
can be considered as the guidance for adjusting important parameters of our
model properly and setting up more purposeful M2M channel measurement
campaigns in the future. Finally, the some obtained theoretical results (e.g.,
Doppler PSDs, LCR, and AFD) and measurement data in [31] are compared.
Excellent agreement between them demonstrates the utility of the proposed
model.
The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. Section 5.2 describes the new
adaptive RS-GBSM for narrowband MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. In Sec-
tion 5.3, based on the proposed new model, the STF CF and the corresponding SDF
PSD are derived. Section 5.4 investigates the envelope LCR and AFD of M2M Ricean
fading channels according to the simplified version (SISO) of the proposed new model.
Numerical results and analysis are presented in Section 5.5. Finally, concluding re-
marks are drawn in Section 5.6.
5.2 A New Adaptive Model for Non-Isotropic Scat-
tering MIMO Mobile-to-Mobile Ricean Fading
Channels
Let us now consider a narrowband single-user MIMO M2M multicarrier communi-
cation system with MT transmit and MR receive omnidirectional antenna elements.
Both the Tx and Rx are equipped with low elevation antennas. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the geometry of the proposed RS-GBSM, which is the combination of a single- and
double-bounce two-ring model, a single-bounce ellipse model, and the LoS component.
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Figure 5.1: A generic channel model combining a two-ring model and an ellipse
model with LoS components, single- and double-bounced rays for a MIMO M2M
channel (MT = MR = 2).
As an example, uniform linear antenna arrays with MT = MR = 2 were used here.
The two-ring model defines two rings of effective scatterers, one around the Tx and the
other around the Rx. Suppose there are N1 effective scatterers around the Tx lying
on a ring of radius RT and the n1th (n1 = 1, ..., N1) effective scatterer is denoted by
s(n1). Similarly, assume there are N2 effective scatterers around the Rx lying on a ring
of radius RR and the n2th (n2 = 1, ..., N2) effective scatterer is denoted by s
(n2). For
the ellipse model, N3 effective scatterers lie on an ellipse with the Tx and Rx located
at the foci. The semi-major axis of the ellipse and the n3th (n3 = 1, ..., N3) effective
scatterer are denoted by a and s(n3), respectively. The distance between the Tx and
Rx is D = 2f with f denoting the half length of the distance between the two focal
points of the ellipse. The antenna element spacings at the Tx and Rx are designated
by δT and δR, respectively. It is normally assumed that the radii RT and RR, and the
difference between the semi-major axis a and the parameter f , are all much greater
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than the antenna element spacings δT and δR, i.e., min{RT , RR, a−f} ≫ max{δT , δR}.
The multi-element antenna tilt angles are denoted by βT and βR. The Tx and Rx
move with speeds υT and υR in directions determined by the angles of motion γT
and γR, respectively. The AoA of the wave traveling from an effective scatterer s
(ni)
(i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) toward the Rx is denoted by φ(ni)R . The AoD of the wave that impinges
on the effective scatterer s(ni) is designated by φ
(ni)
T . Note that φ
LoS
Rq
denotes the AoA
of a LoS path.
The MIMO fading channel can be described by a matrix H (t) = [hoq (t)]MR×MT of
size MR×MT . The received complex fading envelope between the oth (o = 1, ...,MT )
Tx and the qth (q = 1, ...,MR) Rx at the carrier frequency fc is a superposition of the
LoS, single-, and double-bounced components, and can be expressed as
hoq (t) = h
LoS
oq (t) + h
SB
oq (t) + h
DB
oq (t) (5.1)
where
hLoSoq (t) =
√
KoqΩoq
Koq + 1
e−j2πfcτoqej
h
2πfTmax t cos
“
π−φLoSRq +γT
”
+2πfRmax t cos
“
φLoSRq −γR
”i
(5.2a)
hSBoq (t) =
I∑
i=1
hSBioq (t) =
I∑
i=1
√
ηSBiΩoq
Koq + 1
lim
Ni→∞
Ni∑
ni=1
1√
Ni
ej(ψni−2πfcτoq,ni)
×ej
h
2πfTmax t cos
“
φ
(ni)
T −γT
”
+2πfRmax t cos
“
φ
(ni)
R −γR
”i
(5.2b)
hDBoq (t) =
√
ηDBΩoq
Koq + 1
lim
N1,N2→∞
N1,N2∑
n1,n2=1
1√
N1N2
ej(ψn1,n2−2πfcτoq,n1,n2)
×ej
h
2πfTmax t cos
“
φ
(n1)
T −γT
”
+2πfRmax t cos
“
φ
(n2)
R −γR
”i
. (5.2c)
In (5.2), τoq=εoq/c, τoq,ni=(εoni+εniq)/c, and τoq,n1,n2 =(εon1+εn1n2+εn2q)/c are the
travel times of the waves through the link To−Rq, To−s(ni)−Rq, and To−s(n1)−s(n2)−Rq,
respectively. Here, c is the speed of light and I=3. The symbolsKoq and Ωoq designate
the Ricean factor and the total power of the To−Rq link, respectively. Parameters
ηSBi and ηDB specify how much the single- and double-bounced rays contribute to
the total scattered power Ωoq/(Koq+1). Note that these energy-related parameters
satisfy
∑I
i=1 ηSBi+ηDB = 1. The phases ψni and ψn1,n2 are i.i.d. random variables
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with uniform distributions over [−π, π), fTmax and fRmax are the maximum Doppler
frequencies with respect to the Tx and Rx, respectively. Note that the AoD φ
(ni)
T and
AoA φ
(ni)
R are independent for double-bounced rays, while they are interdependent for
single-bounced rays.
From Figure 5.1 and based on the application of the law of cosines in appropriate
triangles, the distances εoq, εoni , εniq, and εn1n2 in (5.2) for any scenario (macro-cell
(D≥1000 m), micro-cell (300<D<1000 m), or pico-cell (D≤300 m) scenario) can be
expressed as
εoq ≈ ε− kqδR cos(φLoSRq − βR) (5.3)
εon1 ≈ RT − koδT cos(φ(n1)T − βT ) (5.4)
εn1q ≈ ξn1 − kqδR cos(φ(n1)R − βR) (5.5)
εon2 ≈ ξn2 − koδT cos
(
φ
(n2)
T − βT
)
(5.6)
εn2q ≈ RR − kqδR cos
(
φ
(n2)
R − βR
)
(5.7)
εon3 ≈ ξ(n3)T − koδT cos
(
φ
(n3)
T − βT
)
(5.8)
εn3q ≈ ξ(n3)R − kqδR cos
(
φ
(n3)
R − βR
)
(5.9)
εn1n2 ≈ D −RT cosφ(n1)T +RR cosφ(n2)R (5.10)
where φLoSRq ≈ π, ε ≈ D−koδT cos βT , ξn1 = (D2+R2T−2D ×RT cosφ(n1)T
)
−1/2, ξn2=√
D2+R2R+2DRR cosφ
(n2)
R , ξ
(n3)
T =
(
a2+f 2+2af cosφ
(n3)
R
)
/
(
a+f cosφ
(n3)
R
)
, ξ
(n3)
R =b
2/(a+
f cosφ
(n3)
R
)
, ko=(MT−2o+1) /2, and kq=(MR−2q+1) /2. Here b denotes the semi-
minor axis of the ellipse and the equality a2=b2+f 2 holds. As shown in Appendix E,
based on the newly proposed general method to derive the exact relationship between
the AoA and AoD for any shape of the scattering region, we have
sinφ
(n1)
R = RT sinφ
(n1)
T /
√
R2T +D
2 − 2RTD cosφ(n1)T (5.11)
cosφ
(n1)
R = −
(
D −RT cosφ(n1)T
)
/
√
R2T +D
2 − 2RTD cosφ(n1)T (5.12)
sinφ
(n2)
T = RR sinφ
(n2)
R /
√
R2R +D
2 + 2RRD cosφ
(n2)
R (5.13)
cosφ
(n2)
T =
(
D +RR cosφ
(n2)
R
)
/
√
R2R +D
2 + 2RRD cosφ
(n2)
R (5.14)
sinφ
(n3)
T = b
2 sinφ
(n3)
R /
(
a2 + f 2 + 2af cosφ
(n3)
R
)
(5.15)
cosφ
(n3)
T =
(
2af + (a2 + f 2) cosφ
(n3)
R
)
/
(
a2 + f 2 + 2af cosφ
(n3)
R
)
. (5.16)
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Note that the above derived expressions in (5.3)–(5.16) are sufficiently general and
suitable for various scenarios. For macro- and micro-cell scenarios, the assumption
D≫ max{RT , RR}, which is invalid for pico-cell scenarios, is fulfilled. Then, the
general expressions of ξn1 and ξn2 can further reduce to the widely used approximate
expressions as ξn1≈D−RT cosφ(n1)T and ξn2≈D+RR cosφ(n2)R . In addition, the general
expressions (5.11)–(5.14) for the two-ring model can further reduce to the widely
used approximate expressions as φ
(n1)
R ≈ π−∆T sinφ(n1)T and φ(n2)T ≈∆R sinφ(n2)R with
∆T ≈RT/D and ∆R≈RR/D. Moreover, the relationships (5.15) and (5.16) for the
ellipse model obtained by using our method significantly simplify the relationships
derived based on pure ellipse properties, such as (A1)–(A3) in [97] and (27), (28), and
(32) in [98].
Since the number of effective scatterers are assumed to be infinite, i.e., Ni→∞, the
proposed model is actually a mathematical reference model and results in the Ricean
PDF. For our mathematical reference model, the discrete expressions of the AoA,
φ
(ni)
R , and AoD, φ
(ni)
T , can be replaced by the continuous expressions φ
(SBi)
R and φ
(SBi)
T ,
respectively. To characterise AoD φ
(SBi)
T and AoA φ
(SBi)
R we use the von Mises PDF
given in (3.7).
As mentioned in the introduction, the proposed model is adaptable to a wide variety
of M2M propagation environments by adjusting model parameters. It turns out that
these important model parameters are the energy-related parameters ηSBi and ηDB,
and the Ricean factor Koq. For a macro-cell scenario, the Ricean factor Koq and the
energy parameter ηSB3 related to the single-bounce ellipse model are very small or
even close to zero. The received signal power mainly comes from single- and double-
bounced rays of the two-ring model, in which we assume that double-bounced rays
bear more energy than single-bounced rays due to the large distanceD (larger distance
D results in the independence of the AoD and AoA), i.e., ηDB>max{ηSB1 , ηSB2}≫
ηSB3 . This means that a macro-cell scenario can be well characterised by using a two-
ring model with a negligible LoS component. In contrast to macro-cell scenarios, in
micro- and pico-cell scenarios, the VTD significantly affects the channel characteristics
as presented in [32]. To consider the impact of the VTD on channel statistics, we need
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to distinguish between the moving cars around the Tx and Rx and the stationary
roadside environments (e.g., buildings, trees, parked cars, etc.). Therefore, we use a
two-ring model to mimic the moving cars and an ellipse model to depict the stationary
roadside environments. Note that ellipse models have been widely used to model
F2M channels in micro- and pico-cell scenarios [97], [98]. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that an ellipse model is used to mimic M2M
channels. For a low VTD, the value ofKoq is large since the LoS component can bear a
significant amount of power. Also, the received scattered power is mainly from waves
reflected by the stationary roadside environments described by the scatterers located
on the ellipse. The moving cars represented by the scatterers located on the two rings
are sparse and thus more likely to be single-bounced, rather than double-bounced.
This indicates that ηSB3>max{ηSB1 , ηSB2}>ηDB holds. For a high VTD, the value of
Koq is smaller than that in the low VTD scenario. Also, due to the large amount of
moving cars, the double-bounced rays of the two-ring model bear more energy than
single-bounced rays of two-ring and ellipse models, i.e, ηDB>max{ηSB1 , ηSB2 , ηSB3}.
Therefore, micro-cell and pico-cell scenarios with consideration of the VTD can be
well characterised by utilising a combined two-ring model and ellipse model with a
LoS component.
5.3 New Generic Space-Time-Frequency Correla-
tion Function and Space-Doppler-Frequency Power
Spectral Density
In this section, based on the proposed channel model in (5.1), we will derive the STF
CF and the corresponding SDF PSD for a non-isotropic scattering environment.
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5.3.1 New Generic Space-Time-Frequency Correlation Func-
tion
As mentioned in Chapter 2, WSS channels have fading statistics that remain constant
over short periods of time or distance (e.g., in the order of tens of wavelengths). In
our channel model, we have used the WSS assumption. This means that we study the
M2M channel over a short distance, when the WSS condition is fulfilled. Under the
WSS condition, the normalised STF CF between any two complex fading envelopes
hoq (t) and h
′
o′q′ (t) with different carrier frequencies fc and f
′
c, respectively, is defined
as [95]
ρhoqh′o′q′(τ, χ) =
E
[
hoq (t)h
′∗
o′q′(t− τ)
]
√
ΩoqΩo′q′
= ρhLoSoq h′LoSo′q′
(τ, χ)+
I∑
i=1
ρ
h
SBi
oq h
′SBi
o′q′
(τ, χ)+ρhDBoq h′DBo′q′
(τ, χ) (5.17)
where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation, E [·] is the statistical expectation
operator, o, o′ ∈ {1, 2, ...,MT}, and q, q′ ∈ {1, 2, ...,MR}. It should be observed that
(5.17) is a function of time separation τ , space separation δT and δR, and frequency
separation χ = f ′c − fc. Note that the CF definition in (5.17) is different from the
following definition widely used in other mathematical references, e.g., [22, 27, 28, 29]
ρ˜hoqh′o′q′ (τ, χ) = E
[
hoq (t)h
′∗
o′q′ (t+ τ)
]
/
√
ΩoqΩo′q′ . (5.18)
The CF definition in (5.17) is actually the correct one following the CF definition
given in Stochastic Processes (see Equation (9-51) in [94]). It can easily be shown
that the expression (5.18) equals the complex conjugate of the correct CF in (5.17),
i.e., ρ˜hoqh′o′q′ (τ, χ) = ρ
∗
hoqh′o′q′
(τ, χ). Therefore, strictly speaking, (5.18) is an in-
correct definition. Only when ρ∗hoqh′o′q′
(τ, χ) is a real function (no imaginary part),
ρ˜hoqh′o′q′ (τ, χ) = ρhoqh
′
o′q′
(τ, χ) holds.
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Substituting (5.2a) and (5.3) into (5.17), we can obtain the STF CF of the LoS
component as
ρhLoSoq h′LoSo′q′
(τ, χ) =
√
KoqKo′q′
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)
ej
2piχ
c (D−ko′δT cosβT+kq′δR cos βR)
×ej2π(O cosβT−Q cosβR)ej2πτ(fTmax cos γT−fRmax cos γR) (5.19)
where O = (o′ − o) δT/λ, Q = (q′ − q) δR/λ, k′o = (MT − 2o′ + 1) /2, and k′q =
(MR − 2q′ + 1) /2.
Applying the von Mise PDF to the two-ring model, we obtain f
(
φSB1T
)
=exp
[
kTRT cos
(
φSB1T
−µTRT
)]
/
[
2πI0
(
kTRT
)]
for the AoD φSB1T and f
(
φSB2R
)
=exp
[
kTRR cos
(
φSB2R −µTRR
)]
/[
2πI0
(
kTRR
)]
for the AoA φSB2R . Substituting (5.2b) and (5.4)–(5.7) into (5.17), we
can express the STF CF of the single-bounce two-ring model as
ρ
h
SB1(2)
oq h
′SB1(2)
o′q′
(τ, χ) =
ηSB1(2)
2πI0
(
kTRT (R)
)√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)
π∫
−π
e
kTR
T (R)
cos
„
φ
SB1(2)
T (R)
−µTR
T (R)
«
×ej2πτ
»
fTmax cos
„
φ
SB1(2)
T −γT
«
+fRmax cos
„
φ
SB1(2)
R −γR
«–
e
j2π
»
O cos
„
φ
SB1(2)
T −βT
«
+Q cos
„
φ
SB1(2)
R −βR
«–
×e
j2piχ
c
»
RT (R)+ξn1(2)−ko′δT cos
„
φ
SB1(2)
T −βT
«
−kq′δR cos
„
φ
SB1(2)
R −βR
«–
dφ
SB1(2)
T (R) (5.20)
where the parameters sinφSB1R , cosφ
SB1
R , sinφ
SB2
T , and cosφ
SB2
T follow the expressions
in (5.11)–(5.14), respectively. For the macro- and micro-cell scenarios, (5.20) can be
further simplified as the following closed-form expression
ρ
h
SB1(2)
oq h
′SB1(2)
o′q′
(τ, χ) = ηSB1(2)e
jC
SB1(2)
T (R)
I0
{√(
A
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2
+
(
B
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2}
√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)I0
(
kTRT (R)
) (5.21)
where
A
SB1(2)
T (R) = k
TR
T (R) cosµ
TR
T (R)+j2πτfT (R)max cos γT (R)
+j2πO(Q) cos βT (R)−j2πχXAT (R)/c (5.22a)
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B
SB1(2)
T (R) = k
TR
T (R) sinµ
TR
T (R)+j2πτ(fT (R)maxsin γT (R)+fR(T )max∆T (R) sin γR(T ))
+j2π(O(Q) sin βT (R)+Q(O)∆T (R) sin βR(T )−χXBT (R)/c) (5.22b)
CSB1T (R) = ∓2πτfR(T )max cos γR(T )∓2πQ(O) cos βR(T )+2πχXCT (R)/c (5.22c)
with XAT =RT −ko′δT cos βT , XBT =−ko′δT sin βT −kq′δR∆T sin βR, XCT =RT +D−
kq′δR cos βR, XAR = −RR− kq′δR cos βR, XBR = −kq′δR sin βR− ko′δT∆R sin βT , and
XCR=RR+D+ko′δT cos βT .
Applying the von Mises PDF to the ellipse model, we get f
(
φSB3R
)
= exp
[
kELR cos
(
φSB3R
−µELR
)]
/
[
2πI0
(
kELR
)]
. Performing the substitution of (5.2b), (5.8), and (5.9) into
(5.17), we can obtain the STF CF of the single-bounce ellipse model as
ρ
h
SB3
oq h
SB3′
o′q′
(τ, χ) =
ηSB3
2πI0 (kELR )
√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)
π∫
−π
ek
EL
R cos(φ
SB3
R −µELR )
×ej2πτ[fTmax cos(φSB3T −γT )+fRmax cos(φSB3R −γR)]ej2π[O cos(φSB3T −βT )+Q cos(φSB3R −βR)]
×e j2piχc [2a−ko′δT cos(φSB3T −βT )−kq′δR cos(φSB3R −βR)]dφSB3R (5.23)
where the parameters sinφSB3T and cosφ
SB3
T follow the expressions in (5.15) and (5.16),
respectively.
The substitution of (5.2c), (5.4), (5.7), and (5.10) into (5.17) results in the following
STF CF for the double-bounce two-ring model
ρhDBoq h′DBo′q′
(τ, χ) = ηDBe
jCDB
I0
{√
(ADBT )
2
+ (BDBT )
2
}
I0
{√
(ADBR )
2
+ (BDBR )
2
}
√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)I0 (kTRT ) I0 (k
TR
R )
(5.24)
where
ADBT (R) = k
TR
T (R) cosµ
TR
T (R)+j2πτfT (R)max cos γT (R)+j2πO(Q) cos βT (R)
∓j2πχ(RT (R)∓ko′(q′) cos βT (R))/c (5.25a)
BDBT (R) = k
TR
T (R) sinµ
TR
T (R)+j2πτfT (R)maxsin γT (R)
+j2πO(Q) sin βT (R)+j2πχko′(q′) sin βT (R)/c (5.25b)
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CDB = 2πχ (RT+RR+D) /c. (5.25c)
Since the derivations of (5.19)–(5.21), (5.23), and (5.24) are similar, only the brief
outline of the derivation of (5.21) is given in Appendix F, while others are omitted
for brevity.
The derived STF CF in (5.17) includes many existing CFs as special cases. If we only
consider the two-ring model (ηSB3 =0) for a M2M channel in a macro- or micro-cell
scenario (D≫max{RT , RR}) with the frequency separation χ= 0, then the CF in
(5.17) will be reduced to the CF in (18) of [28], where the time separation τ should
be replaced by −τ since the CF definition (5.18) is used in [28]. Consequently, the
derived STF CF in (5.17) also includes other CFs listed in [28] as special cases, when
τ is replaced by −τ . If we consider the one-ring model only around the Rx for a
F2M channel in a macro-cell scenario (ηSB1 = ηSB3 = ηDB = fTmax =0) with non-LoS
(NLoS) condition (Koq=0), the derived STF CF in (5.17) includes the CF (3.16) in
Chapter 3 and, subsequently, other CFs listed in Chapter 3 as special cases, when τ
is replaced by −τ . Furthermore, the CF (7) in [95] can be obtained from (5.17) with
Koq=fTmax=χ=ηSB3 =ηDB=0. Consequently, other CFs listed in [95] can also be
obtained from (5.17).
5.3.2 New Generic Space-Doppler-Frequency Power Spectral
Density
Applying the Fourier transform to the STF CF in (5.17) in terms of τ , we can obtain
the corresponding SDF PSD as
Shoqh′o′q′ (fD, χ) = F
{
ρhoqh′o′q′ (τ, χ)
}
=
∞∫
−∞
ρhoqh′o′q′ (τ, χ) e
−j2πfDτdτ
= ShLoSoq h′LoSo′q′
(fD, χ) +
I∑
i=1
S
h
SBi
oq h
SBi′
o′q′
(fD, χ) + ShDBoq h′DBo′q′
(fD, χ) (5.26)
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where fD is the Doppler frequency. The integral in (5.26) must be evaluated numeri-
cally in the case of the single-bounce two-ring and ellipse models. Whereas for other
cases, we can obtain the following closed-form solutions.
1) In the case of the LoS component, substituting (5.19) into (5.26) we have
ShLoSoq h′LoSo′q′
(fD, χ) = F
{
ρhLoSoq h′LoSo′q′
(τ, χ)
}
=
√
KoqKo′q′
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)
ej2πO cos βT
×ej2πQ cosβRej 2piχc (D−ko′δT cosβT+kq′δR cosβR)δ (fD − fTmax cos γT + fRmax cos γR) . (5.27)
where δ (·) denotes the Dirac delta function.
2) In terms of the single-bounce two-ring model for macro- and micro-cell scenarios,
substituting (5.21) into (5.26) we have
S
h
SB1(2)
oq h
′SB1(2)
o′q′
(fD, χ) = F
{
ρ
h
SB1(2)
oq h
′SB1(2)
o′q′
(τ, χ)
}
=
ηSB1(2)2e
jU
SB1(2)
T (R)
I0
(
kTRT (R)
)
×
e
jO
SB1(2)
T (R)
D
SB1(2)
T (R)
W
SB1(2)
T (R) cos
(
E
SB1(2)
T (R)
W
SB1(2)
T (R)
√
W
SB1(2)
T (R) −
(
O
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2)
√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)
√
W
SB1(2)
T (R) −
(
O
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2 (5.28)
where O
SB1(2)
T (R) =2π
(
fD±fR(T )max cos γR(T )
)
U
SB1(2)
T (R) = ∓2πQ(O) cos βR(T )+2πχ
(
RT (R)+D±kq′(o′)δR(T ) cos βR(T )
)
/c (5.29a)
W
SB1(2)
T (R) = 4π
2f 2T (R)max+4π
2f 2R(T )max∆
2
T (R) sin
2 γR(T )+8π
2fTmaxfRmax
×∆T (R) sin γT sin γR (5.29b)
D
SB1(2)
T (R) = −j2πkTRT (R)JT (R)+4π2O(Q)(fT (R)maxcos
(
βT (R)−γT (R)
)
+∆T (R)fR(T )max
× sin βT (R) sin γR(T )) +4π2Q(O)(∆T (R)fT (R)max sin βR(T ) sin γT (R)
+∆2T (R)fR(T )max sin βR(T ) sin γR(T ))−4π2χ
(
fT (R)maxYTDT (R)
+fR(T )max∆T (R) sin γR(T )YRDT (R)
)
/c (5.29c)
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E
SB1(2)
T (R) = −j2πkTRT (R)(fT (R)max sin
(
γT (R)−µTRT (R)
)
+fR(T )max∆T (R) sin γR(T )
× cosµTRT (R))−4π2O(Q)(fT (R)maxsin
(
βT (R)−γT (R)
)−∆T (R)fR(T )max
× cos βT (R) sin γR(T ))−4π2Q(O)∆T (R)fT (R)max sin βR(T ) cos γT (R)
−4π2χ
(
fT (R)maxYTET (R)+fR(T )max∆T (R) sin γR(T )YRET (R)
)
/c (5.29d)
with JT (R) = fT (R)maxcos
(
γT (R)−µTRT (R)
)−fR(T )max∆T (R) sin γR(T ) sinµTRT (R) (5.30a)
YTDT (R) = ±RT (R) cos γT (R)−ko′(q′)δT (R)cos
(
βT (R)−γT (R)
)
−kq′(o′)δR(T )∆T (R) sin βR(T ) sin γT (R) (5.30b)
YTET (R) = ±RT (R) sin γT (R)+ko′(q′)δT (R) sin
(
βT (R)∓γT (R)
)
+kq′(o′)δR(T )∆T (R) sin βR(T ) cos γT (R) (5.30c)
YRDT (R) = −ko′(q′)δT (R) sin βT (R) − kq′(o′)δR(T )∆T (R) sin βR(T ) (5.30d)
YRET (R) = ±RT (R) − ko′(q′)δT (R) cos βT (R). (5.30e)
For the Doppler PSD in (5.28), the range of Doppler frequencies is limited by |fD+fRmax
× cos γR| ≤
√
W SB1T /(2π) and |fD −fTmax cos γT | ≤
√
W SB2R /(2π). Note that the ex-
pression of (5.28) corrects the ones of (40) and (41) in [28].
3) In the case of the double-bounce two-ring model, substituting (5.24) into (5.26) we
have
ShDBoq h′DBo′q′
(fD, χ) = F
{
ρhDBoq h′DBo′q′
(τ, χ)
}
=
ηDBe
jCDB√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)I0 (kTRT ) I0 (k
TR
R )
×2ejO
DB D
DB
T
WDB
T
cos
(
EDBT
WDBT
√
WDBT − (ODB)2
)
√
WDBT − (ODB)2
⊙ 2ejO
DB D
DB
R
WDB
R
cos
(
EDBR
WDBR
√
WDBR − (ODB)2
)
√
WDBR − (ODB)2
(5.31)
where ⊙ denotes convolution, ODB = 2πfD, WDBT (R) = 4π2f 2T (R)max
DDBT (R) = 4π
2O(Q)fT (R)max cos
(
βT (R)−γT (R)
)−j2πkTRT (R)fT (R)max
× cos(γT (R)−µTRT (R))−4π2χfT (R)maxYDT (R)c (5.32a)
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EDBT (R) = ±4π2O(Q)fT (R)max sin
(
βT (R)−γT (R)
)±j2πkTRT (R)fT (R)max
× sin(γT (R)−µTRT (R))+4π2χfT (R)maxYET (R)c (5.32b)
with YDT =RT cos γT−ko′δT cos (βT − γT ), YET =RT sin γT+ko′δT sin (βT − γT ), YDR=
−RR cos γR−kq′δR cos (βR − γR), and YER=−RR sin γR+kq′δR sin (βR − γR). For the
Doppler PSD in (5.31), the range of Doppler frequencies is limited by |fD|≤fTmax+fRmax .
Due to the similar derivations of (5.27), (5.28), and (5.31), Appendix G only gives the
brief outline of the derivation of (5.28), while others are omitted here.
Many existing Doppler PSDs are special cases of the derived SDF PSD in (5.26).
The simplest case is Clarke’s Doppler PSD 1/
(
2πfD
√
1−(fD/fRmax)2
)
(|fD|≤fRmax)
[41], which can be obtained from (5.26) by setting Koq=0 (NLoS condition), k
TR
R =
0 (isotropic scattering around the Rx), χ = 0 (no frequency separation), fTmax =
ηSB1 = ηSB3 = ηDB = 0 (fixed Tx, no scattering around the Tx), and applying D≫
max{RT , RR} (macro- and micro-cell scenarios). The Doppler PSD for isotropic M2M
fading channels presented as (41) in [25] can be obtained from (5.26) by setting Koq=
kTRT =k
TR
R =δT=δR=χ=ηSB1=ηSB2=ηSB3=0 and using D≫max{RT , RR}. Similarly,
the space-Doppler PSD for non-isotropic double-bounce two-ring model shown as (42)1
in [28] can be obtained from (5.26) by setting Koq =χ= ηSB1 = ηSB2 = ηSB3 =0 and
utilizing D≫max{RT , RR}, when DTRT and DTRR are replaced by −DTRT and −DTRR ,
respectively, due to applying the different CF definitions.
To further demonstrate that the CF definition in (5.17) is correct, in Appendix H
we compare the Doppler PSDs with different CFs (5.17) and (5.18). Appendix H
demonstrates that (5.17) leads to the Doppler PSD being capable of capturing the
underlying physical phenomena of real channels for any scenarios, while the widely
used expression (5.18) is only applicable to certain scenarios where the Doppler PSD
is a real function and symmetrical to the origin (i.e., the corresponding CF is a real
function), e.g., Clarke’s scenario. In [22, 27, 28, 29], the commonly used formula
(5.18) was misapplied to non-isotropic F2M or M2M scenarios.
1Note that the expression of (42) in [28] is inaccurate. The corrected expression should replace
the terms −jkT cos(γT −µT ) and −jkR cos(γR−µR) by +jkT cos(γT −µT ) and +jkR cos(γR−µR),
respectively.
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Figure 5.2: A generic channel model combining a two-ring model and an ellipse
model with LoS components, single- and double-bounced rays for a SISO M2M
channel.
5.4 Envelope Level Crossing Rate and Average Fade
Duration
In this section, we will derive the envelope LCR and AFD for non-isotropic M2M fad-
ing channels based on the narrowband SISO M2M channel model, which is a simplified
version of the proposed MIMO M2M model in Section 5.2.
5.4.1 A Narrowband SISO Mobile-to-Mobile Mathematical
Reference Model
Figure 5.2 shows the geometry of the corresponding SISO M2M RS-GBSM, which
is a simplified version of the MIMO M2M RS-GBSM proposed in Section 5.2. This
SISO M2M RS-GBSM is also the combination of a LoS component, a single- and
double-bounce two-ring model, and a single-bounce ellipse model. In order to keep
consistent, all the parameters shown in Figure 5.2 are the same as those presented
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in Figure 5.1 (definitions of these parameters are detailed in Section 5.2). Therefore,
from the SISO M2M model, the received complex fading envelope is a superposition
of the LoS component and diffuse component, which consists of single-, and double-
bounced rays, and can be expressed as
h (t) = hLoS (t) + hDIF (t) = hLoS (t) + hSB (t) + hDB (t) (5.33)
where
hLoS (t) =
√
KΩ
K + 1
ej[2πfTmax t cos(π−φ
LoS
R +γT )+2πfRmax t cos(φLoSR −γR)] (5.34a)
hSB(t) =
I∑
i=1
hSBi(t) =
I∑
i=1
√
ηSBiΩ
K + 1
lim
Ni→∞
Ni∑
ni=1
1√
Ni
×ejψniej
h
2πfTmax t cos
“
φ
(ni)
T −γT
”
+2πfRmax t cos
“
φ
(ni)
R −γR
”i
(5.34b)
hDB (t) =
√
ηDBΩ
K + 1
lim
N1,N2→∞
N1,N2∑
n1,n2=1
1√
N1N2
×ejψn1,n2ej
h
2πfTmaxt cos
“
φ
(n1)
T −γT
”
+2πfRmaxt cos
“
φ
(n2)
R −γR
”i
. (5.34c)
Note that (5.34a)–(5.34c) can be obtained by removing the term related to τoq in
(5.2a), the term related to τoq,ni in (5.2b), and the term related to τoq,n1,n2 in (5.2c),
respectively. Therefore, all the parameters in (5.34) are the same as those in (5.2).
Since the numbers of effective scatterers Ni tend to be infinite as shown in (5.34b) and
(5.34c), the discrete expressions of the AoA, φ
(ni)
R , and AoD, φ
(ni)
T , can be replaced by
the continuous expressions φSBiR and φ
SBi
T , respectively. To characterise the AoD φ
SBi
T
and AoA φSBiR , the von Mises PDF given in (3.7) is used. Analogous to our MIMO
M2M model, for the angle of interest in this SISO M2M model, i.e., the AoD φSB1T
for the one ring around the Tx, the AoA φSB2R for the one ring around the Rx, and
the AoA φSB3R for the ellipse, we use appropriate parameters of the von Mises PDF as
µTRT and k
TR
T , µ
TR
R and k
TR
R , and µ
EL
R and k
EL
R , respectively.
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5.4.2 Envelope Level Crossing Rate and Average Fade Dura-
tion for Non-Isotropic Scattering M2M Ricean Fading
Channels
In this section, based on the developed model in (5.33) and (5.34), we will derive
the LCR and AFD for a non-isotropic scattering environment. The LCR, Lξ(rl), is
by definition the average number of crossings per second that the signal envelope,
ξ(t) = |h(t)|, crosses a specified level rl with positive/negative slope. Using the
traditional PDF-based method [99], we derive the general expression of the LCR for
M2M Ricean fading channels as
Lξ(rl) =
2rl
π3/2
√
B(K + 1)
b0
e−K−(K+1)r
2
l
π/2∫
0
cosh
(
2
√
K(K + 1)rl cos θ
)
×
[
e
−
“
ςζ sin θ√
2B
”2
+
√
π
2B
ςζ sin θ · erf
(
ςζ sin θ√
2B
)]
dθ (5.35)
where cosh(·) is the hyperbolic cosine, erf(·) denotes the error function, and parameters
B, ζ, and ς are B = b2 − b21/b0, ζ =
√
KΩ/(K + 1), and ς = E + b1/b0, respectively,
with E=2πfTmax cos(π−φLoSR +γT )+2πfRmax cos(φLoSR −γR). Finally, the key parameters
bm (m = 0, 1, 2) are defined as
bm =
dmρhDIF (τ)
2jmdτm
|τ=0 (5.36)
with ρhDIF (τ) = E
[
hDIF (t)hDIF∗ (t− τ)] /Ω, where j2 = −1, ρhDIF (τ) is the time
ACF of the diffuse component hDIF (t) of the complex fading envelope, (·)∗ denotes the
complex conjugate operation, and E [·] designates the statistical expectation operator.
Note that (5.35) is actually the same as (29) in [100]. By setting E = 0, the general
expression (5.35) can be reduced to (6) in [96] and (43) in [55]. Considering that
the parameter E refers to Doppler shift of the LoS component, we can conclude that
(5.35) can be used for a non-isotropic environment with a time-variant LoS component
(E 6= 0), while (6) in [96] or (43) in [55] is suitable only for a non-isotropic environment
with a time-invariant LoS component (E = 0). We believe that the expression (6) in
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[96] or (43) in [55] was misapplied to study the LCR for a non-isotropic environment
with a time-variant LoS component.
• Derivation of bm for A Wide Variety of Scenarios
Based on the presented model in Subsection 5.4.1, we now derive the key parameters
bm for a wide variety of scenarios. Substituting (5.34b) into (5.36) and setting m = 0,
we can obtain the parameter b0 as
b0 = b
SB1
0 + b
SB2
0 + b
SB3
0 + b
DB
0 =
1
2(K + 1)
(5.37)
where bSB10 =
ηSB1
2(K+1)
, bSB20 =
ηSB2
2(K+1)
, bSB30 =
ηSB3
2(K+1)
, and bDB0 =
ηDB
2(K+1)
. Similarly, we can
express the parameters b1 and b2 as
bm = b
SB1
m + b
SB2
m + b
SB3
m + b
DB
m , m = 1, 2. (5.38)
Considering the von Mise PDFs for the two-ring model, we can express the parameters
b
SB1(2)
m (m=1, 2) as
b
SB1(2)
1 = b
SB1(2)
0
π∫
−π
fTmax cos(φ
SB1(2)
T −γT )+fRmax cos(φ
SB1(2)
R −γR)
I0(kTRT (R))
×ekTRT (R) cos(φ
SB1(2)
T (R)
−µTR
T (R)
)dφ
SB1(2)
T (R) (5.39a)
b
SB1(2)
2 = b
SB1(2)
0
π∫
−π
2π
[
fTmax cos(φ
SB1(2)
T −γT )+fRmax cos(φ
SB1(2)
R −γR)
]2
I0(kTRT (R))
×ekTRT (R) cos(φ
SB1(2)
T (R)
−µTR
T (R)
)dφ
SB1(2)
T (R) . (5.39b)
Based on the general relationships in (5.11)–(5.14), the parameters φSB1R and φ
SB2
T
in (5.39a) and (5.39b) can be expressed by φSB1T and φ
SB2
R , respectively. Similarly,
considering the von Mises PDF for the ellipse model, we can express the parameters
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bSB3m (m = 1, 2) as
bSB31 = b
SB3
0
π∫
−π
fTmax cos(φ
SB3
T − γT ) + fRmax cos(φSB3R − γR)
I0(kELR )
×ekELR cos(φSB3R −µELR )dφSB3R (5.40a)
bSB32 = b
SB3
0
π∫
−π
2π
[
fTmax cos(φ
SB3
T −γT )+fRmax cos(φSB3R −γR)
]2
I0(kELR )
×ekELR cos(φSB3R −µELR )dφSB3R . (5.40b)
According to the general relationship in (5.15) and (5.16), the parameter φSB3T in
(5.40a) and (5.40b) can be expressed by φSB3R . Considering the von Mises PDFs for the
two-ring model and applying the following equalities
π∫
−π
ea sin c+b cos cdc=2πI0
(√
a2+b2
)
,
dIV (z)/dz=[IV−1(z)+IV+1(z)]/2, and zIV−1(z)−zIV+1(z)=(V + 1)IV (z) [101], where
IV (·) is the V th-order modified Bessel function of the first kind, we can get the following
closed-form expressions of the parameters bDBm (m = 1, 2)
bDB1 =b
DB
0
[
2πfTmax cos(γT − µTRT )I1(kTRT )
I0(kTRT )
+
2πfRmax cos(γR − µTRR )I1(kTRR )
I0(kTRR )
]
(5.41a)
bDB2 =b
DB
0
[
4π2f 2Tmax
1+cos
(
2
(
γT−µTRT
))
I2
(
kTRT
)
2I0 (kTRT )
+4π2f 2Rmax
1+cos
(
2
(
γR−µTRR
))
I2
(
kTRR
)
2I0 (kTRR )
+8π2fTmaxfRmax cos(γT − µTRT ) cos(γR − µTRR )
I1(k
TR
T )I1(k
TR
R )
I0(kTRT )I0(k
TR
R )
]
. (5.41b)
Numerical integration methods are needed to evaluate the integrals in (5.39) and
(5.40).
• Derivation of bm for Macro- and Micro-cell Scenarios
For macro- and micro-cell scenarios, the widely used assumption D≫max{RT , RR}
can be used in the derivation of bm. This results in the closed-form solution of the
integrals in (5.39), while the expressions of other parameters bm remain unchanged.
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As mentioned in Section 5.2, the application of D≫max{RT , RR} leads to the ap-
proximate relationships φSB1R ≈π−∆T sinφSB1T and φSB2T ≈∆R sinφSB2R . Based on the
above two approximate relations and following approximate relations sinχ ≈ χ and
cosχ ≈ 1 when χ is small, the parameters bSB1(2)m (m = 1, 2) in (5.39) can be further
simplified as
bSB1m = b
SB1
0
π∫
−π
(2π)m−1
[
fTmaxcos(φ
SB1
T −γT ) +fRmax(∆T sinφSB1T sin γR−cos γR)
]m
I0(kTRT )
×ekTRT cos(φSB1T −µTRT )dφSB1T (5.42a)
bSB2m = b
SB2
0
π∫
−π
(2π)m−1
[
fTmax(∆R sinφ
SB2
R sin γT+cos γT )+fRmaxcos(φ
SB2
R −γR)
]m
I0(kTRR )
×ekTRR cos(φSB2R −µTRR )dφSB2R . (5.42b)
The integrals in (5.42a) and (5.42b) can be further simplified and thus the closed-form
expressions of parameters b
SB1(2)
m can be obtained as
b
SB1(2)
1 = b
SB1(2)
0
{
2π
[
fT (R)max cos(γT (R)− µTRT (R))+ fR(T )max∆T (R) sinµTRT (R) sin γR(T )
]
×I1(k
TR
T (R))
I0(kTRT (R))
∓ 2πfR(T )max cos γR(T )
}
(5.43a)
b
SB1(2)
2 = b
SB1(2)
0
{
2π2
(
2f 2R(T )max cos
2 γR(T )+ f
2
T (R)max+ f
2
R(T )max∆
2
T (R) sin
2 γR(T )
+2fTmaxfRmax∆T (R) sin γT sin γR
)∓ 4π2[2fTmaxfRmax cos γR(T )
× cos (γT (R)−µTRT (R))+f 2R(T )max∆T (R) sin (2γR(T )) sinµTRT (R)]I1
(
kTRT (R)
)
I0
(
kTRT (R)
)
+2π2
[
f 2T (R)maxcos
(
2
(
γT (R)−µTRT (R)
))−f 2R(T )max∆2T (R) sin2 γR(T ) cos (2µTRT (R))
+fTmaxfRmax∆T (R) sin γR(T ) sin
(
γT (R) − 2µTRT (R)
)] I2(kTRT (R))
I0(kTRT (R))
}
. (5.43b)
In Appendix I, we only provide a brief outline for the derivation of (5.43b) since
the derivations of (5.43a) and (5.43b) are similar. The parameters b
SB1(2)
m for 3D
narrowband and wideband M2M channels were derived in [96] and [55], respectively.
The expressions of b
SB1(2)
m in [55] can reduce to the ones in [96] by setting Rt(r)1=Rt(r)2.
If we further assume elevation-related parameters βT (R)=∆H =0 in the parameters
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the LCRs LTRξ−W (rl), L
TR
ξ−C(rl), and L
TR
ξ−N (rl).
b
SB1(2)
m in [96], the parameters b
SB1(2)
m for 2D macro- and micro-cell scenarios can be
obtained. To distinguish this from the parameters b
SB1(2)
m in (5.43), we denote the
parameters b
SB1(2)
m obtained from [96] and [55] as b˜
SB1(2)
m . The difference between
the b
SB1(2)
m and b˜
SB1(2)
m motivates us to find which derivations are correct. To this
end, in Figure 5.3 we compare the LCRs having the same expression (5.35) but
with different expressions of parameters b
SB1(2)
m : 1) LTRξ−C(rl) having b
SB1(2)
m calculated
by (5.43); 2) LTRξ−W (rl) having b˜
SB1(2)
m ; 3) LTRξ−N(rl) having the numerically computed
b
SB1(2)
m in (5.42). The parameters used in Figure 5.3 are fTmax = fRmax = 500 Hz,
K = 0, ∆T = ∆R = 0.01, µ
TR
T = 31.2
◦, kTRT = 18.2, µ
TR
R = 216.3
◦, and kTRR = 10.6.
Figure 5.3 shows excellent agreement between LTRξ−C(rl) and L
TR
ξ−N(rl), demonstrating
the correctness of our derivations (5.43).
It is worth emphasizing that the LCR, LTRξ−C(rl), is obtained based on the assumption
D≫max{RT , RR}. To fulfill this assumption, the values of parameters ∆T and ∆R
should be chosen carefully due to the relationships ∆T ≈RT/D and ∆R≈RR/D (in
general, the smaller the better). However, the values of parameters ∆T and ∆R are
chosen comparatively large (∆T=∆R=0.6) in [96]. This raises several questions, such
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as whether ∆T=∆R=0.6 violates the assumption D≫max{RT , RR}, and if so, how
inaccurate the LCR LTRξ−C(rl) is, and whether this inaccuracy can be ignored. To ad-
dress the above questions, we define an error function to measure the error between the
LCR, LTRξ−G(rl), having the expression of (5.35) with the general expressions of parame-
ters b
SB1(2)
m in (5.39), and LTRξ−C(rl) as ε = L
−1∑L
l=1
∣∣LTRξ−G(rl)− LTRξ−C(rl)∣∣ / ∣∣LTRξ−G(rl)∣∣,
where L is the total number of the investigated specified level rl. Figure 5.4 illus-
trates the error ε versus the parameter ∆ (∆T=∆R=∆) by using the same parameters
as in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.4, the investigated levels rl were obtained by taking
L = 200 equal-distance samples between -20dB and 5dB. As expected, it is shown
that the inaccuracy of LTRξ−C(rl) increases with the increase of the parameter ∆. From
Figure 5.4, it is obvious that at ∆ = 0.6, we have very high error ε = 0.894547.
This demonstrates that the chosen parameters ∆T =∆R=0.6 in [96] may result in
extremely inaccurate LTRξ−C(rl). Therefore, it is desirable to propose a criterion on
how to choose the parameters ∆T and ∆R to guarantee the accuracy of L
TR
ξ−C(rl) is
acceptable. In this chapter, we assume the accuracy of LTRξ−C(rl) is acceptable if the
error ε ≤ 0.01. In such a case, the LCR LTRξ−C(rl) can be applied under the condition
that ∆T = ∆R ≤ 0.1085. In other words, when ∆T = ∆R > 0.1085, the LCR LTRξ−G(rl)
can only be used instead of LTRξ−C(rl).
The AFD, Tξ−(rl), is the average time over which the signal envelope, ξ(t), remains
below a certain level rl. In general, the AFD Tξ−(rl) for Ricean fading channels is
defined by [71]
Tξ−(rl) =
Pξ−(rl)
Lξ(rl)
=
1−Q
(√
2K,
√
2(K + 1)rl
)
Lξ(rl)
(5.44)
where Pξ−(rl) indicates a cumulative distribution function of ξ(t) with Q(·, ·) denoting
the generalized Marcum Q function.
Many existing LCRs and AFDs are special cases of the non-isotropic M2M LCR and
AFD in (5.35) and (5.44). The simplest case is Clarke’s LCR
√
2πfRmaxrl exp(−r2l ) and
AFD (exp(r2l )− 1)/(
√
2πfRmaxrl) [41], which can be obtained from (5.35) and (5.44),
respectively, by setting K = 0 (NLoS condition), kTRR = 0 (isotropic scattering around
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Figure 5.4: The error ε between the LCRs LTRξ−G(rl) and L
TR
ξ−C(rl).
Rx), and fTmax = k
TR
T = ηSB1 = ηSB3 = ηDB = 0 (fixed Tx, no scattering around Tx).
Expressions for other LCRs and AFDs based on the isotropic one-ring model only
around the Rx, e.g., those in [71] and [102], can be similarly obtained. The LCR
and AFD based on the non-isotropic two-ring model with single-bounced rays [95] are
obtained from (5.35) and (5.44), respectively, by settingK = fTmax = ηSB3 = ηDB = 0.
Finally, the LCR and AFD for isotropic M2M Rayleigh channels [26] are obtained from
(5.35) and (5.44), respectively, by setting K = kTRT = k
TR
R = ηSB1 = ηSB2 = ηSB3 = 0.
5.5 Numerical Results and Analysis
Unless otherwise specified, all the results presented in this section are obtained using
fc = 5.9 GHz, fTmax = fRmax = 570 Hz, D = 300 m, a = 200 m, and RT = RR = 40 m.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the space and frequency CFs of the single- and double-
bounce two-ring model and single-bounce ellipse model for different scenarios. It is
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obvious that both the space and frequency CFs vary significantly for different scenarios
(Scenario a and Scenario b, see caption of Fig. 5.5). We also notice that directions of
motion (related to the values of γT and γR) have no impact on the space and frequency
CFs.
Figure 5.7 shows normalised Doppler PSDs for different scenarios (Scenario a and
Scenario b, see caption of Fig. 5.7). For Scenario a, it is clear that no matter what
the direction of motion (same or opposite) and the shape of the scattering region
(one-ring, two-ring, or ellipse) are, the Doppler PSD of single-bounced rays is similar
to the U -shaped PSD of F2M cellular channels2, whereas the Doppler PSD of double-
bounced rays has a “rounded” shape having a peak in the middle. This indicates
that the U -shaped Doppler PSD will appear when high dependency exists between
the AoD and AoA, while the “rounded” shaped Doppler PSD will appear when the
AoD and AoA are relatively independent. We can also observe that for different
directions of motion, the Doppler PSDs of double-bounced rays remain unchanged,
while the Doppler PSDs of single-bounced rays change with different ranges of Doppler
frequencies. More importantly, we found that the impact of single-bounced rays from
different rings (ring around the Tx or Rx) on the Doppler PSD are the same for
M2M channels when the Tx and Rx are moving in opposite directions, leading to
the U -shaped Doppler PSD for the single-bounce two-ring model. When the Tx
and Rx are moving in the same direction, the impact of single-bounced rays from
different rings on the Doppler PSD are different in terms of the range of Doppler
frequencies, which results in the double-U -shaped Doppler PSD for the single-bounce
two-ring model. Therefore, we can conclude that a more realistic M2M channel model
should take into account the different contributions from different rings. However,
this has not been considered in all the existing M2M GBSMs, e.g., in [28]. It is
worth mentioning that by setting one terminal fixed (i.e., fTmax = 0), our M2M
model can reduce to a F2M model. In this case, we studied the Doppler PSD for
the corresponding single- and double-bounce two-ring F2M models and single-bounce
ellipse F2M model, and found that they have the same U -shaped PSD. For brevity,
2Note that when the Tx and Rx move in the same direction, the Doppler PSD of the single-bounce
ellipse model is not an exact U -shape, but it is reasonable to consider it as an approximate U -shape
since peaks exist in both the left and right sides of the Doppler PSD instead of in the middle.
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Figure 5.5: Space CFs of the single-bounce (SB) ellipse (EL) model, double-
bounce (DB) two-ring (TR) model, and SB TR model for different scenarios (τ = 0,
χ = 0, and δT = 2). SD: same direction (γT = γR = 0); OD: opposite direction
(γT = 0 and γR = pi); Scenario a (Sa): k
TR
T = k
TR
R = k
EL
R = 0 (isotropic envi-
ronments); Scenario b (Sb): k
TR
T = k
TR
R = k
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R = 3 (non-isotropic environments),
µTRT = pi/4, and µ
TR
R = µ
EL
R = 3pi/4.
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Figure 5.6: Frequency CFs of the single-bounce (SB) ellipse (EL) model, double-
bounce (DB) two-ring (TR) model, and SB TR model for different scenarios (τ = 0,
δT = δR = 0). SD: same direction (γT = γR = 0); OD: opposite direction (γT = 0
and γR = pi); Scenario a (Sa): k
TR
T = k
TR
R = k
EL
R = 0 (isotropic environments);
Scenario b (Sb): k
TR
T = k
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R = k
EL
R = 3 (non-isotropic environments), µ
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and µTRR = µ
EL
R = 3pi/4.
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Figure 5.7: Normalised Doppler PSDs of the single-bounce (SB) ellipse (EL)
model, double-bounce (DB) two-ring (TR) model, and SB TR model for different
scenarios (δT = δR = 0, χ = 0). SD: same direction (γT = γR = 0); OD: op-
posite direction (γT = 0 and γR = pi); Scenario a (Sa): k
TR
T = k
TR
R = k
EL
R = 0
(isotropic environments); Scenario b (Sb): k
TR
T = k
TR
R = k
EL
R = 3 (non-isotropic
environments), µTRT = pi/4, and µ
TR
R = µ
EL
R = 3pi/4.
the results regarding F2M channels are omitted here. These observations indicate that
the impact of single- and double-bounced rays on the Doppler PSD are completely
different for M2M channels (U -shaped and “rounded” shaped, respectively), while
they are the same for F2M channels (U -shaped). At the end, the comparison of
Scenario a and Scenario b illustrates the significant impact of angle spreads (related
to the values of kTRT , k
TR
R , and k
EL
R ) and mean angles (related to the values of µ
TR
T ,
µTRR , and µ
EL
R ) on the Doppler PSD.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 depict the impact of the antenna element spacing and frequency
separation on the Doppler PSD, respectively. Figure 5.8 shows that the space sep-
aration introduces fluctuations in the Doppler PSD no matter what the shape of the
scattering region is. Figure 5.9 illustrates that the frequency separation only gener-
ates fluctuations in the Doppler PSD for the double-bounce two-ring model, while for
other cases, the impact of the frequency separation vanishes.
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Figure 5.8: Normalised space-Doppler PSDs of the single-bounce (SB) ellipse (EL)
model, double-bounce (DB) two-ring (TR) model, and SB TR model for different
antenna element spacings in a M2M non-isotropic scattering environment (kTRT =
kTRR = k
EL
R = 3, µ
TR
T = pi/4, µ
TR
R = µ
EL
R = 3pi/4) with the Tx and Rx moving in
the same direction (γT = γR = 0).
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Figure 5.9: Normalised frequency-Doppler PSDs of the single-bounce (SB) el-
lipse (EL) model, double-bounce (DB) two-ring (TR) model, and SB TR model
for different frequency separations in a M2M non-isotropic scattering environment
(kTRT = k
TR
R = k
EL
R = 3, µ
TR
T = pi/4, µ
TR
R = µ
EL
R = 3pi/4) with the Tx and Rx
moving in the opposite direction (γT = 0 and γR = pi).
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Figure 5.10: Normalised Doppler PSDs of the proposed adaptive model for dif-
ferent SISO pico-cell scenarios (δT = δR = 0, χ = 0): (a) Tx and Rx are moving
in opposite directions, (b) Tx and Rx are moving in the same direction. VTD:
vehicular traffic density.
Figures 5.10 (a) and (b) show the theoretical Doppler PSDs obtained from the
proposed M2M model for different VTDs (low and high) when the Tx and Rx are
moving in opposite directions and same direction, respectively. For further compar-
ison, the measured data taken from Figures 4 (a) and (c) in [31] are also plotted
in Figures 5.10 (a) and (b), respectively. In [31], the measurement campaigns were
performed at a carrier frequency of 5.9 GHz on an expressway with a low VTD in
the metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia area and the maximum Doppler frequencies were
fTmax = fRmax = 570 Hz. The distance between the Tx and Rx was approximately
D = 300 m and the directions of movement were γT =0, γR=π (opposite direction,
shown in Figure 4 (a) in [31]) and γT = γR = 0 (same direction, shown in Fig-
ure 4 (c) in [31]). Both the Tx and Rx were equipped with one omnidirectional
antenna, i.e., SISO case. Based on the measured scenarios in [31], we chose the fol-
lowing environment-related parameters: kTRT =6.6, k
TR
R =8.3, k
EL
R =5.5, µ
TR
T =12.8
◦,
µTRR = 178.7
◦, and µELR = 131.6
◦ for Figure 5.10 (a), and kTRT = 9.6, k
TR
R = 3.6,
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kELR =11.5, µ
TR
T =21.7
◦, µTRR =147.8
◦, and µELR =171.6
◦ for Figure 5.10 (b). Consid-
ering the constraints of the Ricean factor and energy-related parameters for different
propagation scenarios as mentioned in Section 5.2, we choose the following parameters
in order to fit the measured Doppler PSDs reported in [31] for the two scenarios with
low VTD: 1) K=2.186, ηDB=0.005, ηSB1 =0.252, ηSB2 =0.262, and ηSB3 =0.481 for
Figure 5.10 (a); 2) K=3.786, ηDB=0.051, ηSB1=0.335, ηSB2=0.203, and ηSB3=0.411
for Figure 5.10 (b). The excellent agreement between the theoretical results and
measured data confirms the utility of the proposed model. The environment-related
parameters for high VTD in Figures 5.10 (a) and (b) are the same as those for low
VTD except kTRT = k
TR
R = 0.6, which are related to the distribution of moving cars
(normally, the smaller values the more distributed moving cars, i.e., the higher VTD).
The Doppler PSDs for high VTD shown in Figures 5.10 (a) and (b) were obtained
with the parameters K = 0.2, ηDB = 0.715, ηSB1 = ηSB2 = 0.115, and ηSB3 = 0.055.
Unfortunately, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no measurement results (e.g.,
in [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 55, 103]) were available regarding the impact of high VTD (e.g.,
a traffic jam) on the Doppler PSD.
Comparing the theoretical Doppler PSDs in Figures 5.10 (a) and (b), we observe
that the VTD significantly affects both the shape and value of the Doppler PSD
for M2M channels. The Doppler PSD tends to be more evenly distributed across
all Doppler frequencies with a higher VTD. This is because with a high VTD, the
received power mainly comes from the moving cars around the Tx and Rx from all
directions, while the power of the LoS component is not that significant. This means
that the received power for different Doppler frequencies (directions) is more evenly
distributed. With a low VTD, the received power from the LoS component may be
significant, while the power from the moving cars may be small. Therefore, the power
tends to be concentrated on some Doppler frequencies.
Figures 5.11 (a) and (b) depict the theoretical LCRs and AFDs for different VTDs
(low or high) in M2M Ricean fading channels when the Tx and Rx are moving in
the same direction, respectively. The parameters fc = 5.2 GHz and fTmax = fRmax =
500 Hz are used in these figures. For a further comparison, the measured results taken
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Figure 5.11: (a) LCRs and (b) AFDs of the developed M2M channel model with
a low or high vehicular traffic density (VTD) when the Tx and Rx are moving in
the same direction.
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from Figure 8 (b) in [103] are also plotted in Figures 5.11 (a) and (b). In [103], the
measurement campaigns were performed on a highway with a low VTD in Germany
and the directions of movement of the Tx and Rx were γT = γR = 0 (same direction).
Based on the measured scenarios in [103], we chose the following environment-related
parameters for Figures 5.11 (a) and (b): µTRT = 33.2
◦, kTRT = 18.2, µ
TR
R = 148.6
◦,
kTRR = 13.3, µ
EL
R = 148.6
◦, and kELR = 8.6. Considering the constraints of the Ricean
factor and energy-related parameters for a propagation scenario with low VTD as men-
tioned in Section 5.2, we choose the following parameters in order to fit the measured
LCR/AFD reported in [103]: K = 4.26, ηDB = 0.08, ηSB1 = 0.12, ηSB2 = 0.18, and
ηSB3 = 0.62. The excellent agreement between the theoretical results and measured
data confirms the utility of the proposed model. The environment-related parameters
for a high VTD in Figures 5.11 (a) and (b) are the same as those for a low VTD
except kTRT = k
TR
R = 0.6. The theoretical LCR and AFD for a high VTD shown in
Figures 5.11 (a) and (b) were obtained with the parameters K = 0.56, ηDB = 0.58,
ηSB1 = 0.1, ηSB2 = 0.18, ηSB3 = 0.14. Unfortunately, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, no measurement results, e.g., [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 55, 103], were available
regarding the impact of high VTD (e.g., a traffic jam) on the LCR and AFD.
Comparing the theoretical LCRs and AFDs in Figures 5.11 (a) and (b), respectively,
we observe that the VTD significantly affects the LCR and AFD for M2M channels.
Moreover, Figure 5.11 (a) shows that the fades are shallower when the VTD is lower.
We see from Figure 5.11 (b) that the AFD tends to be larger with lower VTD. This
is because with a high VTD, the received power mainly comes from the moving cars
around the TX and Rx from all directions, while for a low VTD the received power
concentrates on several directions, e.g., the directions of LoS components and/or large
stationary scatterers on the roadside environment.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a generic and adaptive RS-GBSM for non-isotropic
scattering MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. By adjusting some model parameters
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and with the help of the newly derived general relationship between the AoA and AoD,
the proposed model is adaptable to a wide variety of M2M propagation environments.
In addition, the VTD is for the first time taken into account in the RS-GBSM for
modeling M2M channels. From this model, we have derived the STF CF and the
corresponding SDF PSD for non-isotropic scattering environments, where the closed-
form expressions are available in the case of the single-bounce two-ring model for
macro-cell and micro-cell scenarios, and the double-bounce two-ring model for any
scenarios. Moreover, the envelope LCR and AFD have been derived in terms of the
simplified version (SISO) of the proposed MIMO M2M model. Based on the derived
STF CFs and SDF PSDs, we have further investigated the degenerate CFs and PSDs
in detail and found that some parameters (e.g., the angle spread, direction of motion,
antenna element spacing, etc.) have a great impact on the resulting CFs and PSDs.
It has also been demonstrated that for M2M isotropic scattering scenarios, no matter
what the direction of motion and shape of the scattering region are, single-bounced
rays will result in the U -shaped Doppler PSD, while double-bounced rays will result
in the “rounded”-shaped Doppler PSD. More importantly, we have investigated the
impact of the VTD on the Doppler PSD, envelope LCR, and AFD and found that
with a lower VTD results the Doppler PSD tends to be concentrated on some Doppler
frequencies, the envelope LCR is smaller (i.e., the shallower fades) and the AFD tends
to be larger. Finally, it has been shown that theoretical Doppler PSDs, envelope LCRs,
and AFDs match the measured data in [31, 103], validating the utility of our model.
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6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, we have proposed a narrowband MIMO M2M RS-GBSM for non-
isotropic scattering Ricean fading channels. However, most potential transmission
schemes for M2M communications use relatively wide bandwidths (e.g., approximately
10 MHz for the IEEE 802.11p standard). The underlying M2M channels present
frequency-selectivity since the signal bandwidth is larger than the coherence band-
width of such channels (normally around 4 – 6 MHz [32]). Therefore, wideband M2M
channel models are indispensable.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, only one 3D wideband GBSM was proposed in [30] for
MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. However, the model cannot describe the channel
statistics for different time delays, which are important for M2M channels as men-
tioned in [31, 33]. Although the measurement campaign in [32] has demonstrated that
the VTD significantly affects the channel statistics for M2M channels, the impact of
the VTD is not considered in the wideband model in [30]. In addition, it is non-trivial
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to use this model to match any given or measured PDP since many parameters need
adjustment via a complicated procedure.
To fill the above gap, in the first part of this chapter, based on the application of the
TDL concept, we propose a new 2D wideband M2M RS-GBSM which is an exten-
sion of the narrowband model proposed in Chapter 5 with respect to the frequency-
selectivity. This wideband model comprises a two-ring model and a multiple confocal
ellipses model incorporating LoS, single-, and double-bounced rays. By using the mul-
tiple confocal ellipses to construct a TDL structure, the proposed wideband model
can investigate the channel statistics for different time delays, i.e., per-tap channel
statistics, and can also easily match any specified or measured PDP. In order to
take into account the impact of the VTD on channel statistics for every tap in the
proposed wideband model while maintaining a similar complexity to that of our nar-
rowband model described in Chapter 5, we first distinguish between the moving cars
and the stationary roadside environment, which are described by a two-ring model
and a multiple confocal ellipses model, respectively. Then, from the analysis of real
environments of M2M communications, we generate a novel and simple approach to
incorporate the impact of the VTD into every tap of our wideband model. From the
proposed model, we derive the ST CF, the corresponding SD PSD, the frequency CF
(FCF), and the corresponding PDP. Finally, the obtained theoretical per-tap Doppler
PSDs and measurement data in [31] are compared. Excellent agreement between them
demonstrates the utility of the proposed model.
Since the proposed wideband RS-GBSM is actually a mathematical reference model
that assumes an infinite number of effective scatterers, it cannot be directly imple-
mented in practice. Therefore, accurate M2M channel simulation models play a major
role in the practical simulation and performance evaluation of M2M systems. As ad-
dressed in Chapter 2, up to now, many M2M channel simulators [36, 39, 40] are limited
to isotropic scattering narrowband SISO channels, while only [27, 29] proposed SoS
simulation models for non-isotropic scattering narrowband MIMO M2M channels. So
far, only one deterministic SoS simulation model was proposed in [30] for non-isotropic
scattering wideband MIMO M2M channels. No stochastic SoS simulation models for
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non-isotropic scattering wideband MIMO M2M channels are available in the current
literature.
The second part of this chapter derives new deterministic and stochastic wideband
MIMO M2M channel simulation models based on the proposed wideband RS-GBSM.
First, we propose a new wideband deterministic simulation model. Based on the
TDL concept, the proposed deterministic model employs a combination of two-ring
and multiple confocal ellipses models that comprise LoS, single-, and double-bounced
rays. The statistical properties of our model are verified by simulations. Further-
more, a new parameter computation method, named improved modified method of
equal areas (IMMEA), is proposed for deterministic MIMO M2M channel simulators
under non-isotropic scattering conditions. Compared to the existing parameter com-
putation methods, i.e., the MMEA in [27] and the method in [29, 30], the IMMEA
provides better approximation to the desired properties of the mathematical reference
model. By allowing at least one parameter (frequencies and/or gains) to be a random
variable, our wideband deterministic model can be further modified to a wideband
stochastic model. Numerical results validate the utility of the resulting stochastic
model. It is worth stressing that the proposed wideband mathematical reference
model can be easily reduced to our narrowband model in Chapter 5 by removing the
frequency-selectivity. Therefore, the corresponding narrowband simulation models,
whose mathematical reference model is the narrowband MIMO M2M RS-GBSM in
Chapter 5, can be obtained by removing the frequency-selectivity from the proposed
wideband simulation models.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 6.2 describes the new
M2M RS-GBSM for non-isotropic scattering wideband MIMO M2M Ricean fading
channels. In Section 6.3, based on the proposed new model, the ST CF, the corre-
sponding SD PSD, the FCF, and the corresponding PDP are derived. Section 6.4
details the proposed deterministic and stochastic SoS simulation models. Numerical
results and analysis are presented in Section 6.5. Finally, concluding remarks are
drawn in Section 6.6.
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6.2 A NewWidebandMIMOMobile-to-Mobile Math-
ematical Reference Model
Let us now consider a wideband MIMO M2M communication system with MT trans-
mit and MR receive omni-directional antenna elements. Both the Tx and Rx are
equipped with low elevation antennas. Figure 6.1 illustrates the geometry of the
proposed RS-GBSM, which is the combination of a two-ring model and a multiple
confocal ellipses model incorporating LoS, single- and double-bounced rays. Note
that in Figure 6.1, we used uniform linear antenna arrays with MT =MR=2 as an
example. The two-ring model defines two rings of effective scatterers, one around the
Tx and the other around the Rx. Suppose there are N1,1 effective scatterers around
the Tx lying on a ring of radius RT and the n1,1th (n1,1=1, ..., N1,1) effective scatterer
is denoted by s(n1,1). Similarly, assume there are N1,2 effective scatterers around the
Rx lying on a ring of radius RR and the n1,2th (n1,2=1, ..., N1,2) effective scatterer is
denoted by s(n1,2). The multiple confocal ellipses model with the Tx and Rx located
at the foci represents the TDL structure and has Nl,3 effective scatterers on the lth
ellipse (i.e., lth tap), where l=1, 2, ..., L with L being the total number of ellipses or
taps. The semi-major axis of the lth ellipse and the nl,3th (nl,3=1, ..., Nl,3) effective
scatterer are denoted by al and s
(nl,3), respectively. The distance between the Tx and
Rx is D=2f with f denoting the half length of the distance between the two focal
points of ellipses. The antenna element spacings at the Tx and Rx are designated
by δT and δR, respectively. The multi-element antenna tilt angles are denoted by βT
and βR. The Tx and Rx move with speeds υT and υR in directions determined by
the angles of motion γT and γR, respectively. The AoA of the wave traveling from an
effective scatterer s(n1,1), s(n1,2), and s(nl,3) toward the Rx are denoted by φ
(n1,1)
R , φ
(n1,2)
R ,
and φ
(nl,3)
R , respectively. The AoD of the wave that impinges on the effective scatterer
s(n1,1), s(n1,2), and s(nl,3) are designated by φ
(n1,1)
T , φ
(n1,2)
T , and φ
(nl,3)
T , respectively. Note
that φLoS denotes the AoA of a LoS path.
The MIMO fading channel can be described by a matrix H (t) = [hoq (t, τ
′)]MR×MT
of size MR × MT . According to the TDL concept, the complex impulse response
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Figure 6.1: A geometry-based stochastic channel model combining a two-ring
model and a multiple confocal ellipses model with LoS, single- and double-bounced
rays for a wideband MIMO M2M channel.
between the oth (o= 1, ...,MT ) Tx, To, and the qth (q= 1, ...,MR) Rx, Rq, can be
expressed as hoq (t, τ
′)=
∑L
l=1 clhl,oq (t) δ(τ
′−τ ′l ) where cl represents the gain of the lth
tap, hl,oq (t) and τ
′
l denote the complex time-variant tap coefficient and the discrete
propagation delay of the lth tap, respectively. From the above RS-GBSM, the complex
tap coefficient for the first tap of the To−Rq link is a superposition of the LoS, single-
and double-bounced components, and can be expressed as
h1,oq (t) = h
LoS
1,oq (t) +
I∑
i=1
hSBi1,oq (t) + h
DB
1,oq (t) (6.1)
with
hLoS1,oq (t) =
√
Koq
Koq + 1
e−j2πfcτoqej[2πfTmax t cos(π−φ
LoS+γT )+2πfRmax t cos(φLoS−γR)] (6.2a)
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hSBi1,oq(t) =
√
ηSB1,i
Koq + 1
lim
N1,i→∞
N1,i∑
n1,i=1
1√
N1,i
ej(ψn1,i−2πfcτoq,n1,i)
×ej
»
2πfTmax t cos
„
φ
(n1,i)
T −γT
«
+2πfRmax t cos
„
φ
(n1,i)
R −γR
«–
(6.2b)
hDB1,oq (t) =
√
ηDB1
Koq + 1
lim
N1,1,N1,2→∞
N1,1,N1,2∑
n1,1,n1,2=1
1√
N1,1N1,2
ej(ψn1,1,n1,2−2πfcτoq,n1,1,n1,2)
×ej
»
2πfTmax t cos
„
φ
(n1,1)
T −γT
«
+2πfRmax t cos
„
φ
(n1,2)
R −γR
«–
. (6.2c)
where τoq= εoq/c, τoq,n1,i=(εon1,i+εn1,iq)/c, and τoq,n1,1,n1,2 =(εon1,1+εn1,1n1,2+εn1,2q)/c
are the travel times of the waves through the link To−Rq, To−s(n1,i)−Rq, and To−
s(n1,1)−s(n1,2)−Rq, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.1. The symbol I=3 and c and
Koq designate the speed of light and the Ricean factor, respectively. The complex tap
coefficient for other taps (l′ > 1) of the To − Rq link is a superposition of the single-
and double-bounced components, and can be expressed as
hl′,oq (t) = h
SB3
l′,oq (t) + h
DB1
l′,oq (t) + h
DB2
l′,oq (t) (6.3)
with
hSB3l′,oq(t) =
√
ηSBl′,3 limNl′,3→∞
Nl′,3∑
nl′,3=1
1√
Nl′,3
e
j
“
ψnl′,3−2πfcτoq,nl′,3
”
×ej
»
2πfTmax t cos
„
φ
(nl′,3)
T −γT
«
+2πfRmax t cos
„
φ
(nl′,3)
R −γR
«–
(6.4a)
h
DB1(2)
l′,oq (t) =
√
ηDBl′,1(2) limN1,1(2),Nl′,3→∞
N1,1(2),Nl′,3∑
n1,1(2),nl′,3=1
1√
N1,1(2)Nl′,3
e
j
“
ψn1,1(2),nl′,3−2πfcτoq,n1,1(2),nl′,3
”
×ej2πt
»
fTmax cos
„
φ
(n1(l′),1(3))
T −γT
«
+fRmax cos
„
φ
(nl′(1),3(2))
R −γR
«–
. (6.4b)
τoq,nl′,3=(εonl′,3+εnl′,3q)/c and τoq,n1,1(2),nl′,3=(εon1(l′),1(3)+εn1(l′),1(3)nl′(1),3(2)+εnl′(1),3(2)q)/c are
the travel times of the waves through the link To−s(nl′,3)−Rq and To−s(n1,1)(s(nl′,3))−
s(nl′,3)(s(n1,2))−Rq, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Energy-related param-
eters ηSB1,i , ηDB1 and ηSBl′,3 , ηDBl′,1(2) specify how much the single-, double-bounced
rays contribute to the total scattered power of the first tap and other taps, respec-
tively. Note that these energy-related parameters satisfy
∑I
i=1 ηSB1,i+ηDB1 =1 and
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ηSBl′,3+ ηDBl′,1+ ηDBl′,2=1. The phases ψn1,i , ψn1,1,n1,2 , ψnl′,3 , and ψn1,1(2),nl′,3 are i.i.d.
random variables with uniform distributions over [−π, π), fTmax and fRmax are the
maximum Doppler frequencies with respect to the Tx and Rx, respectively.
As presented in [32], the VTD significantly affects statistical properties at all taps
of a wideband M2M channel. To take the impact of the VTD into account, we
first distinguish between the moving cars around the Tx and Rx and the stationary
roadside environment by using the two-ring model to mimic the moving cars and the
multiple confocal ellipses model to depict the stationary roadside environment. For
the first tap, the single-bounced rays are generated from the scatterers located on
either of the two rings or the first ellipse, while the double-bounced rays are produced
from the scatterers located on both rings. This means that the first tap contains
a LoS component, a two-ring model with single- and double-bounced rays, and an
ellipse model with single-bounced rays, as shown in Figure 6.2. For a low VTD, the
value of Koq is large since the LoS component can bear a significant amount of power.
Also, the received scattered power is mainly from waves reflected by the stationary
roadside environment described by the scatterers located on the first ellipse. The
moving cars represented by the scatterers located on the two rings are sparse and
thus more likely to be single-bounced, rather than double-bounced. This indicates
that ηSB1,3>max{ηSB1,1 , ηSB1,2}>ηDB1 . For a high VTD, the value of Koq is smaller
than the one in the low VTD scenario. Also, due to the large number of moving cars,
the double-bounced rays of the two-ring model bear more energy than single-bounced
rays of two-ring and ellipse models, i.e, ηDB1>max{ηSB1,1 , ηSB1,2 , ηSB1,3}.
For other taps, we assume that the single-bounced rays are generated only from the
scatterers located on the corresponding ellipse, while the double-bounced rays are
caused by the scatterers from the combined one ring (either of the two rings) and the
corresponding ellipse, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. Note that according to the TDL
structure, the double-bounced rays in one tap must be smaller in distance than the
single-bounced rays on the next ellipse. As shown in Appendix J, this is valid only
if the condition max{RT , RR}< min{al+1 − al} is fulfilled. For many current M2M
channel measurement campaigns, e.g., in [31, 32, 33], the resolution in delay is 100 ns.
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Figure 6.2: Geometrical description of the LoS, single- and double-bounced rays
for different taps in the proposed wideband MIMO M2M GBSM. SB: single-bounce;
DB: double-bounce; T1: tap 1; T2: tap 2.
Then, the above condition can be modified as max{RT , RR}≤15 m by calculating the
equality 2(al−al−1)=c ·τ ′ with c=3×108 m/s and τ ′=100 ns. This indicates that the
maximum acceptable width of the road is 30 m, which is sufficiently large to cover most
roads in reality. In other words, the proposed wideband model with the specified TDL
structure is valid for different scenarios. For a low VTD, the received scattered power
is mainly from waves reflected by the stationary roadside environment described by the
scatterers located on the ellipse. This indicates that ηSBl′,3>max{ηDBl′,1 , ηDBl′,2}. For
a high VTD, due to the large number of moving cars, the double-bounced rays from
the combined one-ring and ellipse models bear more energy than the single-bounced
rays of the ellipse model, i.e, min{ηDBl′,1 , ηDBl′,2}>ηSBl′,3 .
From Figure 6.1, based on the application of the law of cosines in triangles and the
following assumptions min{RT , RR, a − f} ≫ max{δT , δR} and D≫max{RT , RR},
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and using the approximation
√
1 + x ≈ 1 + x/2 for small x, we have
εoq ≈ D−koδT cos βT − kqδR cos(φLoS − βR) (6.5a)
εon1,1 ≈ RT − koδT cos(φ(n1,1)T − βT ) (6.5b)
εn1,1q ≈ D−RT cosφ(n1,1)T − kqδR cos(φ(n1,1)R − βR) (6.5c)
εon1,2 ≈ D+RR cosφ(n1,2)R − koδT cos
(
φ
(n1,2)
T − βT
)
(6.5d)
εn1,2q ≈ RR − kqδR cos
(
φ
(n1,2)
R − βR
)
(6.5e)
εn1,1n1,2 ≈ D −RT cosφ(n1,1)T −RR cos
(
φ
(n1,1)
R − φ(n1,2)R
)
(6.5f)
εonl,3 ≈ ξ(l,3)T −koδT cos
(
φ
(nl,3)
T −βT
)
(6.5g)
εnl,3q ≈ ξ(l,3)R − kqδR cos
(
φ
(nl,3)
R − βR
)
(6.5h)
εn1,1nl′,3 =
√(
ξ
(l′,3)
T
)2
+R2T−2ξ(l
′,3)
T RT cos
(
φ
(nl,1)
T −φ
(nl′,3)
T
)
(6.5i)
εnl′,3n1,2 =
√(
ξ
(l′,3)
R
)2
+R2R−2ξ(l
′,3)
R RR cos
(
φ
(nl,2)
R −φ
(nl′,3)
R
)
(6.5j)
where φLoS ≈ π, ko = (MT−2o+1) /2, kq = (MR−2q+1) /2, ξ(nl,3)T = (a2l + f 2 + 2alf
× cosφ(nl,3)R
)
/ (al+ f cosφ
(nl,3)
R
)
, and ξ
(nl,3)
R = b
2
l /
(
al+ f cosφ
(nl,3)
R
)
with bl denoting
the semi-minor axis of the lth ellipse. Note that the AoD φ
(n1,i)
T , φ
(nl′,3)
T and AoA
φ
(n1,i)
R , φ
(nl′,3)
R are independent for double-bounced rays, while they are interdependent
for single-bounced rays. By using the results in Chapter 5, we can express the rela-
tionships between the AoD and AoA for the single-bounced two-ring model as φ
(n1,1)
R ≈
π−∆T sinφ(n1,1)T and φ(n1,2)T ≈∆R sinφ(n1,2)R with ∆T≈RT/D and ∆R≈RR/D and for the
multiple confocal ellipses model as φ
(nl,3)
T =arcsin[b
2
l sinφ
(nl,3)
R /(a
2
l+f
2+2alf cosφ
(nl,3)
R )].
Since the numbers of effective scatterers are assumed to be infinite, i.e., N1,i, Nl′,3→∞,
the proposed model is actually a mathematical reference model and results in either
Ricean PDF (the first tap) or Rayleigh PDF (other taps). For our reference model, the
discrete AoDs φ
(n1,i)
T , φ
(nl′,3)
T and AoAs φ
(n1,i)
R , φ
(nl′,3)
R , can be replaced by continuous
expressions φ
(1,i)
T , φ
(l′,3)
T and φ
(1,i)
R , φ
(l′,3)
R , respectively. To characterise these AoDs and
AoAs, we use the von Mises PDF given in (3.7). Here, we give the expressions of
the the von Mises PDF for the AoD φ
(1,1)
T and AoAs φ
(1,2)
R , φ
(l,3)
R , which will be used
in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. Applying the von Mises PDF to the two-ring model, we
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obtain f
(
φ
(1,1)
T
)
=exp
[
k
(1,1)
T cos
(
φ
(1,1)
T −µ(1,1)T
)]
/
[
2πI0
(
k
(1,1)
T
)]
for the AoD φ
(1,1)
T ∈[−π, π)
and f
(
φ
(1,2)
R
)
=exp
[
k
(1,2)
R cos
(
φ
(1,2)
R −µ(1,2)R
)]
/
[
2πI0
(
k
(1,2)
R
)]
for the AoA φ
(1,2)
R ∈[−π, π).
Similarly, applying the von Mises PDF to the multiple confocal ellipses model, we get
f
(
φ
(l,3)
R
)
=exp
[
k
(l,3)
R cos
(
φ
(l,3)
R −µ(l,3)R
)]
/
[
2πI0
(
k
(l,3)
R
)]
with φ
(l,3)
R ∈[−π, π).
6.3 Statistical Properties of the Proposed Wide-
bandMIMOMobile-to-Mobile Reference Model
In this section, based on the proposed wideband channel model, we will derive the
ST CF, the corresponding SD PSD, the FCF, and the corresponding PDP for a non-
isotropic scattering environment.
6.3.1 Space-Time Correlation Function
Under the WSSUS condition, the correlation properties of two arbitrary channel im-
pulse responses hoq(t, τ
′) and ho′q′(t, τ ′) of a MIMO M2M channel are completely
determined by the correlation properties of hl,oq(t) and hl,o′q′(t) in each tap since no
correlations exist between the underlying processes in different taps. Therefore, we
can restrict our investigations to the following ST CF
ρhl,oqhl,o′q′(τ)=E
[
hl,oq (t)h
∗
l,o′q′(t− τ)
]
(6.6)
where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation and E[·] designates the statistical
expectation operator. Since the LoS, single-, and double-bounced components are
independent of each other, based on (6.1) we have the following ST CF for the first
tap
ρh1,oqh1,o′q′(τ)=ρhLoS1,oqhLoS1,o′q′
(τ)+
I∑
i=1
ρ
h
SBi
1,oqh
SBi
1,o′q′
(τ)+ρhDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′
(τ) . (6.7)
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Whereas for other taps, according to (6.3) we have the ST CF as
ρhl′,oqhl′,o′q′(τ)=ρhSB3
l′,oqh
SB3
l′,o′q′
(τ)+ρ
h
DB1
l′,oq h
DB1
l′,o′q′
(τ)+ρ
h
DB2
l′,oq h
DB2
l′,o′q′
(τ) . (6.8)
Applying the corresponding von Mises distribution, trigonometric transformations,
and the equality
π∫
−π
exp (a sin c+ b cos c)dc = 2πI0
(√
a2 + b2
)
[101], and following the
similar reasoning to Chapter 5, we can obtain the ST CF of the LoS, single-, and
double-bounced components as follows.
1) In the case of the LoS component,
ρhLoS1,oqhLoS1,o′q′
(τ) =
√
KoqKo′q′
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)
ej2πG+j2πτH (6.9)
where G=O cos βT−Q cos βR and H=fTmax cos γT−fRmax cos γR with O=(o′−o) δT/λ,
Q=(q′−q) δR/λ.
2) In terms of the single-bounce two-ring model
ρ
h
SB1(2)
1,oq h
SB1(2)
1,o′q′
(τ) = ηSB1,1(2)e
jC
SB1(2)
T (R)
I0
{√(
A
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2
+
(
B
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2}
√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1)I0
(
k
(1,1(2))
T (R)
) (6.10)
where
A
SB1(2)
T (R) =k
(1,1(2))
T (R) cosµ
(1,1(2))
T (R) +j2πτfT (R)max cos γT (R) +j2πO(Q) cos βT (R) (6.11a)
B
SB1(2)
T (R) =k
(1,1(2))
T (R) sinµ
(1,1(2))
T (R) +j2πτ(fT (R)max sin γT (R) +fR(T )max∆T (R) sin γR(T ))
+j2π(O(Q) sinβT (R) +Q(O)∆T (R) sin βR(T )) (6.11b)
C
SB1(2)
T (R) =−2πτfR(T )maxcos γR(T )−2πQ(O) cos βR(T ). (6.11c)
3) In the case of the single-bounce multiple confocal ellipses model
ρ
h
SB3
l,oq h
SB3
l,o′q′
(τ) =
ηSBl,3
2πI0
(
k
(l,3)
R
)
U
π∫
−π
e
j2π
h
O cos
“
φ
(l,3)
T −βT
”
+Q cos
“
φ
(l,3)
R −βR
”i
×ek
(l,3)
R cos
“
φ
(l,3)
R −µ
(l,3)
R
”
e
j2πτ
h
fTmax cos
“
φ
(l,3)
T −γT
”
+fRmax cos
“
φ
(l,3)
R −γR
”i
dφ
(l,3)
R (6.12)
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where φ
(nl,3)
T =arcsin[b
2
l sinφ
(nl,3)
R /(a
2
l+f
2+2alf cosφ
(nl,3)
R )] as mentioned in Section 6.2
and U =
√
(Koq + 1) (Ko′q′ + 1) only appears for the first tap.
4) In terms of the double-bounce component for the first tap
ρhDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′
(τ) = ηDB1
I0
{√(
ADB1T
)2
+
(
BDB1T
)2}
I0
{√(
ADB1R
)2
+
(
BDB1R
)2}
√
(Koq+1) (Ko′q′+1)I0
(
k
(1,1)
T
)
I0
(
k
(1,2)
R
) (6.13)
where
ADB1T (R) = k
(1,1(2))
T (R) cosµ
(1,1(2))
T (R) +j2πτfT (R)max cos γT (R)+j2πO(Q) cos βT (R)(6.14a)
BDB1T (R) = k
(1,1(2))
T (R) sinµ
(1,1(2))
T (R) +j2πτfT (R)max sin γT (R)+j2πO(Q) sin βT (R). (6.14b)
5) In terms of the double-bounce component for other taps
ρ
h
DB1(2)
l′,oq h
DB1(2)
l′,o′q′
(τ) = ηDBl′,1(2)
I0
{√(
A
DBl′,1(2)
T
)2
+
(
B
DBl′,1(2)
T
)2}
I0
{√(
A
DBl′,1(2)
R
)2
+
(
B
DBl′,1(2)
R
)2}
I0
(
k
(1(l′),1(3))
T
)
I0
(
k
(l′(1),3(2))
R
)
(6.15)
where
A
DBl′,1(2)
T = k
(1(l′),1(3))
T cosµ
(1(l′),1(3))
T +j2πτfTmax cos γT +j2πO cos βT (6.16a)
B
DBl′,1(2)
T = k
(1(l′),1(3))
T sinµ
(1(l′),1(3))
T +j2πτfTmax sin γT +j2πO sin βT (6.16b)
A
DBl′,1(2)
R = k
(l′(1),3(2))
R cosµ
(1(l′),1(3))
R +j2πτfRmax cos γR +j2πQ cos βR (6.16c)
B
DBl′,1(2)
R = k
(l′(1),3(2))
R sinµ
(1(l′),1(3))
R +j2πτfRmax sin γR +j2πQ sin βR. (6.16d)
Note that since k
(l′,3)
T , µ
(l′,3)
T and k
(l′,3)
R , µ
(l′,3)
R refer to the same ellipse, k
(l′,3)
T =k
(l′,3)
R and
µ
(l′,3)
T =arcsin[b
2
l′ sinµ
(l′,3)
R /(a
2
l′+f
2+2al′f cosµ
(l′,3)
R )] hold. Finally, the ST CF of the
channel impulse responses hoq(t, τ
′) and ho′q′(t, τ ′) can be expressed as ρhoqho′q′ (τ) =
L∑
l=1
c2l ρhl,oqhl,o′q′ (τ).
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6.3.2 Space-Doppler Power Spectral Density
Applying the Fourier transform to the ST CF ρhl,oqhl,o′q′(τ)in terms of τ , we can obtain
the corresponding SD PSD as
Shl,oqhl,o′q′ (fD) =
∞∫
−∞
ρhl,oqhl,o′q′ (τ) e
−j2πfDτdτ (6.17)
where fD is the Doppler frequency. Therefore, SD PSD for the first tap is
Sh1,oqh1,o′q′(fD)=ShLoS1,oqhLoS1,o′q′
(fD)+
I∑
i=1
S
h
SBi
1,oqh
SBi
1,o′q′
(fD)+ShDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′
(fD) . (6.18)
Whereas for other taps, we have the SD PSD as
Shl′,oqhl′,o′q′(fD)=ShSB3
l′,oqh
SB3
l′,o′q′
(fD)+ShDB1
l′,oq h
DB1
l′,o′q′
(fD)+ShDB2
l′,oq h
DB2
l′,o′q′
(fD) . (6.19)
Note that except for the SD PSD of the single-bounce multiple confocal ellipses model
S
h
SB3
l′,oqh
SB3
l′,o′q′
(fD), which must be evaluated numerically; for other SD PSDs we can derive
the following closed-form solutions by using the equality
∞∫
0
I0
(
jα
√
x2+y2
)
cos (βx)
dx = cos
(
y
√
α2−β2
)
/
√
α2−β2 [101] and following the similar reasoning to Chapter 5.
1) In the case of the LoS component,
ShLoS1,oqhLoS1,o′q′
(fD)=
√
KoqKo′q′
(Koq+1) (Ko′q′+1)
ej2πGδ(fD−H) (6.20)
where δ (·) denotes the Dirac delta function.
2) In terms of the single-bounce two-ring model
S
h
SB1(2)
1,oq h
SB1(2)
1,o′q′
(fD)=
ηSB1,1(2)2e
jU
SB1(2)
T (R)
+j2πO
SB1(2)
T (R)
D
SB1(2)
T (R)
W
SB1(2)
T (R) cos
[
E
SB1(2)
T (R)
W
SB1(2)
T (R)
√
W
SB1(2)
T (R) −4π2
(
O
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2]
√
(Koq+1) (Ko′q′+1)I0
(
k
(1,1(2))
T (R)
)√
W
SB1(2)
T (R) − 4π2
(
O
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2
(6.21)
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where O
SB1(2)
T (R) =2π
(
fD±fR(T )max cos γR(T )
)
, U
SB1(2)
T (R) =∓2πQ(O) cos βR(T )
W
SB1(2)
T (R) = 4π
2f 2T (R)max+4π
2f 2R(T )max∆
2
T (R) sin
2 γR(T )
+8π2fTmaxfRmax∆T (R) sin γT sin γR (6.22a)
D
SB1(2)
T (R) = −j2πk(1,1(2))T (R) JT (R)+4π2O(Q)(fT (R)maxcos
(
βT (R) − γT (R)
)
+∆T (R)fR(T )maxsin βT (R) sin γR(T )) + 4π
2Q(O)(∆T (R)fT (R)max
× sin βR(T ) sin γT (R)+∆2T (R)fR(T )max sin βR(T ) sin γR(T )) (6.22b)
E
SB1(2)
T (R) = j2πk
(1,1(2))
T (R) (fT (R)max sin
(
γT (R)−µ(1,1(2))T (R)
)
+ fR(T )max∆T (R)
× sin γR(T ) cosµ(1,1(2))T (R) ) + 4π2O(Q)(fT (R)max sin
(
βT (R)−γT (R)
)−∆T (R)fR(T )max
× cos βT (R) sin γR(T )) + 4π2Q(O)∆T (R)fT (R)max sin βR(T ) cos γT (R) (6.22c)
with JT (R)= fT (R)maxcos
(
γT (R)−µ(1,1(2))T (R)
)
−fR(T )max∆T (R) sin γR(T ) sinµ(1,1(2))T (R) . For the
Doppler PSD in (6.21), the range of Doppler frequency is limited by
∣∣fD±fR(T )max cos γR(T )∣∣
≤
√
W
SB1(2)
T (R) /(2π).
3) In terms of the double-bounce component for the first tap
ShDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′
(fD) =
ηDB1√
(Koq+1) (Ko′q′+1)I0
(
k
(1,1)
T
)
I0
(
k
(1,2)
R
)2ej2πf DDBTWDBT
×
cos
(
EDBT
WDBT
√
WDBT − 4π2f 2
)
√
WDBT − 4π2f 2
⊙ 2ej2πf
DDBR
WDB
R
cos
(
EDBR
WDBR
√
WDBR − 4π2f 2
)
√
(WDBR − 4π2f 2
(6.23)
where ⊙ denotes convolution, WDBT (R) = 4π2f 2T (R)max
DDBT (R)=4π
2O(Q)fT (R)max cos
(
βT (R) − γT (R)
)− j2πk(1,1(2))T (R) fT (R)max cos(γT (R)−µ(1,1(2))T (R) )
(6.24a)
EDBT (R)=4π
2O(Q)fT (R)max sin
(
βT (R)+γT (R)
)− j2πk(1,1(2))T (R) fT (R)max sin(γT (R)− µ(1,1(2))T (R) ) .
(6.24b)
For the Doppler PSD in (6.23), the range of Doppler frequency is limited by |fD|≤
fTmax+fRmax .
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4) In the case of the double-bounce component for other taps
S
h
DB1(2)
l′,oq h
DB1(2)
l′,o′q′
(fD)=
ηDBl′,1(2)
I0
(
k
(1(l′),1(3))
T
)
I0
(
k
(l′(1),3(2))
R
)2ej2πf
D
DBl′,1(2)
T
W
DBl′,1(2)
T
×
cos
(
E
DBl′,1(2)
T
W
DBl′,1(2)
T
√
W
DBl′,1(2)
T −4π2f 2
)
√
W
DBl′,1(2)
T − 4π2f 2
⊙ 2e
j2πf
D
DBl′,1(2)
R
W
DBl′,1(2)
R
cos
(
E
DBl′,1(2)
R
W
DBl′,1(2)
R
√
W
DBl′,1(2)
R −4π2f 2
)
√
(W
DBl′,1(2)
R − 4π2f 2
(6.25)
where W
DBl′,1(2)
T = 4π
2f 2Tmax , W
DBl′,1(2)
R = 4π
2f 2Rmax
D
DBl′,1(2)
T =4π
2OfTmax cos (βT − γT )− j2πk(1(l
′),1(3))
T fTmax cos
(
γT−µ(1(l
′),1(3))
T
)
(6.26a)
E
DBl′,1(2)
T =4π
2OfTmax sin (βT−γT )+ j2πk(1(l
′),1(3))
T fTmax sin
(
γT− µ(1(l
′),1(3))
T
)
(6.26b)
D
DBl′,1(2)
R =4π
2QfRmax cos (βR − γR)− j2πk(l
′(1),3(2))
R fRmax cos
(
γR−µ(l
′(1),3(2))
R
)
(6.26c)
E
DBl′,1(2)
R =4π
2QfRmax sin (βR−γR)+ j2πk(l
′(1),3(2))
R fRmax sin
(
γR− µ(l
′(1),3(2))
R
)
. (6.26d)
For the Doppler PSD in (6.25), the range of Doppler frequency is limited by |fD|≤
fTmax+fRmax . Similar to the ST CF, the SD PSD of the channel impulse responses
hoq(t, τ
′) and ho′q′(t, τ ′) can be expressed as Shoqho′q′ (fD) =
L∑
l=1
c2l Shl,oqhl,o′q′ (fD).
6.3.3 Frequency Correlation Function and Power Delay Pro-
file
The FCF ρHoqHo′q′(∆f
′) of the proposed wideband MIMO M2M RS-GBSM is de-
fined as ρHoqHoq(∆f
′) = E
[
Hoq (t, f
′)H∗oq(t, f
′ −∆f ′)]. Here, Hoq (t, f ′) denotes the
time-variant transfer function, which is the Fourier transform of the channel impulse
response hoq(t, τ
′) and can be expressed asHoq (t, f ′) =
∑L
l=1 clhl,oq (t) e
−j2πf ′τ ′ . There-
fore, the FCF can be derived as
ρHoqHo′q′(∆f
′) =
L∑
l=1
c2l e
−j2πf ′τ ′l . (6.27)
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Applying the inverse Fourier transform to the FCF ρHoqHo′q′(∆f
′) in (6.27), we can
obtain the corresponding PDP as SHoqHo′q′(τ
′) =
∑L
l=1 c
2
l δ(τ
′ − τ ′l ). It is obvious
that the FCF and the PDP are completely determined by the number of propagation
paths L, the path gains cl, and the propagation delays τ
′
l . Appropriate values for
these parameters can be found in many measurement campaigns for wideband M2M
channels, e.g., those in [31, 32, 33, 34]. This allows us to fit the FCF ρHoqHo′q′(∆f
′)
and the corresponding PDP SHoqHo′q′(τ
′) of the proposed model to any specified or
measured FCF and PDP characterised by the sets {cl}Ll=1 and {τ ′l}Ll=1.
6.4 MIMO Mobile-to-Mobile Simulation Models
The reference models for non-isotropic scattering narrowband and wideband MIMO
M2M channels proposed in Section 5.2 and Section 6.2, respectively, assume an infinite
number of effective scatterers, and thus cannot be implemented in practice. Note
that by by removing the frequency-selectivity and assuming the power Ωoq = 1, the
proposed wideband reference model in (6.1) and (6.3) can be reduced to the proposed
narrowband reference model in (5.1). Therefore, based on the proposed wideband
reference model, this section will design realisable wideband simulation models that
have the reasonable complexity. Similarly, the narrowband simulation models can be
obtained from the wideband simulation models by removing the frequency-selectivity.
6.4.1 Wideband Simulation Models
Based on the TDL structure, the complex impulse response of our simulation models
is again composed of L discrete taps according to h˜oq (t, τ
′)=
∑L
l=1 clh˜l,oq (t) δ(τ
′−τ ′l ),
where the complex time-variant tap coefficient h˜l,oq (t) is modeled by using a finite
number of effective scatterers. Assuming 2D non-isotropic scattering and using our
reference model in (6.1) and (6.3), we propose the time-variant tap coefficient for the
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first tap as
h˜1,oq (t) = h˜
LoS
1,oq (t) +
I∑
i=1
h˜SBi1,oq (t) + h˜
DB
1,oq (t) (6.28)
where
h˜LoS1,oq (t) =
√
Koq
Koq + 1
e−j2πfcτoqej[2πfTmax t cos(π−φ
LoS+γT )+2πfRmax t cos(φLoS−γR)] (6.29a)
h˜SBi1,oq(t)=
√
ηSB1,i
Koq + 1
N1,i∑
n1,i=1
1√
N1,i
ej(ψ˜n1,i−2πfcτoq,n1,i)
×ej
»
2πfTmax t cos
„
φ˜
(n1,i)
T −γT
«
+2πfRmax t cos
„
φ˜
(n1,i)
R −γR
«–
(6.29b)
h˜DB1,oq (t)=
√
ηDB1
Koq + 1
N1,1,N1,2∑
n1,1,n1,2=1
1√
N1,1N1,2
ej(ψ˜n1,1,n1,2−2πfcτoq,n1,1,n1,2)
×ej
»
2πfTmax t cos
„
φ˜
(n1,1)
T −γT
«
+2πfRmax t cos
„
φ˜
(n1,2)
R −γR
«–
(6.29c)
and the time-variant tap coefficient for other taps as
h˜l′,oq (t) = h˜
SB3
l′,oq (t) + h˜
DB1
l′,oq (t) + h˜
DB2
l′,oq (t) (6.30)
where
h˜SB3l′,oq(t) =
√
ηSBl′,3
Nl′,3∑
nl′,3=1
1√
Nl′,3
e
j
“
ψ˜nl′,3−2πfcτoq,nl′,3
”
×ej
»
2πfTmax t cos
„
φ˜
(nl′,3)
T −γT
«
+2πfRmax t cos
„
φ˜
(nl′,3)
R −γR
«–
(6.31a)
h˜
DB1(2)
l′,oq (t) =
√
ηDBl′,1(2)
N1,1(2),Nl′,3∑
n1,1(2),nl′,3=1
1√
N1,1(2)Nl′,3
e
j
“
ψ˜n1,1(2),nl′,3−2πfcτoq,n1,1(2),nl′,3
”
×ej2πt
»
fTmax cos
„
φ˜
(n1(l′),1(3))
T −γT
«
+fRmax cos
„
φ˜
(nl′(1),3(2))
R −γR
«–
. (6.31b)
In (6.29) and (6.31), the AoDs φ˜
(n1,i)
T and φ˜
(nl′,3)
T , and AoAs φ˜
(n1,i)
R and φ˜
(nl′,3)
R are
discrete realisations of the random variables φ
(1,i)
T and φ
(l′,3)
T , and φ
(1,i)
R and φ
(l′,3)
R , re-
spectively. Note that from our reference model in Section 6.2, we know that only
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the AoD φ˜
(n1,1)
T and AoAs φ˜
(n1,2)
R and φ˜
(nl,3)
R need to be generated based on the corre-
sponding von Mises PDFs. The phases ψ˜n1,i , ψ˜n1,1,n1,2 , ψ˜nl′,3 , and ψ˜n1,1(2),nl′,3 are i.i.d.
random variables with uniform distributions over [−π, π).
• New Deterministic Simulation Model
We first propose a new deterministic simulation model, which has the model param-
eters that are kept constant during simulation and thus needs only one simulation
trial to obtain the desired statistical properties. The complex impulse response is
h˜oq (t, τ
′) =
∑L
l=1 clh˜l,oq (t) δ(τ
′−τ ′l ), where the complex time-variant tap coefficient
h˜l,oq (t) is a deterministic function and defined as (6.28) and (6.30). Therefore,
the essential issue to design our deterministic simulation model is to find the sets
of AoD
{
φ˜
(n1,1)
T
}N1,1
n=1
and AoAs
{
φ˜
(n1,2)
R
}N1,2
n=1
,
{
φ˜
(nl,3)
R
}Nl,3
n=1
that make the simulation
model reproduce the desired statistical properties of the reference model as faith-
fully as possible with reasonable complexity, i.e., with a finite number of N1,i and
Nl′,3. To this end, the following conditions should be met as mentioned in Chapter 4:
φ˜
(n1,1(2))
T (R) 6= ±φ˜
(m1,1(2))
T (R) , n1,1(2) 6= m1,1(2) and φ˜
(nl,3)
R 6= ±φ˜(ml,3)R , nl,3 6= ml,3. However, in
Chapter 4 we found that unlike isotropic scattering environments, for non-isotropic
scattering environments it is difficult to find the sets of AoDs and AoAs to meet the
above conditions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, so far only two parameter
computation methods are available in [27, 29, 30] for non-isotropic scattering MIMO
M2M channels. However, neither of them solved the difficulty in finding the sets of
AoDs and AoAs to meet the conditions. This motivates us to propose a new parameter
computation method, named IMMEA, to solve this difficulty. For easy comparison,
we first give a brief description of these two existing methods.
The first method is the MMEA in [27], which is first proposed in [93] for F2M cellular
channels. The MMEA is originated from the MEA in [13] for isotropic scattering
F2M channels. Based on the MMEA in [27], the AoD and AoA of our model can be
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designed as
n1,1(2) − 1/4
N1,1(2)
=
∫ φ˜(n1,1(2))
T (R)
µ
(1,1(2))
T (R)
−π
f
(
φ
(1,1(2))
T (R)
)
dφ
(1,1(2))
T (R) , n1,1(2) = 1, 2, ..., N1,1(2)(6.32a)
nl,3 − 1/4
Nl,3
=
∫ φ˜(nl,3)R
µ
(l,3)
R −π
f
(
φ
(l,3)
R
)
dφ
(l,3)
R , nl,3 = 1, 2, ..., Nl,3 (6.32b)
where f
(
φ
(1,1(2))
T (R)
)
(φ
(1,1(2))
T (R) ∈ [−π, π)) and f
(
φ
(l,3)
R
)
(φ
(l,3)
R ∈ [−π, π)) are von Mises
PDFs with the mean angles µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) and µ
(l,3)
R , respectively (as mentioned at the end
of Section 6.2). If the mean angles µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) and µ
(l,3)
R are equal to or less than zero,
(6.32a) and (6.32b) become
φ˜
(n1,1(2))
T (R) = F
−1
T (R)
(
n1,1(2) − 1/4
N1,1(2)
)
, φ˜
(n1,1(2))
T (R) ∈ [−π, π) (6.33a)
φ˜
(nl,3)
R = F
−1
Rl
(
nl,3 − 1/4
Nl,3
)
, φ˜
(nl,3)
R ∈ [−π, π) (6.33b)
where F−1T (R)(·) and F−1Rl (·) denote the inverse function of the von Mises CDF for φ
(1,1(2))
T (R)
and φ
(l,3)
R , respectively. Whereas for µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) > 0 and µ
(l,3)
R > 0, it is clear that the
φ˜
(n1,1(m1,2))
T (R) and φ˜
(nl,3)
R are designed over the range
[
µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) − π, π
)
and
[
µ
(l,3)
R − π, π
)
,
respectively, rather than over the whole range [−π, π), which is necessary to the design
of simulation model under the condition of non-isotropic scattering as addressed in
Chapter 4 and [93]. Note that as mentioned in [93], the MMEA can only meet the
above conditions when µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) =0 and µ
(l,3)
R =0.
The other parameter computation method is the method proposed by Zajic´ and Stu¨ber
in [29, 30]. To distinguish this from MMEA, we name this method MMEA2 since it
actually originated from the MEA in [13] as well. Following the MMEA2, we have
the AoD and AoA of our model as
φ˜
(n1,1(2))
T (R) = F
−1
T (R)
(
n1,1(2) − 1/2
N1,1(2)
)
, φ˜
(n1,1(2))
T (R) ∈ [−π, π) (6.34a)
φ˜
(nl,3)
R = F
−1
Rl
(
nl,3 − 1/2
Nl,3
)
, φ˜
(nl,3)
R ∈ [−π, π). (6.34b)
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It is obvious that the MMEA2 chooses the value of 1/2 rather than 1/4 chosen in
the MMEA. This is seemly inspired by the modified MEDS in [36] for the simulation
of isotropic scattering M2M channels. However, the MMEA2 cannot meet the above
conditions.
In the following, we will derive the IMMEA that has the ability to meet the above
conditions for any non-isotropic scattering M2M channels. To this end, we first define
the random variables φ
′(1,1(2))
T (R) , which fulfill von Mises distribution with the same mean
angle µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) and parameter k
(1,1(2))
T (R) as the random variables φ
(1,1(2))
T (R) , over the range[
µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) −π, µ(1,1(2))T (R) +π
)
. Similarly, we define the random variables φ
′(l,3)
R over the
range
[
µ
(l,3)
R −π, µ(l,3)R +π
)
that fulfill von Mises distribution with the same mean angle
µ
(l,3)
R and parameter k
(l,3)
R as the random variables φ
(l,3)
R . The discrete realisations of
the new defined random variables φ
′(1,1(2))
T (R) and φ
′(l,3)
R can be designed as
φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) = F
′−1
T (R)
(
n1,1(2) − 1/4
N1,1(2)
)
, φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) ∈
[
µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) −π, µ(1,1(2))T (R) +π
)
(6.35a)
φ˜
′(nl,3)
R = F
′−1
Rl
(
nl,3 − 1/4
Nl,3
)
, φ˜
′(nl,3)
R ∈
[
µ
(l,3)
R − π, µ(l,3)R + π
)
(6.35b)
where F ′−1T (R)(·) and F ′−1Rl (·) denote the inverse function of the von Mises CDF for
φ
′(1,1(2))
T (R) and φ
′(l,3)
R , respectively. The AoD and AoAs of our simulation model can be
obtained by mapping φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) and φ˜
′(nl,3)
R to the range of [−π, π) as
φ˜
(n1,1(2))
T (R) =


φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) + 2π,
φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) − 2π,
φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) ,
if φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) <−π
if φ˜
′(n1,1(2))
T (R) ≥π
else
(6.36a)
φ˜
(nl,3)
R =


φ˜
′(nl,3)
R + 2π,
φ˜
′(nl,3)
R − 2π,
φ˜
′(nl,3)
R ,
if φ˜
′(nl,3)
R <−π
if φ˜
′(nl,3)
R ≥π
else.
(6.36b)
It is clear that the IMMEA corresponds to the MMEA when µ
(1,1(2))
T (R) =0 and µ
(l,3)
R =0.
The IMMEA can meet the above conditions and thus should outperform the MMEA
and MMEA2. The validation of the IMMEA and our deterministic simulation model
will be given in Section 6.5.
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The correlation properties of our simulation model must be analysed by using time
averages rather than statistical averages. The ST CF has to be computed according
to ρ˜h˜l,oqh˜l,o′q′(τ)=
〈
h˜l,oq(t) h˜
∗
l,o′q′(t−τ)
〉
, where 〈·〉 denotes the time average operator.
For brevity, the straightforward derivation of ρ˜h˜l,oqh˜l,o′q′(τ) is omitted. Note that for
{N1,i, Nl′,3} → ∞, the ST CF of our simulation model matches that of the reference
model, i.e, ρ˜h˜l,oqh˜l,o′q′(τ)=ρhl,oqhl,o′q′(τ) holds. The FCF of our simulation model can be
computed in terms of ρ˜H˜oqH˜oq(∆f
′) =
〈
H˜oq (t, f
′) H˜∗oq(t, f
′−∆f ′)
〉
, where H˜oq (t, f
′)
is the Fourier transform of the complex impulse response h˜oq (t, τ
′) with respect to
the propagation delay τ ′. Therefore, it is straightforward to obtain the FCF as
ρ˜H˜oqH˜o′q′(∆f
′) =
∑L
l=1 c
2
l e
−j2πf ′τ ′l , which is equal to the FCF ρHoqHo′q′(∆f
′) of our
reference model in (6.27).
• New Stochastic Simulation Model
Our deterministic model can be further modified to a stochastic simulation model by
allowing both the phases and frequencies to be random variables. Different from the
deterministic model, the properties of the stochastic model vary for each simulation
trial, but will converge to the desired ones when averaged over a sufficient number of
simulation trials. To distinguish from our deterministic model, we define the complex
impulse response of the proposed stochastic model as hˆoq (t, τ
′)=
∑L
l=1 clhˆl,oq (t) δ(τ
′−
τ ′l ), where the complex time-variant tap coefficient hˆl,oq (t) is non-ergodic random
processes and defined as (6.28) and (6.30). Unlike the deterministic simulation model,
the AoD φˆ
(n1,1)
T and AoAs φˆ
(n1,2)
R , φˆ
(nl,3)
R of our stochastic model are random variable
and thus vary for different simulation trials. Therefore, the fundamental issue for the
design of the sets of AoD
{
φˆ
(n1,1)
T
}N1,1
n=1
and AoAs
{
φˆ
(n1,2)
R
}N1,2
n=1
,
{
φˆ
(nl,3)
R
}Nl,3
n=1
is how to
incorporate a random term into the AoA and AoD. To deal with this fundamental
issue, we apply the method proposed in [67] for isotropic scattering F2M Rayleigh
fading channels and design the AoD and AoAs as
φˆ
(n1,1(2))
T (R) = F
−1
T (R)
(
n1,1(2) − 1/2 + θT (R)
N1,1(2)
)
, φˆ
(n1,1(2))
T (R) ∈ [−π, π) (6.37a)
φˆ
(nl,3)
R = F
−1
Rl
(
nl,3 − 1/2 + θRl
Nl,3
)
, φˆ
(nl,3)
R ∈ [−π, π) (6.37b)
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where θT (R) and θRl are random variables uniformly distributed in the interval [−1/2, 1/2)
and independent to each other. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the interval [−1/2, 1/2)
and the constant value 1/2 are chosen to guarantee that the design of the AoA and
AoDs is based on the desired range (here is [−π, π)). Due to the introduction of ran-
dom variables θT (R) and θRl , the sets of AoDs and AoAs vary for different simulations.
Unlike the deterministic simulation model, the ST CF of our stochastic model should
be computed according to ρˆhˆl,oqhˆl,o′q′(τ) =E
[
hˆl,oq (t) hˆ
∗
l,o′q′(t− τ)
]
. It can be shown
that the ST CF ρˆhˆl,oqhˆl,o′q′(τ) of our stochastic model matches the ST CF ρhl,oqhl,o′q′(τ)
of the reference model irrespective of the values of N1,i and Nl′,3, i.e., for any N1,i
and Nl′,3. The derivation of ρˆhˆl,oqhˆl,o′q′(τ) is complicated and lengthy, details are
omitted here for brevity. We invite interested readers to refer to Appendix D since
one can derive the ST CF ρˆhˆl,oqhˆl,o′q′(τ) by following the similar procedure provided
there. The FCF of our simulation model can be computed in terms of ρˆHˆoqHˆoq(∆f
′) =
E
[
Hˆoq (t, f
′) Hˆ∗oq(t, f
′−∆f ′)
]
, where Hˆoq (t, f
′) is the Fourier transform of the complex
impulse response hˆoq (t, τ
′) with respect to the propagation delay τ ′. Therefore, the
FCF is ρˆHˆoqHˆo′q′(∆f
′) =
∑L
l=1 c
2
l e
−j2πf ′τ ′l , which is equal to the FCF ρHoqHo′q′(∆f
′) of
our reference model in (6.27).
6.4.2 Narrowband Simulation Models
If we only consider the first tap (i.e., impose L = 1) on the wideband simulation
models proposed in the previous subsection, they reduce to narrowband MIMO M2M
channel simulators. It follows that h˜oq (t, τ
′)=h˜oq (t) δ (τ ′) holds. Note that due to the
similar relationship between the proposed wideband reference model in Section 6.2 and
the narrowband reference model in Section 5.2, the reduced narrowband MIMO M2M
channel simulators are actually the corresponding simulation models for the proposed
narrowband reference in (5.1) and (5.2). The complex fading envelope h˜oq (t) of the
narrowband simulation model can be obtained by removing the subscript (·)1 from
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(6.28) and (6.29)
h˜oq (t) = h˜
LoS
oq (t) +
I∑
i=1
h˜SBioq (t) + h˜
DB
oq (t) (6.38)
where
h˜LoSoq (t) =
√
Koq
Koq + 1
e−j2πfcτoqej[2πfTmax t cos(π−φ
LoS+γT )+2πfRmax t cos(φLoS−γR)] (6.39a)
h˜SBioq (t) =
√
ηSBi
Koq + 1
Ni∑
ni=1
1√
Ni
ej(ψ˜ni−2πfcτoq,ni)
×ej
»
2πfTmax t cos
“
φ˜
(ni)
T −γT
”
+2πfRmax t cos
„
φ˜
(n1,i)
R −γR
«–
(6.39b)
h˜DBoq (t) =
√
ηDB1
Koq + 1
N1,N2∑
n1,n2=1
1√
N1N2
ej(ψ˜n1,n2−2πfcτoq,n1,n2)
×ej
h
2πfTmax t cos
“
φ˜
(n1)
T −γT
”
+2πfRmax t cos
“
φ˜
(n2)
R −γR
”i
. (6.39c)
In (6.39), the AoDs φ˜
(ni)
T and AoAs φ˜
(ni)
R are discrete realisations of the random vari-
ables φSBiT and φ
SBi
R of the narrowband reference model in Chapter 5, respectively.
We first propose a deterministic simulation model. Analogous to the proposed wide-
band deterministic simulation model, the key issue to design this narrowband deter-
ministic simulation model is to properly design the AoD φ˜
(n1)
T , and AoAs φ˜
(n2)
R and
φ˜
(n3)
R . Applying the IMMEA in (6.35) and (6.36), we design the AoD and AoAs of
our deterministic simulation model as
φ˜
(n1)
T =


φ˜
′(n1)
T + 2π,
φ˜
′(n1)
T − 2π,
φ˜
′(n1)
T ,
if φ˜
′(n1)
T <−π
if φ˜
′(n1)
T ≥π
else
(6.40a)
φ˜
(n2(3))
R =


φ˜
′(n2(3))
R + 2π,
φ˜
′(n2(3))
R − 2π,
φ˜
′(n2(3))
R ,
if φ˜
′(n2(3))
R <−π
if φ˜
′(n2(3))
R ≥π
else
(6.40b)
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where φ˜
(n1)
T ∈ [−π, π), φ˜
(n2(3))
R ∈ [−π, π), and
φ˜
′(n1)
T = F
′−1
T
(
n1 − 1/4
N1
)
, φ˜
′(n1)
T ∈
[
µTRT − π, µTRT + π
)
(6.41a)
φ˜
′(n2(3))
R = F
′−1
R−2(3)
(
n2(3) − 1/4
N2(3)
)
, φ˜
′(n2(3))
R ∈
[
µ
TR(EL)
R −π, µTR(EL)R +π
)
(6.41b)
where F ′−1T (·) and F ′−1R−2(3)(·) denote the inverse function of the von Mises CDF for
φ
′(SB1)
T and φ
′(SB2(3))
R , respectively. The parameter φ
′(SB1)
T and φ
′(SB2(3))
R fulfill the same
von Mises distributions as φ
(SB1)
T and φ
(SB2(3))
R , respectively, but with different ranges,
i.e., φ
′(SB1)
T ∈
[
µTRT − π, µTRT + π
)
and φ
′(SB2(3))
R ∈
[
µ
TR(EL)
R − π, µTR(EL)R + π
)
, while
φ
(SB1)
T ∈ [−π, π) and φ
(SB2(3))
R ∈ [−π, π).
By allowing both the phases and frequencies to be random variables, Our deterministic
model h˜oq (t) can be further modified to a stochastic simulation model hˆoq (t). The
AoD φˆ
(n1)
T , and AoAs φˆ
(n2)
R and φˆ
(n3)
R can be designed by using the method described
in (6.37)
φˆ
(n1)
T = F
−1
T
(
n1 − 1/2 + θT
N1
)
, φˆ
(n1)
T ∈ [−π, π) (6.42a)
φˆ
(n2(3))
R = F
−1
R−2(3)
(
n2(3) − 1/2 + θR−2(3)
N2(3)
)
, φˆ
(n2(3))
R ∈ [−π, π) (6.42b)
where F−1T (·) and F−1R−2(3)(·) denote the inverse function of the von Mises CDF for
φSB1T and φ
SB2(3)
R , respectively, and θT and θR−2(3) are random variables uniformly
distributed in the interval [−1/2, 1/2) and independent to each other.
6.5 Numerical Results and Analysis
Unless otherwise specified, all the results presented in this section are obtained using
fc=5.9 GHz, fTmax=fRmax=570 Hz, D=300 m, a1=160 m, a2=175 m, RT=RR=6 m,
βT = 60
◦, βR = 45◦ N1,1 = N1,2 = N1,3 = N2,3 = 30 for the deterministic model,
N1,1=N1,2=N1,3=N2,3=20 for the stochastic model, and the normalised sampling
period fTmaxTs = 0.005 (Ts is the sampling period).
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Figure 6.3: Squared error in the ST CF of the deterministic simulation model
by using the MMEA, MMEA2, and IMMEA for a non-isotropic scattering MIMO
M2M channel: βT = βR = γT = γR = µ
(1,1)
T = µ
(1,2)
R = −40◦, k(1,1)T = k(1,2)R =1, and
δT=δR=0.5λ.
Figures 6.3–6.5 compare the difference in the ST CF for the deterministic model
by using different parameter computation methods (i.e., the MMEA, MMEA2, and
IMMEA). Without any loss of generality, here we choose the double-bounce two-
ring model as the mathematical reference model for further investigation. Therefore,
in Figures 6.3–6.5 we compare the difference in the ST CF ρ˜hDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′
(τ) from the
desired ρhDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′
(τ) by using the squared error
∣∣∣ρ˜hDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′(τ)−ρhDB1,oqhDB1,o′q′(τ)
∣∣∣2 for dif-
ferent non-isotropic scattering scenarios. From Figures 6.3–6.5, it is clear that the
IMMEA outperforms the other two methods (MMEA and MMEA2) for different non-
isotropic scattering scenarios. Comparing the MMEA and MMEA2, we can conclude
that neither of them consistently outperforms the other for all non-isotropic scatter-
ing scenarios. Figure 6.5 also shows that the MMEA results in a relatively large
difference even in shorter time delays, which are of most interest for most communi-
cation systems [36]. This is because that the MMEA designs the AoDs/AoAs in a
non-sufficient range when the mean AoDs/AoAs are larger than zero as mentioned in
Section 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Squared error in the ST CF of the deterministic simulation model
by using the MMEA, MMEA2, and IMMEA for a non-isotropic scattering MIMO
M2M channel: βT = βR = γT = γR = µ
(1,1)
T = µ
(1,2)
R = −30◦, k(1,1)T = k(1,2)R =1, and
δT=δR=0.5λ.
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Figure 6.5: Squared error in the ST CF of the deterministic simulation model
by using the MMEA, MMEA2, and IMMEA for a non-isotropic scattering MIMO
M2M channel: βT = βR = γT = γR = µ
(1,1)
T = µ
(1,2)
R = 50
◦, k(1,1)T = k
(1,2)
R = 1, and
δT=δR=0.5λ.
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Figure 6.6: Absolute value of the ST CF of the mathematical reference model,
deterministic simulation models (MMEA model, MMMEA2 model, and IMMEA
model), and stochastic simulation model for a non-isotropic scattering MIMO M2M
channel (βT =βR=γT =γR=µ
(1,1)
T =µ
(1,2)
R = −70◦ and k(1,1)T =k(1,2)R =1) with the
antenna spacings (a) δT=δR=0.5λ and (b) δT=δR=1λ.
Figure 6.6 shows the ST CF of the mathematical reference model, the proposed
IMMEA deterministic simulation model, and the proposed stochastic model. For
simplicity, we only consider the double-bounced rays of the first tap in our mathemat-
ical reference model. In such a case, our model reduces to a double-bounce two-ring
mathematical reference model. The results obtained for the stochastic model are av-
eraged over Nsto=50 trials. From Figure 6.6, it is obvious that the IMMEA model
provides a good approximation to the ST CF of the mathematical reference model over
a short normalised time delay range 0≤τfTmax≤3, which is typically of interest for
most communication systems [36]. The stochastic model presents a good approxima-
tion to the desired ST CF over a wider range of normalised time delays with an even
smaller number of complex harmonic functions N1,1 and N1,2. For further comparison,
the ST CF of the MMEA and MMEA2 deterministic models are also plotted. Again,
it is clear that the IMMEA model outperforms the MMEA and MMEA2 models. In
addition, comparing Figures 6.6 (a) and (b), we find that the increase of the antenna
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element spacings (i.e., the value of δT and δR) increases the difficulty in approximating
the desired ST CF of the mathematical reference model.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the theoretical SD PSDs of the proposed M2M model for
the first and second tap with different VTDs (low and high) and different antenna
separations (δT = δR = 0 or 3λ) when the Tx and Rx are moving in the opposite
directions and same direction, respectively. Note that when δT = δR = 0, the SD
PSDs actually reduce to Doppler PSDs. For comparison purposes, the measured
Doppler PSDs taken from Figures 4 (a)–(d) in [31] are also plotted in Figures 6.7
(a), (b) and Figures 6.8 (a), (b), respectively. In [31], the measurement campaigns
were performed at a carrier frequency of 5.9 GHz on an expressway with a low VTD.
The distance between the Tx and Rx was approximatelyD = 300 m and the directions
of movement were γT=0, γR=π (opposite direction) and γT=γR=0 (same direction).
Both the Tx and Rx were equipped with one omnidirectional antenna, i.e., SISO
case. Based on the measured scenarios in [31], we chose the following environment-
related parameters: 1) k
(1,1)
T = 6.6, k
(1,2)
R = 8.3, k
(1,3)
R = 5.5, k
(2,3)
R = 7.7, µ
(1,1)
T = 12.8
◦,
µ
(1,2)
R = 178.7
◦, µ(1,3)R = 131.6
◦, and µ(2,3)R = 31.3
◦ for Figure 6.7 and 2) k(1,1)T = 9.6,
k
(1,2)
R = 3.6, k
(1,3)
R = 11.5, k
(2,3)
R = 11.7, µ
(1,1)
T = 21.7
◦, µ(1,2)R = 147.8
◦, µ(1,3)R = 171.6
◦, and
µ
(2,3)
R =177.6
◦ for Figure 6.8. Considering the constraints of the Ricean factor and
energy-related parameters for different taps as mentioned in Section 6.2, we choose the
following parameters in order to fit the measured Doppler PSDs reported in [31] under
the condition of low VTD: 1) Koq=2.186, ηDB1=0.005, ηSB1,1=0.252, ηSB1,2=0.262,
and ηSB1,3= 0.481 for Figure 6.7 (a); 2) ηDB2,1= ηDB2,2= 0.119 and ηSB2,3= 0.762
for Figure 6.7 (b); 3) Koq= 3.786, ηDB1= 0.051, ηSB1,1= 0.335, ηSB1,2= 0.203, and
ηSB1,3= 0.411 for Figure 6.8 (a); 4) ηDB2,1= ηDB2,2= 0.121 and ηSB2,3= 0.758 for
Figure 6.8 (b). The excellent agreement between the theoretical and measured
Doppler PSDs confirms the utility of the proposed wideband model. The environment-
related parameters for high VTD in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are the same as those for low
VTD except k
(1,1)
T =0.6 and k
(1,2)
R =1.3, which are related to the distribution of moving
scatterers. The SD PSDs for high VTD shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 were obtained
with the following parameters 1) Koq= 0.156, ηDB1= 0.685, ηSB1,1= ηSB1,2= 0.126,
ηSB1,3=0.063 for the first tap and 2) ηDB2,1=ηDB2,2=0.456, ηSB2,3=0.088 for the second
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Figure 6.7: Normalised (space-)Doppler PSDs of the (a) first tap and (b) second
tap of the proposed wideband MIMO M2M channel model with low and high VTDs
when the Tx and Rx are moving in opposite directions on an expressway.
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Figure 6.8: Normalised (space-)Doppler PSDs of the (a) first tap and (b) second
tap of the proposed wideband MIMO M2M channel model with low and high VTDs
when the Tx and Rx are moving in the same direction on an expressway.
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Figure 6.9: Absolute value of the (space-)time CFs of the (a) first tap and (b)
second tap of the proposed wideband MIMO M2M channel mathematical reference
model and corresponding simulation models with low and high VTDs when the Tx
and Rx are moving in opposite directions on an expressway.
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Figure 6.10: Absolute value of the FCF for the mathematical reference model,
deterministic and stochastic simulation models. SD: same direction; OD: opposite
directions.
tap. Unfortunately, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no measurement results
(e.g., in [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 55, 103]) were available regarding the impact of the high
VTD (e.g., a traffic jam) on the SD PSD. Comparing the theoretical SD PSDs with
different VTDs in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, we observe that the VTD significantly affects
the SD PSDs at different taps in M2M channels. Moreover, the space separation
results in the fluctuations on SD PSDs.
By using the same parameters as Figures 6.7 (a) and (b), Figures 6.9 (a) and
(b) depict the corresponding ST CFs for the first tap and second tap, respectively.
Again, the VTD affects greatly the ST correlation properties at different taps. Higher
VTDs lead to lower correlation properties. For further comparison, the ST CFs of the
proposed IMMEA deterministic and stochastic simulation models are also plotted.
The results obtained for the stochastic model are averaged over Nsto=30 trials. It is
obvious that the deterministic model provides a fairly good approximation to the ST
CFs of the mathematical reference model, while the stochastic model presents much
better approximation with an even smaller number of complex harmonic functions.
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Figure 6.10 shows the FCF of our mathematical reference model, IMMEA determin-
istic and stochastic simulation models. The results are obtained by using the following
parameters reported in [31]: 1) the propagation delays {τ ′}4l=1={0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}µs and
the tap powers {c2l }4l=1={0,−6.3,−25.1,−22.7} dB when the Tx and Rx are moving in
opposite directions; 2) the propagation delays {τ ′}8l=1={0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}µs
and the tap powers {c2l }8l=1 = {0,−11.2,−19,−21.9,−25.3,−24.4,−28.0,−26.1} dB
when the Tx and Rx are moving in the same direction. It is clear that the FCFs of
the simulation models are identical to those of the mathematical reference model.
6.6 Summary
This chapter has proposed a wideband MIMO M2M RS-GBSM, which has the ability
to study the channel statistics at different time delays and consider the impact of the
VTD on channel statistics. From the proposed mathematical reference model, the
ST CF, SD PSD, FCF, and PDP have been derived. Numerical results have demon-
strated that the VTD has a great impact on the resulting CFs and PSDs. It has been
shown that the theoretical per-tap Doppler PSDs closely match the measured data,
which validates the utility of the proposed mathematical reference model. Based on
our mathematical reference model, we have proposed new deterministic and stochastic
SoS simulation models for wideband MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. We have
demonstrated that by removing the frequency-selectivity, our wideband simulation
models can be reduced to the narrowband ones, which are actually the corresponding
simulation models for the proposed narrowband MIMO M2M mathematical refer-
ence model in Chapter 5. Furthermore, a new parameter computation method for a
deterministic simulation model, named IMMEA, has been derived for non-isotropic
scattering MIMO M2M channels. It has been demonstrated that IMMEA outper-
forms other existing methods, i.e., the MMEA and MMEA2. Numerical results have
shown that the proposed deterministic model with the IMMEA presents a fairly good
approximation to the desired properties of our mathematical reference model, while
the proposed stochastic model provides better approximation over a wider range of
normalised time delays with even small numbers of complex harmonic functions.
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Conclusions and Outlook
Wireless channel modelling and simulation are crucial for designing and developing
wireless communication systems. Knowledge of different propagation channels ob-
tained from channel measurements and corresponding channel models are important
for the development of algorithms for reliable communications. Simulation models
complement this by reproducing the desired statistical properties of propagation chan-
nels in practical simulations and thus providing a platform for designing and testing
different algorithms. In this chapter, we summarise the key findings of our research
on wireless channel modelling and simulation for MIMO F2M cellular communica-
tion systems and SISO/MIMO M2M communication systems. Furthermore, several
interesting future research directions are proposed.
7.1 Summary of Results
A. F2M Cellular Channel Models
• Based on the TDL structure, a new wideband multiple-ring based MIMO chan-
nel mathematical reference model has been proposed for non-isotropic scattering
macro-cell scenarios. The proposed mathematical reference model is actually an
extension of the traditional narrowband one-ring model to wideband applica-
tions. Moreover, the proposed wideband model has the ability to investigate the
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channel statistics for different time delays and to consider the interaction of the
AoA, AoD, and ToA. From the new wideband mathematical reference model,
a generic STF CF has been derived, which can be reduced to a closed-form
STF CF for narrowband MIMO channels by removing the frequency-selectivity.
Numerical results have revealed the impact of the environment parameter on
frequency correlations and the inherent frequency correlations within spatial
correlations.
• From the newly proposed multiple-ring based MIMO channel mathematical
reference model, we have developed the corresponding wideband determinis-
tic SoS simulation model. A narrowband deterministic SoS simulator has also
been obtained from the developed wideband simulation model by removing the
frequency-selectivity. The statistics of the simulation models have been verified
by simulations and the results have shown that these simulation models are a
good approximation to the mathematical reference models.
B. M2M Channel Models
• Based on a non-isotropic scattering narrowband two-ring SISO M2M mathe-
matical reference model, new SoS simulation models have been proposed. First,
a deterministic simulation model has been proposed and the statistical prop-
erties of the model have been derived and verified by simulations. The results
have shown that the deterministic model provides a fairly good approximation
to the desired correlation properties of the mathematical reference model in a
shorter normalised time-delay range. In order to approximate the desired prop-
erties over a longer time-delay range, a new stochastic simulation model has
been developed. Compared to the existing ARA stochastic model, the proposed
stochastic model yields a better performance with an even lower complexity.
• A generic and adaptive RS-GBSM has been proposed for non-isotropic scattering
narrowband MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. The proposed model includes
a single- and double-bounce two-ring model, a single-bounce ellipse model, and
a LoS component and thus is adaptable to a wide variety of M2M scenarios by
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adjusting some model parameters. Moreover, the proposed model is the first
RS-GBSM that has the ability to consider the impact of the VTD on channel
statistics. From the proposed model, we have derived the STF CF and the SDF
PSD for non-isotropic scattering environments. Some of the obtained numerical
results can serve as a guide for setting some important parameters of our model
and building up more purposeful measurement campaigns in the future. It
has been shown that the derived theoretical Doppler PSDs closely match the
measured data, demonstrating the utility of the proposed model.
• From the corresponding non-isotropic scattering narrowband SISO M2M RS-
GBSM, which is a simplified version of the proposed narrowband MIMO M2M
RS-GBSM, the envelope LCR and AFD have been derived. Based on the derived
LCR and AFD, we have investigated for the first time the impact of the VTD
on the LCR and AFD. The results have illustrated that the VTD significantly
affects the LCR and AFD for non-isotropic scattering M2M Ricean fading chan-
nels. Moreover, the derived LCR and AFD yield an excellent agreement with
the measured data.
• In order to extend the developed narrowband MIMO M2M RS-GBSM to wide-
band applications, we have proposed a novel wideband RS-GBSM that has the
ability to investigate the channel statistics at different time delays and consider
the impact of the VTD on per-tap channel statistics. Based on the proposed
wideband model, the ST CF, SD PSD, FCF, and PDP have been derived. Nu-
merical results have shown that the VTD has a great impact on the resulting
CFs and PSDs. In addition, excellent agreement is achieved between the theo-
retical per-tap Doppler PSDs and the measured data, which validates the utility
of the proposed wideband model.
• Based on the proposed wideband MIMOM2M RS-GBSM, we have designed new
wideband deterministic and stochastic SoS simulation models for non-isotropic
scattering environments. The corresponding narrowband SoS simulation mod-
els, whose mathematical reference model is the proposed narrowband MIMO
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M2M RS-GBSM, can be easily obtained from the proposed wideband simula-
tion models by removing the frequency-selectivity. Moreover, a new parameter
computation method for a deterministic simulation model, namely IMMEA, has
been proposed for non-isotropic scattering MIMO M2M channels. Compared to
other existing methods (e.g., the MMEA and MMEA2), the IMMEA yields bet-
ter performance in terms of fitting the correlation properties of the mathematical
reference models. Numerical results have shown that the developed simulation
models provide a close agreement with the desired statistical properties of the
corresponding mathematical reference models.
7.2 Future Research Directions
There are several directions of this thesis that can be expanded at a future stage.
Some of these deserve more thorough investigations and are outlined below.
• Measurements: Due to a lack of channel measurement capabilities, our contri-
butions have been limited to proposing theoretical RS-GBSMs and simulation
models of MIMO F2M channels and M2M channels. Although the developed
narrowband and wideband MIMO M2M RS-GBSMs have been validated by
comparing with some available measurement data, the complete verification of
these proposed RS-GBSMs still needs the comparison with more purposeful
measurement data, such as the measurement data for high VTD scenarios as
noted in Chapters 5 and 6. Therefore, future research efforts may be devoted
to conducting measurement campaigns cooperated with Professor Sana Salous
in Durham University and proposing channel models from these measurements.
In this case, other modelling approaches, such as non-geometrical stochastic
modelling approach and irregular-shaped geometry-based stochastic modelling
approach, can also be applied to propose novel M2M channel models. Further-
more, it is desirable to compare the proposed different types of M2M models, i.e.,
NGSM, RS-GBSM, and IS-GBSM, in order to obtain a deeper understanding of
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them. This may be useful for the development of a new type of M2M channel
model that offers better trade-off between the model accuracy and complexity.
• Non-stationarity of M2M channels: Due to the high velocity of the Tx/Rx
and the existence of many moving scatterers around the Tx/Rx in M2M en-
vironments, the time variation in M2M channels can be more rapid than that
in F2M channels. This essentially means that M2M channels are in most cases
statistically non-stationary, since the stationarity conditions pertain to a much
shorter time period than in F2M channels. However, the proposed narrow-
band and wideband MIMO M2M RS-GBSMs assume that all effective scatterers
are stationary and thus cannot capture the non-stationarity of M2M channels.
Therefore, it is desirable to extend the proposed M2M models to be capable of
capturing the non-stationarity of M2M channels.
The discussion in Chapter 2 showed that the non-stationary nature of M2M
channels has been considered in NGSMs [32] by using a birth/death process to
account for the appearance and disappearance of taps, and in IS-GBSMs [59] by
prescribing the motion of the Tx, Rx, and mobile scatterers. However, the trade-
off between the model accuracy and complexity of the NGSMs and IS-GBSMs
in capturing the non-stationarity still needs more comprehensive investigations.
For example, it is interesting to investigate whether the effect of the drift of
scatterers into different delay bins on the non-stationarity of M2M channels is
significant, and whether it is worth sacrificing the complexity for capturing this
effect by using IS-GBSMs.
In summary, how to properly incorporate the non-stationarity into M2M chan-
nel models is still an open problem. Based on the conducted measurement cam-
paigns in the future, it is extremely important to comprehensively investigate
the features of different types of M2M channel models, i.e., NGSM, RS-GBSM,
and IS-GBSM, in capturing the non-stationarity of M2M channels in order to
find a sensible approach to fill this gap.
• Impact of the elevation angle on channel statistics: In practical M2M
channels, waves travel in three dimensions, instead of two dimensions. This
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means that 3D channel models are necessary, especially for urban canyon sce-
narios and some expressways with high walls or sound blockers on both edges.
Therefore, another research direction is to extend the proposed 2D M2M models
to 3D models and then further investigate the impact of the elevation angle on
various channel statistics in different M2M scenarios.
• Relay channels: Relay channels are encountered in systems that utilise co-
operative diversity or virtual antenna arrays. Depending on the mobility of the
relay, the overall channel from the source to the destination via the relay in
amplify and forward systems is either a cascade of F2M and M2M links or a
cascade of F2M and mobile-to-fixed links. Therefore, the statistical properties
of relay channels are quite different from those of F2M or M2M channels. A
possible extension of our work is the development of channel models for relay
channels.
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Derivation of (3.11)
Substituting (3.5), (3.6), and (3.9) into (3.10) and after some mathematical manipu-
lation, we have
ρl,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ) =
1
2πI0 (k)
Λl−1∑
i=0
Rc∑
r=1
Ql,i,re
jCl,i
∫ µl,i,r+∆µl,i
µl,i,r−∆µl,i
eAl,i,r cosφ
R
l,i,reBl,i,r sinφ
R
l,i,rdφRl,i,r.
(A.1)
Considering the periodic property of trigonometric function and the relationship be-
tween the sine and cosine functions, the well-known series ez sin θ = I0 (z) + 2
∞∑
k=0
(−)k
I2k+1 (z) sin [(2k + 1) θ] + 2
∞∑
k=1
(−)k I2k (z) cos (2kθ) in [104] can be further simplified
as
ez sin θ = I0 (z) + 2
∞∑
ℓ=1
(−1)ℓ Iℓ (z) cos [ℓθ + ℓπ/2] . (A.2)
By making use of another well-known series ez cos θ = I0 (z) + 2
∞∑
k=1
Ik (z) cos (kθ) in
[104] and the further simplified series in (A.2), ρl,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ) can be further expressed
as
ρl,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ) =
1
2πI0(k)
Λl−1∑
i=0
Rc∑
r=1
Ql,i,re
jCl,i
∫ µl,i,r+∆el,i
µl,i,r−∆el,i
[
I0 (Al,i,r) + 2
∞∑
ℓ=1
Iℓ (Al,i,r) cos
(
ℓφRl,i,r
)]
×
[
I0 (Bl,i,r) + 2
∞∑
ℓ′=1
(−1)ℓ′ Iℓ′ (Bl,i,r) cos
(
ℓ′φRl,i,r + ℓ
′π/2
)]
dφRl,i,r. (A.3)
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To obtain the closed-form expression of (3.11), the following definite integral functions
in [101] are used:
∫ µ+∆µ
µ−∆µ
cos (ℓφ)dφ =
2 sin (ℓ∆µ) cos (ℓµ)
ℓ
(A.4a)
∫ µ+∆µ
µ−∆µ
cos (ℓ′φ+ ℓ′π/2)dφ =
2 sin (ℓ′∆µ) cos (ℓ′µ+ ℓ′π/2)
ℓ′
(A.4b)
∫ µ+∆µ
µ−∆µ
cos (ℓφ+ ℓπ/2) cos (ℓφ)dφ = ∆µ cos (ℓπ/2) +
sin (2ℓ∆µ) cos (2ℓµ+ ℓπ/2)
2ℓ
(A.4c)∫ µ+∆µ
µ−∆µ
sin [ℓ′φ+ (ℓ′ − 1)π/2] cos (ℓφ)dφ = sin [(ℓ+ ℓ
′)∆µ] cos [(ℓ+ ℓ′)µ+ ℓ′π/2]
ℓ+ ℓ′
+
sin [(ℓ− ℓ′)∆µ] cos [(ℓ− ℓ′)µ− ℓ′π/2]
ℓ− ℓ′ . (A.4d)
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Derivation of (3.16)
Substituting ∆µl,i=π and Λl=Rc=1 into (3.11), we have
ρl,oq;l,o′q′ (τ, χ) =
ejC
[
I0 (A) I0 (B) + 2
∞∑
ℓ=1
(−1)ℓ I2ℓ (A) I2ℓ (B)
]
I0 (k)
(B.1)
By making use of the Neumann’s addition theorem [105], the following equation can
be obtained by further considering Jℓ(jz)=j
ℓIℓ(z), where ℓ is integral, and setting the
angle φ=π/2 in the theorem
I0
[(
Z2 + z2
)]
=I0(Z) I0(z)+2
∞∑
ℓ=1
(−1)ℓ I2ℓ(Z) I2ℓ(z). (B.2)
With the help of (B.1) and (B.2), (3.16) can be easily obtained.
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Derivation of (4.13a) and (4.13b)
In this appendix, we first derive the time-average autocorrelation function ρ˜h˜ih˜i (τ) of
the in-phase component h˜i(t) (4.5) of the proposed deterministic simulation model
ρ˜h˜ih˜i (τ) =
〈
h˜i (t) h˜i (t− τ)
〉
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
h˜i (t) h˜i (t− τ) dt
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
1
NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
NiMi∑
n′i,m
′
i=1
cos
[
ψ˜nimi+ 2πfTmaxt cos(φ˜
mi
T −γT )
+2πfRmaxt cos(φ˜
ni
R − γR)
]
cos
[
ψ˜n′im′i + 2πfTmax(t− τ) cos(φ˜
m′i
T −γT )
+2πfRmax(t− τ) cos(φ˜n
′
i
R − γR)
]
dt
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
1
NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
cos
[
ψ˜nimi+ 2πfTmaxt cos(φ˜
mi
T −γT )+2πfRmaxt
× cos(φ˜niR−γR)
]
cos
[
ψ˜nimi + 2πfTmax(t− τ) cos(φ˜miT −γT ) + 2πfRmax
×(t− τ) cos(φ˜niR − γR)
]
dt
(since ni 6= n′i and/or mi 6= m′i, ρ˜h˜ih˜i (τ) = 0)
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
1
2NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
cos
[
2πfTmaxτ cos(φ˜
mi
T −γT )
+2πfRmaxτ cos(φ˜
ni
R − γR)
]
dt. (C.1)
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The integral of (C.1) is trivial as the integrand does not contain the variable of inte-
gration. Therefore, the expression of ρ˜h˜ih˜i (τ) in (4.13a) can be easily obtained from
(C.1).
The derivation of the time-average cross-correlation function ρ˜h˜ih˜q (τ) between the in-
phase component h˜i(t) (4.5) and the quadrature component h˜q(t) (4.6) of the proposed
deterministic simulation model is outlined as follows
ρ˜h˜ih˜q (τ) =
〈
h˜i (t) h˜q (t− τ)
〉
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
h˜i (t) h˜q (t− τ) dt
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
1√
NiMi
√
NqMq
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
Nq ,Mq∑
nq ,mq=1
cos
[
ψ˜nimi+2πfTmaxt cos(φ˜
mi
T −γT )
+2πfRmaxt cos(φ˜
ni
R − γR)
]
sin
[
ψ˜nqmq+2πfTmax(t− τ) cos(φ˜mqT −γT )
+2πfRmax(t− τ) cos(φ˜nqR − γR)
]
dt
=


− lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
1
2NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
sin
[
2πfTmaxτ cos(φ˜
m
T −γT )+2πfRmaxτ cos(φ˜nR−γR)
]
dt ,
Ni=Nq=NandMi=Mq=M (Cases I and III)
0 , Ni 6=Nq andMi 6=Mq (Case II)
(C.2)
where at the third equality of (C.2), setting Ni 6= Nq and Mi 6=Mq results in the
integrand for Case II containing the variable of integration t unlike the integrand for
other cases.
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Derivation of the CF ρˆ
hˆhˆ
(τ )
In this appendix, we derive the CF ρˆhˆhˆ (τ) for the stochastic simulation model in
(4.14)
ρˆhˆhˆ (τ)=E
[
hˆ(t) hˆ∗(t− τ)
]
=


1
NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
1
2∫
−1
2
1
2∫
−1
2
e
j2πτ
n
fTmaxcos
h
F−1
“
m−1/2+θT
vM
”
−γT
i
+fRmaxcos
h
F−1
“
n−1/2+θR
uN
”
−γR
io
×dθTdθR , Ni=Nq=N andMi=Mq=M (Cases I and III)
1
2NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
1
2∫
−1
2
1
2∫
−1
2
cos
{
2πτ
(
fTmaxcos
[
F−1
(
mi−1/2+θT
Mi
)
−γT
]
+fRmax
× cos
[
F−1
(
ni−1/2+θR
Ni
)
−γR
])}
dθTdθR+
1
2NqMq
Nq ,Mq∑
nq ,mq=1
1
2∫
−1
2
1
2∫
−1
2
cos{2πτ(fTmax
×cos
[
F−1
(
mq−1/2+θT
Mq
)
−γT
]
+fRmaxcos
[
F−1
(
nq−1/2+θR
Nq
)
−γR
])}
dθTdθR ,
(Case II)
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=


NM
NM
N,M∑
n,m=1
F−1( nuN )∫
F−1(n−1uN )
F−1( mvM )∫
F−1(m−1vM )
ej2πτ[fTmaxcos(β
m
T−γT )+fRmaxcos(βnR−γR)] e
kT cos(β
m
T−µT )+kR cos(βnR−µR)
4π2I0(kT )I0(kR)
×dβmT dβnR Ni=Nq=N andMi=Mq=M (Cases I and III)
NiMi
2NiMi
Ni,Mi∑
ni,mi=1
F−1
“
ni
Ni
”∫
F−1
“
ni−1
Ni
”
F−1
“
mi
Mi
”∫
F−1
“
mi−1
Mi
”
cos{2πτ[fTmax cos (βmiT −γT) +fRmaxcos(βniR −γR)]}
×e
kT cos(β
mi
T −µT )+kR cos(β
ni
R−µR)
4π2I0(kT )I0(kR)
dβmiT dβ
ni
R +
NqMq
2NqMq
Nq ,Mq∑
nq ,mq=1
F−1
“
nq
Nq
”∫
F−1
“
nq−1
Nq
”
F−1
“
mq
Mq
”∫
F−1
“
mq−1
Mq
”
cos{2πτ[fTmax
× cos(βmqT −γT)+fRmaxcos(βnqR −γR)]}ekT cos(β
mq
T −µT )+kR cos(β
nq
R −µR)
4π2I0(kT )I0(kR)
dβ
mq
T dβ
nq
R
(Case II)
=


1
2π2I0(kT )I0(kR)
π∫
0
π∫
0
ej2πτ [fTmaxcos(βT−γT )+fRmaxcos(βR−γR)]
×ekT cos(βmT−µT )+kR cos(βnR−µR)dβTdβR , (Case I)
1
4π2I0(kT )I0(kR)
π∫
−π
π∫
−π
cos{2πτ[fTmaxcos(βT−γT)+fRmaxcos(βR−γR)]}
×ekT cos(βT−µT )+kR cos(βR−µR)dβTdβR , (Case II)
1
4π2I0(kT )I0(kR)
π∫
−π
π∫
−π
ej2πτ [fTmaxcos(βT−γT )+fRmaxcos(βR−γR)]
×ekT cos(βmT−µT )+kR cos(βnR−µR)dβTdβR , (Case III)
(D.1)
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where at the third equality of (D.1), the integration variables θT and θR were replaced
by β
mi/q
T =F
−1
(
mi/q−1/2+θT
Mi/q
)
, dθT =
Mi/qe
kT cos
„
β
mi/q
T
−µT
«
2πI0(kT )
dβ
mi/q
T , β
ni/q
R =F
−1
(
ni/q−1/2+θR
Ni/q
)
,
dθR =
Ni/qe
kR cos
„
β
ni/q
R
−µR
«
2πI0(kR)
dβ
ni/q
R , β
m
T =F
−1
(
m−1/2+θT
M
)
, dθT =
MekT cos(β
m
T −µT )
2πI0(kT )
dβmT , β
n
R=
F−1
(
n−1/2+θR
N
)
, and dθR =
NekR cos(β
n
R−µR)
2πI0(kR)
dβnR. The two single definite integrals in
the last equality of (D.1) can be solved by using the equality
∫ π
−π e
a sin c+b cos cdc =
2πI0
(√
a2 + b2
)
[101]. After some manipulation, the closed-form expression of the
CF ρˆhˆhˆ (τ) can be obtained and is the same as ρhh (τ) in (4.2).
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Derivation of (5.11)–(5.16)
In this appendix, following the same derivation procedure (i.e., the same newly pro-
posed method), we will derive these general relationships for the two-ring model in
(5.11)–(5.14) and the ellipse model in (5.15) and (5.16). In Figure E.1, applying the
laws of cosines and sines to the triangle OT s
(n1)OR, we obtain
ξ2n1 = R
2
T+D
2−2DRT cosφ(n1)T (E.1)
R2T = ξ
2
n1
+D2+2Dξn1 cosφ
(n1)
R (E.2)
RT
sinφ
(n1)
R
=
ξn1
sinφ
(n1)
T
. (E.3)
From the above expressions, we can easily obtain (5.11) and (5.12). Similarly, applying
the laws of cosines and sines to the triangle OT s
(n2)OR, we have
ξ2n2 = R
2
R+D
2+2DRR cosφ
(n2)
R (E.4)
R2R = ξ
2
n2
+D2−2Dξn2 cosφ(n2)T (E.5)
RR
sinφ
(n2)
T
=
ξn2
sinφ
(n2)
R
. (E.6)
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Figure E.1: Relationships between the AoA and AoD for single-bounced rays.
We can easily obtain (5.13) and (5.14) from these expressions. Analogously, applying
the laws of cosines and sines to the triangle OT s
(n3)OR, we get
(
ξ
(n3)
T
)2
=
(
ξ
(n3)
R
)2
+D2+2Dξ
(n3)
R cosφ
(n3)
R (E.7)(
ξ
(n3)
R
)2
=
(
ξ
(n3)
T
)2
+D2−2Dξ(n3)T cosφ(n3)T (E.8)
ξ
(n3)
R
sinφ
(n3)
T
=
ξ
(n3)
T
sinφ
(n3)
R
. (E.9)
Based on the above expressions, and the following equalitiesD=2f and ξ
(n3)
T +ξ
(n3)
R =2a,
we can get (5.15) and (5.16).
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Derivation of (5.21)
Considering the von Mises PDF for the two-ring model, applying the following ap-
proximate relationships φ
(n1)
R ≈π−∆T sinφ(n1)T and φ(n2)T ≈∆R sinφ(n2)R , and substituting
(5.2b) and (5.4)–(5.7) into (5.17), we have
ρ
h
SB1(2)
oq h
′SB1(2)
o′q′
(τ, χ) =
[
2πI0
(
k
SB1(2)
T (R)
)]−1
ejC
SB1(2)
T (R)√
(Koq+1) (Ko′q′+1)
×
π∫
−π
e
„
A
SB1(2)
T (R)
cosφ
SB1(2)
T (R)
+B
SB1(2)
T (R)
sinφ
SB1(2)
T (R)
«
dφ
SB1(2)
T (R) (F.1)
where A
SB1(2)
T (R) , B
SB1(2)
T (R) , and C
SB1(2)
T (R) have been given in (5.22a)–(5.22c). The defi-
nite integrals in the right hand side of (F.1) can be solved by using the equality
π∫
−π
ea sin c+b cos cdc = 2πI0
(√
a2 + b2
)
[101]. After some manipulation, we can get the
closed-form expression (5.21).
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Derivation of (5.28)
Given a2 + b2 = c(d2 + e2), after some complex manipulation, we can rewrite
I0
[√(
A
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2
+
(
B
SB1(2)
T (R)
)2]
as
I0

j
√
W
SB1(2)
T (R)
√√√√√

τ + DSB1(2)T (R)
W
SB1(2)
T (R)


2
+

 ESB1(2)T (R)
W
SB1(2)
T (R)


2

 (G.1)
where W
SB1(2)
T (R) , D
SB1(2)
T (R) , and E
SB1(2)
T (R) have been given in (5.29b)–(5.29d). Note that
the expression (G.1) corrects the expressions (38) and (39) in [28]. By applying the
Fourier transform to (5.21) in terms of the time separation τ , and using (G.1) and
the equality
∞∫
0
I0
(
jα
√
x2 + y2
)
cos (βx) dx = cos
(
y
√
α2 − β2
)
/
√
α2 − β2 [101], we
can obtain (5.28).
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Appendix H
Comparison between the Doppler
PSDs with different CFs (5.17) and
(5.18)
To further clarify which CF definition, (5.17) or (5.18), results in the correct Doppler
PSD to accurately reflect the underlying physical phenomena of real channels, we first
derive the relationship between the Doppler PSD based on the CF (5.17), Shoqhoq (fD),
and the Doppler PSD based on the CF (5.18), S˜hoqhoq (fD). Considering the equal-
ity ρ˜hoqhoq (τ) = ρ
∗
hoqhoq
(τ) and the Fourier transform relation between the CF and
Doppler PSD, we have
S˜hoqhoq (fD) = S
∗
hoqhoq (−fD) . (H.1)
From (H.1), it is clear that only if Shoqhoq (fD) is a real function and symmetrical to
the origin, the equality S˜hoqhoq (fD) = Shoqhoq (fD) holds. Note that due to the Fourier
transform relationship, the equality S˜hoqhoq (fD) = Shoqhoq (fD) leads to the equality
ρ˜hoqhoq (τ) = ρhoqhoq (τ) and vice versa. We now proceed the comparison of Shoqhoq (fD)
and S˜hoqhoq (fD) in the following two typical scenarios.
The first typical scenario, Scenario1, is a non-isotropic F2M macro-cell propagation
environment (fTmax =0), as shown in Figure H.1(a). We use a one-ring model to
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Figure H.1: Graphical description of (a) Scenario1 and (b) Scenario2.
represent this scenario, where the ring of scatterers is around the Rx, i.e., MS, and
the MS moves toward the direction of the Tx, i.e., γR=π. Note that the major amount
of scatterers are located in a small part of the ring facing the motion of the MS, i.e.,
µR=π. The second scenario, Scenario2, is an isotropic M2M propagation environment
(kTRT =k
TR
R =0), where the Tx and Rx move in opposite directions (γT=0 and γR=π),
as shown in Figure H.1(b). Here, a single-bounce two-ring model is used to repre-
sent this scenario. For Scenario1, based on (H.1), the opposite results for the Doppler
PSD are expected as shown in Figure H.2, where kTRR = 3. Since the MS moves
toward the majority of received signals, the maximum Doppler PSD should appear at
fD=fRmax=570 Hz. From Figure H.2, it is clear that the Shoqhoq (fD) presents the
underlying physical phenomena for Scenario1. For Scenario2, as expected from (H.1),
the opposite results of the Doppler PSD with respect to the range of Doppler frequen-
cies are illustrated in Figure H.2, where fTmax=fRmax=570 Hz were used. Since the
Tx and Rx are moving in opposite directions, the Doppler PSD should be limited to
the range of Doppler frequencies 0≤ fD≤ 1140 Hz, whereas the maximum Doppler
PSD exists at fD=0 and fD=fTmax+fRmax=1140 Hz. Again, from Figure H.2, it is
obvious that Shoqhoq (fD) reflects the underlying physical phenomenon for Scenario2.
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Figure H.2: Comparison of the Doppler PSDs of Scenario1 and Scenario2 based
on the CF definitions in (5.17) and (5.18).
Therefore, we can conclude that Shoqhoq (fD) is able to accurately capture the under-
lying physical phenomena of real channels for any scenario, while S˜hoqhoq (fD) cannot.
It is worth stressing that for an isotropic F2M macro-cell scenario (Clarke’s scenario),
where no scatterers are around the Tx, we find that the difference of the Doppler
PSD caused by two CF definitions vanishes, i.e., S˜hoqhoq (fD)=Shoqhoq (fD). This is
because Clarke’s scenario has the U -shape Doppler PSD, which is a real function and
symmetrical to the origin. This seems to be the reason why the CF (5.18) was widely
misapplied.
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Derivation of (5.43b)
Note that (5.43b) includes two formulas regarding parameters bSB12 and b
SB2
2 . In this
appendix, we only derive the parameter bSB12 since the derivation of the parameter
bSB22 is exactly the same. From the general expression of b
SB1
2 in (5.42a) with m = 2,
we have
bSB12 =
bSB10 2π
I0(kTRT )
π∫
−π
ek
TR
T cos(φ
SB1
T −µTRT )
(
f 2Tmax
2
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2
T sin
2 γR
2
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×∆T sin γT sin γR) dφSB1T −
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I0(kTRT )
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−π
ek
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T cos(φ
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T −µTRT )2fTmaxfRmax cos γR cos(φ
SB1
T
−γT )dφSB1T +
bSB10 2π
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π∫
−π
ek
TR
T cos(φ
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T −µTRT )f 2Rmax∆T sin(2γR) sinφ
SB1
T dφ
SB1
T


+

 bSB10 2π
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π∫
−π
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TR
T cos(φ
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(
2
(
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2
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π∫
−π
ek
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2
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∆2T sin
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dφSB1T +
bSB10 2π
I0(kTRT )
π∫
−π
ek
TR
T cos(φ
SB1
T −µTRT )
×fTmaxfRmax∆T sin γR sin
(
γT − 2φSB1T
)
dφSB1T
]
= X1 − [X2 +X3] + [X4 −X5 +X6] . (I.1)
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For the above equation, the first term X1 can be readily obtained as the following
closed-form expression based on the equality
π∫
−π
ea sin c+b cos cdc = 2πI0
(√
a2 + b2
)
[101]
X1 = b
SB1
0 4π
2
(
f 2Tmax
2
+
f 2Rmax∆
2
T sin
2 γR
2
+f 2Rmax cos
2 γR+fTmaxfRmax∆T sin γT sin γR
)
.
(I.2)
The second term X2 is given as follows
X2 =
bSB10 4πfTmaxfRmax cos γR
I0(kTRT )
π∫
−π
ek
TR
T cos(φ
SB1
T −µTRT ) e
j(φSB1T −γT ) + e−j(φ
SB1
T −γT )
2
dφSB1T
=
bSB10 2πfTmaxfRmax cos γR
I0(kTRT )

ej(π/2+µTRT −γT )
3π/2+µTRT∫
−π/2+µTRT
e−jβT+k
TR
T sinβT dβT
+ej(π/2−µ
TR
T +γT )
3π/2−µTRT∫
−π/2−µTRT
e−jθT+k
TR
T sin θT dθT

 (I.3)
where in the second equality we have used the following equalities φSB1T = π/2−βT+µTRT
and φSB1T = −π/2+θT +µTRT , so that dφSB1T = −dβT and dφSB1T = dθT , respectively.
Based on the modified equality
∫ αu
αl
e−jV θ+z sin θdθ = 2π(−j)V IV (z) with αu−αl = 2π
obtained from [101], (I.3) becomes
X2 = b
SB1
0 8π
2fTmaxfRmax cos γR cos
(
γT−µTRT
) I1 (kTRT )
I0 (kTRT )
. (I.4)
Using the same procedure shown above, the closed-form expressions of other terms
X3, X4, X5, and X6 can be obtained similarly. The substitution of X1, X2, ..., X6 into
(I.1) gives the final result of bSB12 , as shown in (5.43b).
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Derivation of the condition
max{RT , RR}<min{al+1 − al} that
guarantees the TDL structure of
our model
For the first tap, Figure 6.2 clearly shows that the longest distance caused by the
double-bounced rays is the link OT−A−B−OR, which is equal to 2RT+2RR+2f .
According to the TDL structure, the inequality 2RT+2RR+2f<2a2 should be fulfilled.
Considering RT+RR+2f<2a1 (as shown in Figure 2) and based on the transitivity
of inequalities, we know that if RT+RR+2a1<2a2 then 2RT+2RR+2f<2a2. Therefore,
we can conclude that the condition RT+RR<2a2−2a1 guarantees the fulfillment of
the TDL structure for the first tap.
For other taps (l′ > 1), since the derivations of the condition that guarantees the
fulfillment of the TDL structure are the same, here we only detail the derivation of
the condition for the second tap. From Figure 6.2, it is clear that the longest distance
in the second tap caused by the double-bounced rays is either the link OT−C−S−OR,
which is equal to 2RT+2a2, or the link OT−S−D−OR, which is equal to 2RR+2a2.
In terms of the TDL structure, the inequality max{RT , RR} < {a3−a2} should be
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fulfilled. Therefore, we can conclude that the condition max{RT , RR}<min{al′+1−al′}
guarantees the fulfillment of the TDL structure for other taps.
Since the condition RT+RR<2a2−2a1 for the first tap can be rewritten as RT<a2−a1
(if RT ≥ RR) and RR < a2−a1 (if RR ≥ RT ), we can obtain the general condition
max{RT , RR}<min{al+1−al} that guarantees the fulfillment of the TDL structure of
our model.
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